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Introduction

The MEG experiment represents the state of the art in the search for the possible exis-

tence of the Charged Lepton Flavour Violating (CLFV) µ+ → e+γ decay. This decay is

completely prohibited in the framework of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics

and practically forbidden also in the SM extensions including neutrino masses and oscil-

lations, but is foreseen in many other extensions, such as SUperSYmmetry (SUSY) and

Grand Uni�ed Theories (GUT). The predicted Branching Ratios (BR) are not far from

the current experimental sensitivities and its discovery would be an indisputable proof

of the existence of new physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM).

The MEG collaboration has presented the �nal results of the experiment in 2016,

exploiting the full statistics collected during the 2009-2013 data taking period at the

Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI), which provides the most intense continuous low-energy

muon beam in the world (up to 108 µ+/s). The analysis of the complete data set,

corresponding to a total number of ≈ 7.5 × 1014 muons stopped in the target at a

stopping rate of 3× 107 µ+/s, has resulted in the new best upper limit on the BR(µ+ →
e+γ) ≤ 4.2 × 10−13 at 90% Con�dence Level (C.L.). This value is a factor of ≈ 30

better than the previously published limit set by the MEGA experiment and improves

the former MEG limit: BR(µ+ → e+γ) ≤ 5.7 × 10−13 at 90% C.L. based on 2009-2011

data analysis.

The MEG experiment practically reached its ultimate level of sensitivity, limited by

the resolutions on the measurement of the kinematic variables of the two decay products.

An upgrade of MEG, MEG II, which aims at a sensitivity enhancement of about one

order of magnitude with respect to the �nal MEG results, was therefore designed and it

is presently in the commissioning phase.

The main item of this thesis consists in the description of the construction and com-

missioning of the new Cylindrical Drift CHamber (CDCH) of the MEG II experiment.

The characteristics of this detector were severely constrained by the strong demands of

the experiment. Several new technological solutions for the construction of this detector
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had to be found and will be presented here.

The thesis is structured as follows:

� Chapter 1 presents a brief theoretical introduction to Flavour Physics, with partic-

ular emphasis on the Lepton Flavor Violation (LFV) in the muon sector.

� Chapter 2 brea�y describes the method used by the MEG experiment for the µ+ →
e+γ decay search. After an overview of the experimental apparatus, the MEG

analysis approach is described, ending with the presentation of the current best

upper limit on the BR(µ+ → e+γ).

� Chapter 3 provides a detailed description of the MEG upgrade, MEG II. Starting

from the motivation, the improvements to the beam line and the new detectors

are described, before introducing the main topic of this thesis: CDCH. The R&D

studies with prototypes are presented, in particular the single-hit resolution and

ageing measurements. The calibration (alignment, energy scale, momentum and

angular resolutions) and monitoring (gas gain and drift velocity) procedures are

described, before showing the expected performances of the MEG II experiment.

� Chapter 4 is fully dedicated to the CDCH design and construction. The wiring ac-

tivities at Lecce, the choice of the wires, their mechanical properties and a material

budget estimation are presented. The assembly and sealing procedures at Pisa are

then described in detail, before the preparation of the endcaps services (structural

extensions, cooling). A discussion of the details of the geometry survey campaigns

close this Chapter.

� Chapter 5 presents several investigations carried out to try to understand the wires

breakages experienced at Pisa and at PSI. The R&D studies about the detection

of possible future breaking points on wires are described, before a detailed analysis

of the breakages through models of corrosion. The e�ect of a missing cathode in a

drift cell on e+ reconstruction is then discussed at the end of the Chapter.

� Chapter 6 is dedicated to the CDCH commissioning operations performed at PSI

after the transport from Pisa. The HV tests and conditioning of the chamber are

presented, aiming at reaching the HV working point, as obtained from gas gain

simulations. The �rst signals with cosmics rays are shown, before the description

of the CDCH integration into the MEG II experimental apparatus.

� Chapter 7 is divided in three main parts:
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◦ The �rst Section describes the 2018 engineering run with CDCH fully inte-

grated in the experimental apparatus for the �rst time. Both cosmic ray and

Michel e+ data at varying µ+ beam intensities are shown, for di�erent HV

values and gas mixtures. The last part is dedicated to the �rst gain studies.

◦ The second Section describes the CDCH re-opening operations during the �rst

half of 2019. It contains a discussion of the systematic HV tests at di�erent

wires elongations to �nd the �nal stable working point con�guration. Finally,

the new CDCH sealing and integration in the experimental apparatus are

described.

◦ The third Section describes the start of the 2019 engineering run (still on-

going): HV scans with cosmics and Michel positrons and µ+ beam intensity

scans are presented. The Chapter ends with gain comparisons between 2018

and 2019 data.

� Chapter 8 summarizes the activities performed and the results achieved and de-

scribed in this thesis work, showing the further improvements yet to be imple-

mented. We end with the expected time schedule of the MEG II experiment.
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Chapter 1

Theoretical introduction

Standard Model (SM) of particle physics and their interactions includes three of the four

fundamental interactions (electromagnetic, weak and strong) and its predictions have

been con�rmed by all the current experimental precision measurements which are showing

the physical reality of the relation mi = λiv between the fermion masses mi and their

couplings λi to the Higgs boson. The vacuum expectation value of the Higgs potential v

represents the electro-weak symmetry breaking energy scale and can be written in term

of the Fermi constant GF for the weak interactions as: v = (1/(
√

2GF ))1/2 ≈ 246 GeV.

On the opposite side the several problems that the Standard Model (SM) is not able

to solve can be divided in two categories:

� theoretical

◦ gravitation is not taken into account;

◦ hierarchy problem of the Higgs scalar mass (17 orders of magnitude smaller

than the Planck scale) and its loop divergence (�ne-tuned cancellations);

◦ the great number of free parameters λi of the theory that account for the

observed masses and mixings of quarks and leptons;

� observational

◦ it can not explain the Dark Matter (DM) of non-baryonic nature and the

barion (matter-antimatter) asymmetry in the universe;

◦ neutrino mixing and neutrino masses can be �ad hoc� included, but there is

no hint concerning the mass di�erence with respect to other fermions;

1



2 CHAPTER 1. THEORETICAL INTRODUCTION

◦ cosmological problems related with in�ation: there was some period of time

in the early universe when energy density with a negative equation of state,

typically associated with a scalar �eld called in�aton, dominated the universe.

1.1 Introduction to �avour physics

Flavour physics has always played a key role in the development of our knowledge of

fundamental interactions leading to several remarkable predictions, from the existence of

the charm quark and the presence of a third generation of quarks to stringent constraints

on new interactions. In this unstable equilibrium and with the possible discovery of new

particles at Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in the �rst phase of its operation at higher

energies and luminosities, it is therefore of fundamental importance for the future devel-

opment in the �eld of elementary particle physics to continue improving the theoretical

and experimental tools needed to study �avour physics.

Modern particle physics research can be divided in two main branches:

� energy frontier

◦ the search for the direct production of new particles and the observation of

new �avour physics interactions related to physics Beyond the Standard Model

(BSM). This is the so-called �energy frontier� of particle physics at achievable

energies of LHC in the TeV range. It consists in directly accessing new de-

grees of freedom and exploiting the full luminosity of the High-Luminosity-

LHC (HL-LHC) in order to increase the precision on �avour observables by

at least one order of magnitude with respect to the current results. LHC at

CERN explores in particular the domain of the EW symmetry breaking, the

nature of the Higgs boson and the existence of new particles, for instance the

super-symmetric partners of the SM particles. Any new particle produced in

direct detection experiments could provide a precise determination of the New

Physics (NP) Lagrangian;

� intensity frontier

◦ a completely complementary approach exploits precision measurements of ex-

tremely rare known processes in order to �nd deviations from theoretical pre-

dictions. Indirect search of NP has some advantages: it allows to probe,

constrain or exclude many physics models simulataneously and allows to �nd
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the new particles as virtual particles in t-channel processes. This is the so-

called �intensity frontier� of particle physics in which ad hoc experiments can

explore highest energy scales, up to 104÷5 TeV, by exploiting high statistics

and well controlled experimental conditions, both unattainable at LHC by

general-purpose experiments. The most important probes are: ∆F = 2 tran-

sitions, where F can be the strangeness S, the charmness C or the bottomness

B; l→ l′ transitions (µ→ e or τ → µ); the Electric Dipole Moments (EDM),

either of the electron or neutron.

Grand Uni�cation Theories (GUT) predict that all the interactions are uni�ed at the

MGUT scale (∼ 1015 GeV). In general, BSM theories like SUperSYmmetry (SUSY) aim

at formulating a universal theory containing the SM as an e�ective low-energy theory.

In the framework of an e�ective theory, the Lagrangian of the entire process can be

factorized in a form made up of a series of couplings Ci and local operators Oi [16] [17]:

LEFF ∼ GF
∑
i

Ci(µ,MV )Oi(µ) (1.1)

where µ is the energy scale,MV is the mass of the heavy mediators responsible for the

short-distance interaction, GF is the Fermi constant for the weak interactions and Ci are

the so-called Wilson coe�cients. The quantity µ, beyond playing the role of energy scale,

assumes in this context also the meaning of a factorization scale. What is factorized is

the dependence on the various physical e�ects arising at the di�erent energy scales. The

Wilson coe�cients Ci(µ,MV ), as coupling constants, depend only on the high-energy

part of the full theory, namely on energies > µ. On the other hand, the low-energy

dynamics, at energies < µ, is encoded in the operators Oi(µ).

NP processes can enter the process, for instance by modifying the Wilson coe�cients

of the SM or adding new operators not present in the SM. Good candidates could be

processes involving loops since they are already suppressed in the SM, thus a deviation

from the SM predictions could be a hint of new physics BSM. Better if these processes

involve leptons or photons since generally their Branching Ratios (BR) are cleaner to

predict.

In the quark sector, it is of interest to know what is possible to achieve with an

extension of the SM with an e�ective description of �avour physics close to the Cabibbo-

Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) one, based on �avour symmetries and on their possible

breaking pattern only, i.e. without referring to speci�c models or dynamical assump-

tions. In the CKM-like picture of �avour physics, the origin of the �avour symmetries
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breaking patterns is unknown at a fundamental level, but one could take this patterns

as a low energy property of a basic theory, described by an e�ective Lagrangian. In

these e�ective �eld theories the operators which describe the �avour breaking can be

written with speci�c combinations of the CKM matrix VCKM elements (ξij = VtjV
∗
ti)

and are the same that operate in the SM. A possible example goes under the name of

Minimal Flavour Violation (MFV) [21]. By using this model, it is possible to translate

the experimental constraints into allowed ranges for the Wilson coe�cients, parametrized

as [15]:

Ci(Λ) =
FiLi
Λ2

(1.2)

where Λ is the NP scale, Fi is a function of the NP �avour couplings and Li is a loop

factor. Figure 1.1 shows the lower bounds on NP scale at 95% probability, assuming

strongly coupled NP (FiLi ∼ 1), with no �avour suppression derived from mixing and

CP violation, from ∆F = 2 processes in neutral K,D,Bd, Bs meson systems. These

bounds can be translated into less stringent constraints on the NP scale models featuring

weak interactions and/or some kind of �avour suppression.

Figure 1.1: Lower bounds on NP scale at 95% probability, assuming strongly coupled new
physics, from ∆F = 2 (F = S,C,B) processes in neutral K,D,Bd, Bs meson systems.

In the quark sector, given the current moderate precision achieved due to QCD pa-

rameters approximations, new �avour physics phenomena may be related to NP in the

TeV range. In fact the coupling to NP could be lower than 1 or �avour suppression due
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to mixing and/or CP violation could happen. The current overall status of �avour mea-

surements still shows consistency with the CKM picture of �avour physics, allowing BSM

contributions with an uncertainty at 20 ÷ 30% level [15]. The present level of precision

has been attained in the last 15 years of experiments, but is not yet comparable with the

standards in other areas of particle physics (for instance QED) and clearly motivates one

keeps improving on it. The current results are nevertheless already signi�cant enough

to require that some mechanism be active to keep any �avour violation under control at

the TeV scale. In the next years a great improvement in Lattice-QCD (L-QCD) simula-

tions are expected, leading to a signi�cant reduction of the QCD uncertainties down to

1÷ 0.1% [15].

1.1.1 Lepton Flavour Violation (LFV)

In the SM, hadronic �avour transitions arise from the misalignment between the kinetic

and the Yukawa terms in the Lagrangian [11]:

LY =

[
u,d∑
q

(Yq)ij(QL)i(qR)j + (Ye)ij(LL)i(eR)j

]
(∼)

Φ + h.c. (1.3)

where the indices i and j run over the 3 families of up-type quarks (u, c, t), down-type

quarks (d, s, b) and leptons (e, µ, τ), such that Y are complex 3× 3 matrices. The �elds

are: the Left-Handed (LH) quark doublets QTL = (uL dL); the Right-Handed (RH) up

and down quarks uR, dR; the LH lepton doublets LTL = (uL dL); the RH leptons eR;

the Higgs �eld Φ. The unitary rotation matrices V for LH up-quarks and RH down-

quarks are generally di�erent, inducing the �avour mixing in the charged-current weak

interactions with the W boson, described by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa unitary

matrix (VCKM ≡ V �uVd), whose elements represent how likely a quark from a speci�c

family is expected to turn into a di�erent quark of a possibly di�erent family:

Lcc =
g√
2

(
uLγ

µ(V �uVd)dL + νLγ
µ(V �ν Ve)eL

)
W+
µ + h.c. (1.4)

where g is the weak coupling constant and γ is the photon �eld. In the lepton

sector, since SM neutrinos are massless, the mass matrix is fully diagonalized by an

unitary transformation for LL and eR. One can choose Vν = Ve, since only the term

Ye involves the lepton doublets. Therefore the lepton �avour is de�ned in the mass-

diagonalized basis: Le, Lµ, Lτ and is exactly conserved for each generation individually.

As a consequence it is possible to rotate indipendently the �elds in the kinetic and in the
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Yukawa part of the Lagrangian without having to introduce a CKM-like matrix. In the

pure SM framework the LFV processes are forbidden (BRLFV = 0) at all the orders of the

theory and transitions between charged and neutral leptons preserve �avour. Given the

unitarity of the matrices V , applying these transformations does not modify the kinetic

terms and the neutral-current interactions, such as the fermion (f = u, d, e) couplings to

the photon and the Z boson, which then result �avour conserving. Similarly, the fermion

couplings to the physical Higgs ∼ (mf/v)fLfRH can be diagonalized in the same mass

basis and no �avour violation is induced.

However, �avour transitions between neutral leptons have been observed in the phe-

nomenon of neutrino oscillations by several experiments. Lepton �avour oscillations on

neutrino side lead to the fact that neutrinos have mass mi 6= 0 and thus to a non-

diagonal unitary mixing matrix UPMNS (Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata) between

mass eigenstates and �avour eigenstates:

νl =

3∑
i=1

(UPMNS)li νi (1.5)

where l = e, µ, τ are the �avour eigenstates and i = 1, 2, 3 are the mass eigenstates.

Neutrino oscillations imply the non conservation of the lepton �avour number, due to the

presence in SM Lagrangian of other terms to include the ν mass which involve the lepton

�elds. It is natural to assume that lepton �avour is not conserved also in transitions

involving charged leptons, even though the SM contribution due to neutrino mixing is

negligible.

1.2 Charged Lepton Flavour Violation (CLFV)

Charged Lepton Flavour Violation (CLFV) searches are of particular interest because

of the possibility to carry out clean measurements which are at the same time free

of theoretical background. In the case of observation they could give a clear piece of

evidence of physics BSM, but even in the case of non observation they establish strong

limits for the development of new theories. On the other hand such searches are di�cult

to be carried out at general-purpose machines and detectors, thus dedicated detectors

and even dedicated accelerators or storage rings have to be exploited or designed for the

future.

The search for the CLFV is expected to make a signi�cant step forward in the next

few years. An international program of CLFV explorations exists, with experiments

recently completed, currently running and soon to be constructed in the United States,
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Japan and Europe. These include:

� the completion of the MEG (Mu-E-Gamma) experiment [3] [2] [4] (Chapter 2) at

Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) and its upgrade MEG II [1] [6] (Chapter 3 and following

Chapters);

� the proposed Mu3e [54] search at PSI. The current experimental limit dates back

to the SINDRUM experiment at PSI in 1988 [50] and is BR(µ+ → e+e−e+) ≤
1×10−12 at 90% Con�dence Level (C.L.). The expected improvements could allow

to reach the 10−16 level;

� new searches of muon to electron conversion (Mu2e [55] [56] at Fermilab, COMET

[57] [58] [59] [60] [61] at J-PARC). The measurement of the neutrinoless µ− to e−

Conversion Rate (CR) in presence of a nucleus is de�ned relatively to the ordinary

capture of the muon on the nucleus as follows:

Rµe = CR(µ−N → e−N) =
R(µ− +A(Z,N)→ e− +A(Z,N))

R(µ− +A(Z,N)→ νµ +A(Z − 1, N))
(1.6)

The best limit on Rµe is 7 × 10−13 (on gold) as obtained by the SINDRUM II

experiment at PSI in 2006 [51]. The expected improvements could allow to reach

a few ×10−17 level in CR(µ−N → e−N);

� studies of τ decay at SuperKEKB [65] (see also Section 1.2.2). The present best

experimental limits on LFV τ decays come from measurements at the B-factories.

The results presented in Figure 1.3 come from a sample of ≈ 5 × 108 (BaBar)

and ≈ 9 × 108 (Belle) τ τ̄ pairs and summarize the B-factories searches for LFV

τ lepton decay modes. Future improvements could allow to increase the number

of τ τ̄ events up to ≈ 5 × 1010 leading to reach the 10−9 level with the Belle II

experiment, capable of probing an entire range of decays;

� constraints on the existence of ∆Li = ±2 processes (L lepton number) could be set

by muonium-antimuonium conversion [62] [63] [64].

1.2.1 LFV at high energy colliders

In principle, CLFV signatures could be observed at LHC if supersymmetric particles

were discovered. They naturally generate LFV couplings in slepton mass matrix. Con-

sequently if sleptons are light enough to be produced in pairs, di�erent lepton �avours

could show up in decay chains such as: l+l− → l+l−χ0χ0.
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Figure 1.2: Summary of the experimental searches for CLFV processes as a function of
the years.

New particles could also be reconstructed from resonance peaks if they have lepton-

violating tree couplings (H → ll′ or Z → ll′). Due to the existing bounds on �avour

changing processes, these LFV decays are small and di�cult to detect above the large

background from WW -production with subsequent leptonic decays. However, with high

enough luminosities LHC can go beyond the LEP bounds on LFV Z decays. In addition,

at possible future e+e− circular colliders ultimate limits could be set thanks to planned

≈ 1013 Z bosons decays.

1.2.2 LFV in τ sector

Searches for lepton-�avour violating τ decays are among the probes of NP at present

and future high luminosity �avour factories. The large τ mass (mτ ≈ 1777 MeV) implies

many possible �nal states besides the natural τ → eγ, τ → µγ or τ → 3e, τ → 3µ.

The BR for LFV τ decays is generally predicted to be larger compared to those of the

muon, by a power p (model-dependent) of lepton mass ratio: (mτ/mµ)p. For instance,

according to SUSY, the BR for the µ→ eγ decay process can be written in terms of the

mixing angle (θẽµ̃) between the �rst two sleptons generations and results proportional

to [19] [20]:
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Figure 1.3: Present limits on CLFV τ decays at B-factories.

BR(µ→ eγ) ∼
(
πα3

G2
F

)(
θ2
ẽµ̃

m̃4

)
tan2 β (m̃ typical SUSY mass) (1.7)

where tanβ is de�ned as the ratio of the two vacuum expectation values of the two

neutral Higgses predicted by the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM).

The formula can be easily generalized to the process τ → µγ and the ratio:

BR(τ → µγ)

BR(µ→ eγ)
∼
θ2
µ̃τ̃

θ2
ẽµ̃

(1.8)

ranges from 500 to 104 depending on the model considered. It can be evaluated by

modeling the slepton mixing matrix in analogy to the quark and neutrino sector mixing

matrix: a CKM-like parameterization with θẽµ̃ ∼ VdtVst, θµ̃τ̃ ∼ VbtVst; a PMNS-like

parameterization with θẽµ̃ ∼ Ue3Uµ3, θµ̃τ̃ ∼ Uµ3Uτ3. Despite the larger BRs, the number

of produced τ 's and the experimental backgrounds spoil this advantage. In fact, the

experimental sensitivity in the muon sector results several orders of magnitude higher

(≈ 105), more than compensating the di�erence in the BRs. At the end, the experimental

reach in both τ and µ LFV decays probe comparable regions of the parameter space of

new theories.
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LFV τ decays are searched for by tagging one of the τ 's in the e+e− → τ+τ− event,

dividing it in two hemispheres and considering each one as a possible candidate for the

LFV decay under consideration. Despite all cuts and kinematical constraints, generally

an irreducible background remains, for instance the initial state radiation τ+τ−γ in

the case of τ → µγ searches. Future improvements could come from running at lower

e+e− Center-of-Mass (CM) energy since the initial state radiation photon spectrum is

suppressed for the typical gamma energies of the LFV processes. Conversely the 3-body

decay remains background free, as apparent from the di�erent scaling as a function of

the luminosity (square root vs. linear), shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: History and anticipated upper limits on BR for τ → µγ, τ → µη and τ → µµµ
decays as a function of the integrated luminosity.

1.3 Muon sector

Muon physics has played a fundamental role in the costruction of the SM of particle

physics, especially in establishing the V − A nature of the weak interactions and the

validity of the QED. Nowadays muon physics has not yet exhausted its potential.

The muon was discovered in 1937 by Neddermeier and Anderson [46] in a cloud

chamber exposed to cosmic rays. Initially this particle was wrongly interpreted as the

short-range strong force mediator predicted by Yukawa. Ten years later Conversi, Pancini
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and Piccioni [47] observed that muons behave like heavy electrons passing through matter

being subject to the electromagnetic interaction but not the strong one. The �rst limit

and the start to search for the LFV decays of this unstable particle was set by Pontecorvo

and Hincks in 1948 [48] using cosmics: BR(µ→ eγ) ≤ 10%.

The currently updated µ mass and lifetime are mµ = 105.6583745(24) MeV/c2 and

τµ = 2.1969811(22) × 10−6 s respectively [69]. Precise measurements on the µ decay

provide the best estimate for the Fermi constant GF = 1.1663787(6)× 10−5 GeV−2 [69].

The SM µ decay modes are: µ+ → e+νeν̄µ (Michel decay, ≈ 100%), µ+ → e+νeν̄µγ

(Radiative Muon Decay (RMD), (1.4 ± 0.4)% for Eγ > 10 MeV), µ+ → e+νeν̄µe
−e+

((3.4± 0.4)× 10−5).

Figure 1.5: CLFV searches improvements in the µ sector in the last 80 years.

CLFV explorations complement the direct searches of new particles and, among them,

µ measurements in particular have the best sensitivity over the largest range of param-

eters space of many models of NP. Several experiments have taken place over the years.

Searches started with the use of cosmic ray muons (until the 1950s), then continued with

stopped pion beams (until the 1970s) and �nally muon beams of increasing intensity.

In parallel detector resolutions improved, leading to continuously increased sensitivities.

These three main clusters are visible in Figure 1.5.
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The discovery of the LFV in muon decays µ+ → e+γ, µ+ → e+e−e+ and µ−N →
e−N conversion in nuclei, would be an indisputable proof of the existence of new dynamics

BSM. The predicted BRs are not far from the current experimental upper limits, reported

in Table 1.1.

Process µ+ → e+γ µ+ → e+e−e+ µ−N → e−N

Background accidental bkg RMD with Decay-In-Orbit (DIO)
internal conversion beam-related π and p̄
accidental bkg cosmic rays

Beam Continuous Continuos Pulsed
Best limit 4.2× 10−13 1× 10−12 7× 10−13

MEG (2016) SINDRUM SINDRUM II
[4] (1988) [50] (2006) [51]

Planned experiments MEG-II Mu3e Mu2e at Fermilab
at PSI [1] [6] at PSI [54] [55] [56],

COMET at J-PARK
[57] [58] [59] [60] [61]

Planned sensitivity ∼ 6× 10−14 ∼ 10−16 ∼ a few× 10−17

Table 1.1: Comparison of muon CLFV experiments.

Independently of the speci�c theory and model, CLFV transitions are related to new

lepton-lepton couplings and e�ective operators. Some example processes are shown in

Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of vertices and interactions of some of CLFV pro-
cesses in which NP contribution could be measurable.

These processes can be divided in dipole amplitudes (the �rst three Feynman dia-

grams from the left) and 4-fermion amplitudes (the last two diagrams). One can try to

parametrize the interplay between the two kinds of diagrams by means of two parameters,

Λ and k, in the following e�ective Lagrangian for leptons interactions [15] [18] [19] [20]:
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LCLFV =
mµ

(k + 1)Λ2
µ̄RσµνeLF

µν +
k

(k + 1)Λ2
µ̄LγµeL(ēγµe) + h.c. (1.9)

where L and R indicate the chirality of the di�erent SM fermion �elds and Fµν is the

photon �eld strength. The dimentionless parameter k determines whether the dipole-like

or the 4-fermion interaction is dominant or not. It should be noted, as in [18], that in

Equation 1.9 there may be several other terms which could interfere constructively or

destructively. It has become commonplace in discussions to use Equation 1.9 to plot

the NP scale Λ vs. k. For k << 1 (k >> 1) the dipole-type (4-fermion) interaction

dominates CLFV processes. Figure 1.7 summarizes the power of di�erent searches to

explore this parameters space.

Figure 1.7: Sensitivity of the LFV processes µ→ eγ, µ→ e and µ→ eee to the NP scale
Λ as a function of the proportion of dipole vs. 4-fermion amplitude, parameterized by k.

As one can see, for Λ < 103 TeV present limits already posed serious contraints on SM

extensions, SUSY especially. The µ→ eγ decay is sensitive only in the dipole-dominating

region, while the µ→ e conversion and the µ→ eee decay receive contributions also from

the 4-fermion interactions. Nonetheless Λ is only an e�ective scale and is not immediately

comparable to the mass M of new particles accessible by direct search. This dependence

can be parametrized for the �loop� and �contact� interaction respectively as [15] [20]:

1

Λ2
∼
(gBSM α

M

)2
;

1

Λ2
∼
(gBSM

M

)2
(1.10)
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where α is the �ne-structure constant and gBSM is the new BSM coupling. In both

cases the real mass M tested by CLFV processes is signi�cantly above that accessible at

LHC.

1.3.1 The µ→ eγ decay

Figure 1.8: Feynman diagrams of the µ → eγ decay process in the MSM extension
including the neutrino oscillations.

In the Minimal Standard Model (MSM) extension including neutrino oscillations, the

µ → eγ decay process becomes allowed with a BR 6= 0. If one looks at the Feynman

diagrams of this process (Figure 1.8), it is clear that its amplitude is extremely tiny since

the muon neutrino has to oscillate into an electron neutrino within a W vector boson

lifetime [18] [19] [20]:

Γ(µ→ eγ) =
αG2

Fm
5
µ

2048π4

(
∆m2

12

m2
W

)2

sin2 θ12 cos2 θ12 (1.11)

where the identity
∑3

i=1(|V 2
eiV

2
µi|2) = sin2 θ12 cos2 θ12 is used and mW is the W mass.

In the 2-states approximation θ12 is the mixing angle and ∆m2
12 = m2

1 − m2
2 is the

di�erence between the two ν mass eigenstates. Considering the muon total decay width:
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ΓTOT =
G2
Fm

5
µ

192π3
⇒ BR(µ→ eγ) = 5× 10−48(∆m2

12[eV2])2 sin2 θ12 cos2 θ12 (1.12)

Given the measurement of ∆m2
12 and θ12 from KamLAND [49]:

∆m2
12 = 7.5× 10−5eV2 ; tan2 θ12 = 0.44 ⇒ BR(µ→ eγ) < 10−50 (1.13)

which cannot be experimentally observed. BSM theories predict additional particles

and interactions that can enhance such process up to a measurable level.

Pursuing the model-independent approach of Equations 1.1 and 1.2, the µ → eγ

decay rate can be written as [11]:

Γ(µ→ eγ) =
m3
µv

2

8πΛ4

(
|Ceµeγ |2 + |Cµeeγ |2

)
(1.14)

where Ci are the coe�cients of the dipole operator Qeγ , which corresponds to the

�rst term of Equation 1.9 and the �rst diagram (top left) in Figure 1.9. The diagrams of

Figure 1.9 show how Qeγ gives also rise to contributions to processes such as µ→ eee and

µ→ e conversion and vice versa, how the 4-fermion operator can contribute to µ→ eγ.

Figure 1.9: Schematic representation of the contribution to processes such as µ → eee
and µ → e conversion in nuclei arising from a �avour-violating dipole operator and,
conversely, to µ→ eγ from 4-fermion operators.

A graphical representation of the present and future bounds on the coe�cient Cµeeγ of

the dipole operator Qeγ for Λ = 1 TeV is given in Figure 1.10. It is clear that presently
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Figure 1.10: Graphical representation of the bounds on Cµeeγ for Λ = 1 TeV coming from
the present and future limits.

µ→ eγ is the most sensitive process on this parameter, but future experiments will have

a comparable sensitivity.

The comparison of the di�erent CLFV processes is therefore of great interest for the

study of the possible new physics processes. If Qeγ gives the main contribution to CLFV,

the experimental sensitivity to µ→ eee and µN → eN conversion needs to be improved

by more than two orders of magnitude, in order to provide more stringent constraint

than the current µ → eγ one (Table 1.1). In fact, if the dipole operator dominates, the

rates of µ → eee and µN → eN conversion are suppressed by a factor of order α with

respect to µ→ eγ (Figure 1.9):

BR(µ→ eee) ≈ α
3π

(
log

m2
µ

m2
e
− 3
)
× BR(µ→ eγ)

CR(µN → eN) ≈ α× BR(µ→ eγ)
(1.15)

Therefore the MEG bound on BR(µ → eγ) translates to a limit to the above ob-

servables at the 10−15 level. Conversely, a measurement of the rates of µ → eee and

µN → eN conversion much above that value would clearly indicate that the source of

CLFV has a 4-fermion topology, instead of a dipole one.

1.3.2 Experimental searches

The MEG experiment search for µ+ → e+γ decay at PSI is presented in detail in Chap-

ter 2. In particular, the �nal MEG results [4] are presented in Section 2.3. The MEG

upgrade (MEG II) is presented in Chapter 3.
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The µ+ → e+e+e− decay

The µ+ → e+e+e− decay will be searched by the Mu3e experiment [54] at PSI, which aims

at improving the previous result [50] by ≈ 4 orders of magnitude, reaching a sensitivity

of ∼ 10−16 in two successive phases. A continuous beam will be transported to a double-

cone shaped 85 µm-thick Mylar target, placed in a 1 T solenoidal magnetic �eld. The

signal is the emission of two positrons and one electron on a plane, from a common

vertex with null total momentum and a total energy ETOT = mµ. The tracker will be

made of 50 µm silicon pixels for high acceptance of tracks from a few MeV up to mµ/2.

Timing will be measured by scintillator �bers and tiles, read out by SiPMs. There are

two sources of background: the prompt one from µ+ → e+e+e−νeνµ and the accidental

coincidence of two or three µ− decays, which are strongly dependent on the beam rate.

A schematic view of the Mu3e detector is shown in Figure 1.11, with the two phases

highlighted (bottom).

Figure 1.11: Schematic view of the Mu3e detector with the two phases highlighted (bot-
tom).
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The µ−N → e−N conversion

The µ− → e− conversion into the Coulomb �eld of a nucleus N will be searched by the

Mu2e experiment [55] [56] at FNAL and the COMET experiment [57] [58] [59] [60] [61]

at J-PARC. Both experiments aim at improving the previous result [51] by ≈ 4 orders

of magnitudes, reaching a sensitivity of a few ×10−17. A pulsed µ− beam formed from

the decay of π produced in proton collision on �xed target is subsequently stopped in a

layer of thin targets, where muon capture can take place. The signal is an e− having the

energy Ee = mµ −Bµ −Er, where Bµ is the muon binding energy and Er is the nuclear

recoil energy. Since the �nal state is a single particle, the sensitivity is not limited by

the accidental background. However, a beam induced background can originate from π

interactions in the beam line. This can be eliminated by implementing an asymmetric

proton beam structure with very short and intense proton spills, well separated in time,

as shown in Figure 1.12 (top) for the Mu2e case. Other relevant backgrounds are the

interaction of cosmic rays in the target and µ Decay In Orbit (DIO) of a muonic atom.

Figure 1.12: Top: time structure of the various beam particles in the Mu2e experiment.
Bottom: schematic view of the Mu2e detector.

The Mu2e detector (Figure 1.12 bottom) consists in a series of Al discs where µ− are

stopped, followed by a straw tube tracker and a pair of crystal calorimeters to detect e−

coming from the µ− decay or capture. Both devices have a shape of hollow cylinders to

let low momentum e− go through undetected. The muon beam will be formed by the

decay of backward-going π produced by a 8 GeV proton beam and will be transported up
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to the target through a bent solenoid to reduce the background from neutral particles.

The two phases of the COMET experiment are highlighted in Figure 1.13. During

the �rst stage, the target will be placed at the center of a thin cylindrical drift chamber

surrounded by scintillating hodoscopes for triggering and timing. In the second stage,

the beam line will be extended and e− will be detected by a forward straw tube tracker

and a calorimeter made of LYSO crystals.

Figure 1.13: Schematic view of the two phases of the COMET detector.

The current schedule of the search of CLFV in the muon sector (together with other

projects) is reported in Figure 1.14. In the next 5 to 10 years our present knowledge

of fundamental interactions could be disproved or con�rmed by means of a full set of

complementary searches of BSM physics.

Figure 1.14: Current schedule of the search of CLFV in the muon sector (together with
other projects).
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Chapter 2

The MEG experiment

In this Chapter we brie�y report the method used by the MEG experiment for the

µ+ → e+γ decay search. We describe the experimental apparatus in a not too detailed

way, but such as to provide a motivation for the choices made for the upgrade MEG II.

Furthermore, we present the MEG analysis approach, since this does not di�er to that

which will be used in MEG II.

2.1 Signal and backgrounds

2.1.1 µ+ → e+γ decay characterization

The phenomenology of the µ+ → e+γ decay process is very simple. A picture of the signal

event is shown in Figure 2.1: experimentally a positive muon1 beam is stopped in a target

and its decay products are observed in the laboratory system. Positive muons decay at

rest thus the Center-of-Mass (CM) reference frame coincides with the laboratory. The

process is a 2-body decay, then, apart from second-order corrections due to the fact that

me 6= 0, the outgoing particles have E = mµ/2 and are emitted simultaneosly in a back-

to-back direction. The signal consists in a photon and a positron of equal momentum

emitted in collinear and temporal coincidence.

The physical observables that characterize the µ+ → e+γ decay process are:

� the energy of the positron and the photon, Ee and Eγ respectively;

� the relative angle between the emission directions of the outgoing positron and

photon, θeγ ;

1Negative muons may undergo other processes than the decay at rest, such as nuclear capture or the
formation of muonic atoms.

21
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Figure 2.1: Kinematics of the µ+ → e+γ decay.

� the relative time between the �nal state positron and photon, teγ .

2.1.2 Experimental backgrounds

The sensitivity to the µ+ → e+γ decay is given by the capability of the experimental

apparatus to distinguish the two monochromatic, time coincident, back-to-back �nal state

particles from the background (background rejection capability). In order to identify a

µ+ decay event as a signal candidate, the MEG detectors have to accurately measure the

key quantities involved in the process. Two categories of background events can mimic

the signal signature, thus a good angular, timing and energy resolutions are required.

Prompt background

The prompt background is due to the Radiative Muon Decay (RMD) µ+ → e+νeν̄µγ

where the γ and the e+ are emitted back-to-back and small energy is carried out by

the two neutrinos. This process is characterized by four time-coincident particles and

it can mimic the 2-body decay at the very end of the kinematic edge. The RMD rate

RRMD is proportional to the product Rµ × BR(µ+ → e+νeν̄µγ) where Rµ is the muon

beam intensity. The di�erential RMD width is usually expressed in terms of the reduced

e+ and γ energy and relative emission angle, respectively x = 2Ee/mµ, y = 2Eγ/mµ

and z = π − θeγ . For the signal (x = 1, y = 1 and z = 0) the width vanishes, but

�nite experimental resolutions give background a possibility to mimic the signal limiting

the achievable sensitivity [18]. The probability of one background event to fall in the

signal region is easily computed given the experimental resolutions δx, δy and δz and
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Figure 2.2: Left: RMD BR as a function of the reduced e+ (δx) and γ (δy) energy
resolutions. Right: γ spectrum from RMD as a function of the reduced photon energy y.

integrating the di�erential RMD width in the signal region smeared by the detectors

resolutions. Resolutions of ≈ 1% on both γ and e+ energy are required to keep the RMD

rate at ≈ 10−15 level. The left plot of Figure 2.2 shows the BR of the physics background

as a function of the reduced e+ (δx) and γ (δy) energy resolutions. On the right the γ

spectrum from RMD as a function of the reduced photon energy y is reported.

Accidental background

An accidental background event happens when a γ and a e+ produced in two distinct

processes are in accidental temporal coincidence and spatial collinearity. On one side, the

pure muon beam exploited by the MEG experiment ensures that the unique source of e+ is

the µ+ decay (Michel positrons). On the other side, many sources of high energy γ pollute

the experimental environment: RMD, positrons interacting in the detector materials (e+

Annihilation-In-Flight (AIF), bremsstrahlung), neutrons interactions in the surrounding

materials. All the contributions are proportional to the beam µ+ stopping rate in the

target Rµ. The probability that a background event is recognized as signal Bacc, i.e.

the ratio between the number of accidental events interpreted as µ+ → e+γ to the

total number of µ+ decays observed, is obtained using the reduced variables for positron

(x = 2Ee/mµ) and photon (y = 2Eγ/mµ) energy and integrating over the corresponding

energy spectra in the intervals [1− δx, 1], [1− δy, 1] [18]:
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Figure 2.3: Contribution of AIF events (dashed line RMD, dotted line AIF) to the total
rate of accidental background photons as a function of the γ energy.

Bacc ≈ Rµ δx δteγ (δθeγ)2
[
α (δy)2 ln(δy)

]
→ Racc = Rµ ×Bacc (2.1)

where Racc is the e�ective rate of accidental background events Racc. The reduced

e+ and γ energy resolutions are respectively δx and δy, while δteγ and δθeγ are the

time and angular resolutions on the time-coincident back-to-back �nal state particles

respectively. The accidental background rate Racc increases quadratically with the muon

rate Rµ delivered on the target, becoming predominant for intense µ beams. This is the

case of MEG. For this reason the optimum muon beam for a µ+ → e+γ decay search is

a continuous beam, which minimizes, for the same number of delivered µ+, the number

of accidental coincidences.

The RMD is not the only source of high energy γ in the experimental area. Depending

on the amount of material traversed by the decay e+, even bremsstrahlung processes

and positron annihilation in matter (AIF) are non-negligible contributors to accidental

background events. Figure 2.3 shows the AIF contribution to the total rate of accidental

background photons as a function of the γ energy.

The experiment sensitivity scales inversely with the statistics collected (1/Nµ) only in

case of background-free experiment, thus a considerable sensitivity improvement comes

from the usage of intense µ sources. Nevertheless this is not true if the number of expected
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background events is greater than 1. Therefore, in order to limit the background, the

detectors need to have the better possible performances in the measurement of the γ

energy and the relative γ-e+ direction since Racc depends quadratically on these two

observables. Obviously the e+ energy resolution and time resolution are important too.

Figure 2.4: Isocurves for the two background sources in the MEG experimental envi-
ronment in Eγ vs. Ee planes. With the resolutions reached by the MEG experiment
(highlighted by the two red crosses) the dominant background source is the accidental
one.

In Table 3.2 (Section 3.4) both the design and obtained detector resolutions and

e�ciencies for the MEG experiment are listed. The trigger e�ciency is ≈ 99%. As

shown in Figure 2.4, with the resolutions reached by the MEG experiment (highlighted

by the two red crosses), the dominant background source is the accidental one. This

latter is at ≈ 10−14 level, while the physics background is maintained < 10−15 level,

more than one order of magnitude below.

2.1.3 Single Event Sensitivity (SES)

Given the Branching Ratio for the µ+ → e+γ decay process BR(µ+ → e+γ), the av-

erage number of expected signal events N(µ+ → e+γ) in the case of a background-free

experiment is:

N(µ+ → e+γ) = BR(µ+ → e+γ)× k
k = RµT

Ω
4π εeεγεsel

(2.2)
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where Rµ is the µ beam intensity, T is the data taking live time, Ω/(4π) is the

solid angle covered by the apparatus, εe and εγ are the geometric e�ciencies (related to

detector geometry and materials) for e+ and γ, i.e. the probability that they reach the

respective detectors and εsel is the signal selection e�ciency (related to the experimental

resolutions).

The Single Event Sensitivity (SES) is de�ned as the BR(µ+ → e+γ) for which the

average number of expected signal events is equal to 1 in absence of background. By

imposing N(µ+ → e+γ) = 1 in Equation 2.2 one obtains:

SES = BR(µ+ → e+γ | N(µ+ → e+γ) = 1) =
1

k
=

1

RµT [Ω/(4π)]εeεγεsel
(2.3)

Figure 2.5: Con�dence belt at 90% for the average number of expected events Ñ as
a function of the number of detected signal events Nexp in presence of 0.5 background
events.

The SES is the inverse of the normalization factor k. In the MEG case Ω/(4π) = 10%,

εe = 90%, εγ = 60%, εsel = 70%, T = 2.6 × 107 s and Rµ = 3 × 107µ/s. The expected

SES for MEG is ≈ 3.8× 10−14.

The value of the SES does not de�ne the sensitivity of the experiment, which may

be calculated using the theory of probability. The experimental sensitivity at 90% Con-
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�dence Level (C.L.) in the case that no event is recognized as signal is usually quoted as

2.30×SES. Given the true value of the B̃R(µ+ → e+γ), this descends from the fact that

in absence of background the probability of getting zero events when the expectation is

Ñ = B̃R(µ → eγ)/SES (Equation 2.2) is given by the Poisson distribution P . If one

de�nes Nexp as the number of detected signal events, this is a measurement of the true

value Ñ extracted from P (0|Nexp) = e−Nexp . The upper limit at 90% C.L. is then given

by N for which:

∫ N

0
e−NexpdNexp = 0.9 (2.4)

which implies N = ln 10 ≈ 2.30. Figure 2.5 shows the 90% con�dence belt for the

average number of expected events Ñ as a function of the number of detected signal

events Nexp in presence of 0.5 background events. With Nexp = 0 the resulting upper

limit is Ñ < 2.

The strategy adopted by the MEG collaboration to extract a limit on the BR from

the number of detected signal events is based on the frequentistic approach dictated by

Feldman and Cousins [22].

2.2 MEG detector

The MEG experiment became operative in 2008 and data taking ranged from 2009 to

2013.

Figure 2.6: Left: aerial view of the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI). Right: the 590 MeV
cyclotron of the High-Intensity Proton Accelerator (HIPA) facility at PSI.

The experiment is hosted at the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) laboratory in the munic-

ipality of Villigen/Würenlingen, Switzerland (Figure 2.6 left). Indeed, in order to explore
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BR values well below the current predicted upper limits, the world's most powerful DC

muons source is required (> 108 µ/s). At PSI, in the High-Intensity Proton Accelerator

(HIPA) facility, a 590 MeV cyclotron (Figure 2.6 right) accelerates protons in a beam

with an intensity of 1.8 mA.

Figure 2.7: Top left: rotating graphite target. Top right: �ux peak of surface muons at
≈ 28 MeV/c. Bottom left: the πE5 magnetic channel which delivers µ+ to the MEG
detector. Bottom right: spatial separation between e+ (left) and µ+ (right) measured in
the experimental area ≈ 2 m downstream from the electrostatic separator.

The proton beam impinges on two rotating graphite targets in sequence, the M-target

and the E-target, shaped like a truncated cone of half-open α tilted of the same angle α

with respect to the beam axis (Figure 2.7 top left). The rotation prevents large thermal

stresses. The M-target has a thickness of 7 mm, while the E-target has a thickness of 40 or

60 mm. The two graphite targets branch into seven beam lines, available simultaneously.

Since the available energy is under the K meson production threshold, p interactions

mainly product pions. Pions decay in µ and e both inside the target and in �ight. Muons

from π decays at rest on the surface of the target are called surface muons. They have

a momentum of 29.7 MeV/c due to 2-body decay kinematics and are totally polarized.

However, due to the �nite momentum-byte of the transport channel and the requirement

to maximize the µ intensity, the momentum window is centered at approximately 28

MeV/c. At this momentum a signi�cant increase of the µ+ �ux is observed (Figure 2.7
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top right).

The residual beam polarization Pµ has been estimated by considering the µ+ prop-

agation along the line and moderation e�ects both at production and in the stopping

target. The estimate is consistent with the MEG measurement of Pµ = −0.86 [7] from

the asymmetry in the energy-dependent angular distribution of the decay Michel e+.

The MEG experiment exploits the πE5 beam line (Figure 2.7 bottom left) because

its magnetic channel has the highest acceptance for surface muons. It is placed at 175◦

from the p beam and collects positive particles (it can be also tuned to collect π− for

calibration purposes). Positrons are the most abundant particles in the beam (Figure 2.7

bottom right) and are swept away by an electrostatic separator (Wien �lter) coupled to a

lead collimator. This �lter is located between two triplets of quadrupoles used for beam

focusing. The πE5 beam line properties are summarized in Table 2.1. Simulation studies

and experimental measurements led to the use of a superconducting Beam Transport

Solenoid (BTS) as an additional element to couple the existing beam line to the magnet

of the MEG spectrometer.

Beam line length 10.4 m
Momentum range 20÷ 120 MeV/c

Momentum resolution 2%

Solid Angle 150 msr
Beam spot (FWHM) 15× 20 mm2

Horizontal divergence (FWHM) 450 mrad
Vertical divergence (FWHM) 120 mrad

Table 2.1: Properties of the πE5 beam line.

Figure 2.8: Left: the µ stopping target at the center of the MEG apparatus. Right: the
polyethylene elliptic stopping target held by the ROHACELL support structure.

A polyethylene stopping target was placed at the center of the experiment (Fig-

ure 2.8). It featured an elliptical shape with semi-major and semi-minor axes of 10 cm
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and 4 cm respectively. The target was kept in the correct position by means of a ROHA-

CELL2 support structure. The reference system of the experiment had the origin at the

center of the target, the z axis is directed along the beam direction, the y axis points up-

wards and �nally the x axis completes the right-handed reference system. The azimuthal

and the polar angles are indicated with φ and θ respectively. The target thickness was 205

µm to minimize the Multiple Coulomb Scattering (MCS). Thus, in order to maximize the

fraction of stopped µ+, a degrader consisting in a Mylar foil with a thickness of 300 µm

was inserted inside the BTS to reduce the µ+ momentum before particles were focused

on the stopping target. The angle between the target and the beam was chosen to be

20.5◦, such that the material seen by 29 MeV/c muons was �ve times the range dispersion

in polyethylene (≈ 120 mg/cm3). On the other hand, the material crossed by the decay

e+ is minimized and kept low by using a He atmosphere, so that e+ bremsstrahlung and

AIF, as well as γ-ray conversion from RMD, are minimized. The stopping e�ciency was

higher than 80%. The target was provided with seven crosses for alignment purposes

and by six holes with a radius of 0.5 cm, aligned horizontally and vertically, used to

measure the tracking resolution on decay vertex reconstruction. Muons were focused on

an ellipse of dimension σx = σy ≈ 5 mm. MCS in He along the path from the BTS to the

target spreads the dimensions of ≈ 10 mm on both axis. The �nal intensity was tuned

to 3× 107µ/s to match the rate capabilities of the tracking system.

2.2.1 Experimental apparatus

MEG had a detector for each of the two possible µ → eγ decay products. Photons

were detected by a Liquid Xe device (LXe) providing the energy, time and direction

of emission. LXe is located in the half-space at x < 0. Positrons were detected by

two devices: a magnetic spectrometer consisting in a tracker made of a Drift CHam-

bers (DCH) array immersed in a non-uniform solenoidal magnetic �eld provided by the

COBRA superconducting magnet and a hodoscope made of scintillating bars for time

of �ight measurements, the Timing Counter (TC). DCH de�ned the e+ momentum and

its direction of emission, while TC measured the e+ time. The total geometrical signal

acceptance was ≈ 11%. A schematic view of the MEG experimental apparatus is shown

in Figure 2.9, together with a 3D pictorial view of a signal event inside the detector.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic view of the MEG experimental apparatus and a 3D pictorial view
of a signal event inside the detector.

Drift CHamber system (DCH)

The MEG magnetic spectrometer was made of 16 trapezoidal Drift CHambers (DCH)

immersed in the magnetic �eld generated by the COBRA magnet (Figure 2.10). The

trapezoid bases were 40 and 104 cm respectively. The detectors were spaced by 10.6◦

intervals and the sensitive area ranged radially from rmin = 19.3 cm to rmax = 27.9

cm, covering longitudinally |z| < 50 cm. The magnetic �eld geometry reduced the

rate of low momentum Michel e+ by one order of magnitude with respect to a pure

solenoidal magnetic �eld con�guration (Figure 2.17). Each chamber was compound of

2Evonik Industries webpage about ROHACELL:
http://www.rohacell.com/product/rohacell/en/Pages/default.aspx
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Figure 2.10: The MEG Drift CHamber (DCH) modules. The zig-zag structure of the
Vernier pads is highlighted (top right).

two independent planes with a gap of 3 mm made of an array of alternating �eld and

sense wires with a pitch of 4.5 mm enclosed by two cathode foils spaced by 7 mm and

made of a 12.5 µm thick polyamide layer with a 250 nm Al deposition. Anodes were Ni-Cr

resistive wires shifted by half sense wire spacing to resolve the left-right ambiguity. The

wire length spanned from 82.8 cm (innermost) to 37.6 cm (outermost). The gas mixture

�lling the chamber volume was He-C2H6 (He-Ethane) 50:50. The ionization density was

≈ 65 e−/cm for MIP particles with a radiation lenght X0 ≈ 650 m. Thanks to a low-mass

construction the average amount of material seen by a e+ was ≈ 2 × 10−3 X0. DCH

covered the same solid angle of the LXe calorimeter: | cos θ| < 0.35 and |φ| < 60◦ for

polar and azimuthal angle respectively. The radial coordinate was measured by means

of the time di�erence between the wire signals and the absolute track time provided by

the TC. The resolution for the transverse direction was δr ≈ 200 µm. The longitudinal

coordinate z was extracted both by the ratio of the charges collected at both ends of

the hit wire (≈ 1 cm resolution) and by using the Vernier pad method (Figure 2.10 top

right). The cathode foils were divided in two sub-cathodes by etching the Al deposition.

The induced charge on each 5 cm zig-zag shaped pad provided the z coordinate with

a resolution of ≈ 550 µm. The accuracy in the determination of the impact parameter
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on a wire was ≈ 210 µm. The angular resolution was determined by double-turn e+

events, leading to σθ ≈ 9.4 mrad and σφ ≈ 8.7 mrad. The e+ momentum resolution

was measured exploiting the Michel spectrum endpoint. The �t function included the

theoretical Michel spectrum convoluted with the detector acceptance and a Gaussian

resolution, leading to σp ≈ 330 keV.

DCH operation stability, acceptance, angular and momentum resolutions were mon-

itored through coherent Mott scattering of e+ on the carbon atoms of the polyethylene

stopping target (Section 3.3.2). DCH alignment was accomplished in two steps. The

�rst consisted in an optical survey based on reference markers, while the second in a

software-based alignment (Millipede technique [43]) exploiting the reconstruction of the

straight tracks from cosmic rays during the COBRA shutdown. The resolution on the six

Degrees of Freedom (DoF) of each module was ≈ 200 µm (3 positional DoF) and better

than 150 µm (3 rotational DoF) respectively.

Timing Counter (TC)

Figure 2.11: Scintillating bars of the MEG Timing Counter (TC).

The MEG Timing Counter (TC) consisted of two equal sections hosting 15 plastic

scintillator bars (BC404) with a 4 cm square section and a length of 80 cm placed

longitudinally (Figure 2.11). The symmetry was cylindrical along the z axis with a radius

of 29.5 cm. The sections cover longitudinally 25 cm ≤ |z| ≤ 95 cm and an interval of 145◦

for the azimuthal angle φ. Given the geometry of the gradient magnetic �eld, e+ emitted

within | cos θ| < 0.35 hit the TC after completing ≈ 1.5 turns in the r-φ plane. The

scintillator bars were coupled at both ends to a 2" PhotoMultiplier Tube (PMT) suitable

to work in a high magnetic �eld environment. Even the PMT orientation was optimized

to reduce the drop of performances due to the COBRA magnetic �eld. Moreover, TC
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was isolated from the DCH He atmosphere through a plastic bag since otherwise the

PMT lifetime would have dropped down. The o�ine time resolution was measured to

be ≈ 70 ps through tracks hitting multiple bars, while the position resolution was ≈ 0.5

cm.

Liquid Xenon calorimeter (LXe)

The world's largest (900 liters) Liquid Xe scintillation calorimeter (LXe) was and is used

as photon detector (Figure 2.12).

Figure 2.12: The MEG Liquid Xenon (LXe) calorimeter with an interior view showing
the PMTs and a 3D view of a simulated electromagnetic shower from a signal γ.

Among the noble gases, Xe has a high boiling point (165 K at 1 atm) and a high atomic

number (Z = 54). Combined with a great density in liquid phase (ρLXe = 2.95 g/cm3),

these properties make it an excellent scintillator with a radiation lenght X0 = 2.77 cm

leading to a considerable compact size. LXe extends radially for 38.5 cm (≈ 14 X0), fully

containing an electromagnetic shower from a signal γ. The short scintillation time reduces

the probability of having pile-up events and gives an excellent timing resolution. The

number of scintillation photons per unit of energy deposited is comparable to scintillator

crystals leading to an excellent energy resolution without their slow response. About 20

eV are needed for one scintillation γ. In MEG the VUV scintillation light was collected

by 846 Hamamatsu R9869 2" PMTs, equipped with a K�Cs�Sb photo-cathode and a

synthetic quartz window, covering the six faces. The PMTs Quantum E�ciency (QE)

was ≈ 16% for scintillation light at a LXe temperature of 165 K.

The LXe calorimeter has a cylindrical symmetry around the muon stopping target
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so γ produced in the µ+ decay at rest hit perpendicularly the inner face. The highest

amount of energy is released near the inner surface, where the photosensors density was

higher (246 PMTs) with respect to lateral and outer faces. The cryostat is far 65 cm

from the target and extends 45 cm radially. The �ducial volume is ≈ 800 litres. The

timing resolution was measured to be ≈ 67 ps while the energy resolution depends on

the γ conversion depth: 2.7% within 8 mm from the inner face, 2% between 8 mm and

3 cm and 1.7% for deeper conversion points.

Figure 2.13: The Cockroft-Walton (CW) proton accelerator with the dedicated beam
line placed in the downstream part of πE5 area.

During LXe operation, stability and performances are continuously monitored via

several dedicated calibration procedures:

� LED calibrations to monitor gain and stability;

� internal 5.44 MeV α sources deposited on wires to measure PMTs QE and the LXe

light absorption;

� monochromatic γ lines to determine the calorimeter energy scale and the LXe-TC

relative timing. These can be produced by exploiting a Cockroft-Walton (CW)

accelerator (Figure 2.13) which delivers protons on a Li2B4O7 target through a

dedicated beam line. The CW can be tuned to induce a nuclear reaction with Li

(�nal state with a 17.6 MeV photon) or B (�nal state with two time-coincident

photons with an energy of 11.7 MeV and 4.4 MeV);

� Charge EXchange (CEX) reactions of π− on p (π−p→ π0n) to calibrate the timing

resolution and energy scale near the signal energy through the π0 → γγ decay. The

πE5 beam line can be tuned to deliver 70 MeV/c π− on a Liquid Hydrogen Target

(LHT). The �nal state π0 has a kinetic energy of about 2.9 MeV so the relationship
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between the γ energy and angle can be used to de�ne the photon energy once

constrained their relative directions. In order to map the entire LXe inner face an

auxiliary calorimeter mounted on a movable support is placed on the opposite side

of LXe with respect to the LHT. It consists in a 3 × 3 matrix of NaI scintillating

crystals read out by APDs. A thin counter (0.3 X0) consisting in a sandwich of

fast plastic scintillators read out by four PMTs and lead plates is placed in front

of the auxiliary calorimeter (Figure 2.14);

� a Nb laser system capable of emitting fast light pulses (10 ps) which are optically

delivered to LXe inner face and TC bars to perform the TC-LXe timing intercali-

bration.

Figure 2.14: Left: schematic view of the experimental con�guration during the π0 → γγ
calibration. Right: the movable support for the auxiliary NaI calorimeter.

Trigger and DAQ

The πE5 beam line is capable of delivering 2 × 108µ/s on the stopping target at the

maximum intensity. At this high decay rate a fast and e�cient trigger system with a

high pile-up rejection of the huge beam-related background is crucial for an experiment

which aims to �nd ultra-rare events. A schematic view of the MEG DAQ electronics is

shown in Figure 2.15.

In MEG the analog signals from all the detectors channels were collected. The elec-

tronics was designed accordingly to VME standard. Thanks to a triple bu�er read out
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Figure 2.15: Schematic view of the MEG DAQ electronics.

scheme the DAQ live time is ≥ 99% for event rates up to 13 Hz. The individual DAQ

boards were synchronized within ≈ 40 ÷ 50 ps with a low-jitter 19.44 MHz clock. The

DAQ software was based on the MIDAS3 package. One of the most innovative approach

in the DAQ system was the use of high frequency waveform digitizers for all ≈ 3000

readout channels, called Domino Ring Sampler 4 (DRS4) [45], based on the Switched

Capacitor Array technique. It was custom designed for MEG with the goal of storing

waveforms with 1024 samples for each channel with signal above threshold. The wave-

forms sampling frequency was 1.6 GHz for TC and LXe, whose signals were used also

for �ring the trigger, while 0.8 GHz for DCH. The stringent limit due to latency of the

readout electronics prevents the use of any information from DCH. In fact the drift time

of the ionization e− toward the anode wires is too long. The achievable time resolution

on the waveforms was ≈ 50 ps allowing pile-up reduction. Each waveform was processed

o�ine applying baseline subtraction, spectral analysis, noise �ltering and digital constant

fraction discrimination in order to optimise the information extraction and build the ob-

servables needed for the online event selection. The event size was reduced by means of

the bzip24 algorithm down to ≈ 0.9 MB/event.

3http://lmu.web.psi.ch/docu/manuals/bulk_manuals/software/midas195/html/index.html. Maxi-
mum Integrated Data Acquisition System: a general-purpose system for event based DAQ in small
and medium scale physics experiments, developed at PSI and TRIUMF.

4http://www.bzip.org.
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The trigger system, based on VME boards using Field Programable Gate Arrays

(FPGAs), was designed and constructed by the INFN Pisa group of the MEG experiment.

The system allowed the determination of the signal waveform amplitude at the permille

level and timing within a few ns. A basic event reconstruction was �rst performed for the

single detectors separately. The information from di�erent detectors was then combined

and estimates of the kinematic variables crucial for the trigger were obtained5. The

signals used for trigger selection come from the scintillating bars of TC and the PMTs of

LXe. Requirements are set on observables that can be computed in a very short time: the

sum of the light collected by PMTs of the inner and lateral faces of LXe; the waveform and

the position of the PMT with the largest signal; the hit scintillating bars of TC. These

quantities provide a rough estimate of the kinematic key parameters: energy, timing and

direction of the photon originating in the target; positron timing and momentum. In fact

a positron hitting TC has a momentum pe+ ≥ 45 MeV/c by construction. The trigger

rate is kept below 10 Hz, not overloading the DAQ system.

COBRA Magnet

The COBRA (COnstant Bending RAdius) superconducting magnet (Figure 2.16 left) is

capable of generating an axial gradient magnetic �eld with a cylindrical symmetry along

the z axis. The maximum intensity, 1.27 Tesla, is at the center (z = 0) and it decreases

while increasing |z| down to 0.49 T near the endcaps.

Figure 2.16: The COBRA (COnstant Bending RAdius) superconducting magnet with a
top view of the B �eld intensity map.

The magnet consists of �ve coils with three di�erent radii and densities arranged in a
5The latency of the trigger was ≈ 500 ns, which is shorter than the DRS4 chip time depth (≈ 600 ns)
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step structure in order to obtain the required gradient �eld. The stray �eld could degrade

the performance of LXe PMTs, hence a pair of compensation coils surround the COBRA

ends to reduce the magnetic �eld to 50 Gauss level (Figure 2.16 right) in the region of

the LXe.

Figure 2.17: Top: Bz vs. z. Middle: monochromatic charged particle trajectory in a pure
solenoidal magnetic �eld (left: low-momentum e+; right: signal e+ emitted at di�erent
angles). Bottom: the same for the COBRA gradient magnetic �eld.

Within LXe acceptance, the amount of material of the magnet is ≈ 0.197 X0. In a
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conventional solenoidal magnetic �eld the particle bending radius depends on the trans-

verse momentum, i.e. it depends on the emission angle. The peculiarity of the COBRA

magnetic �eld con�guration is that the trajectory of the e+ emerging from the µ+ stop-

ping target has a constant bending radius which only slightly depends on the emission

angle, i.e. it depends almost exclusively on the total momentum (Figure 2.17). Another

important feature is that low-momentum positrons emitted at ≈ 90◦ with respect to the

z axis are rapidly swept away. The magnetic �eld map was obtained by measuring over

25000 points with a one dimensional Hall probe intercalibrated with a NMR probe. Over

the entire volume the agreement with respect to theoretical prediction was found to be

at 0.2%. The stability of the �eld was monitored with a NMR probe and it results stable

within 20 ppm.

2.3 MEG data analysis

The physics data taking period for the MEG experiment spanned from 2009 to 2013.

The accumulated number of stopped muons in the target is shown in Figure 2.18 as a

function of years.

Figure 2.18: Accumulated number of µ+ stopped in the target as a function of years.

As already mentioned in Section 2.1, the �ve phisical observables that characterize

the µ+ → e+γ decay process are:

� the measured energy of the �nal state positron (Ee) and photon (Eγ);
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� the measured relative time between the positron and the photon (teγ);

� the relative polar (θeγ) and azimuthal (φeγ) angles between the measured emission

directions of the outgoing positron and photon.

An event ~ei is de�ned by these variables:

~ei = (Eγ , Ee, teγ , θeγ , φeγ) (2.5)

The MEG approach to the measurement of the BR(µ+ → e+γ) is based on a likelihood

analysis applied to a physics analysis region contained in a wide blinding box. The

likelihood analysis method is more e�cient and reliable than a simple box analysis, since

all types of background are correctly folded in the global likelihood function and taken

into account with their own statistical weights. A region in the (Eγ , teγ) plane (blinding

box) is hidden to the collaboration immediately after a run is recorded. An automatic

process removes the events inside a prede�ned region and writes them in separate �les

which are not open until the data analysis procedure is completely de�ned.

The blinding box for the MEG �nal analysis lied in the region de�ned by 48 MeV

≤ Eγ ≤ 58 MeV and |teγ | ≤ 1 ns (Figure 2.19). The cut values correspondonds roughly

to three times the measured resolutions.

2.3.1 Blind analysis

The analysis algorithms were calibrated and optimized and the detector response func-

tions studied by using both calibration events when possible and data contained in the

sidebands of the blinding box. The sidebands are the regions in the (Eγ , teγ) plane sur-

rounding the blinding box. There are two kinds of sidebands: the time sidebands are

de�ned by the condition |teγ | > 1 ns; the energy sideband is de�ned by the condition 44

MeV ≤ Eγ ≤ 48 MeV. The former are used to de�ne the energy spectra for the acciden-

tal background events, while the latter is populated by most of the RMD events which

form an excess of events at teγ = 0 (Figure 2.19) and it is used to evaluate the time

resolution, the LXe-TC o�sets and to extrapolate the number of RMDs in the physics

analysis window (red rectangle in Figure 2.19), which is a bit smaller than the blinding

box to avoid boundary e�ects.

2.3.2 Probability Density Functions (PDFs)

The �rst step of the analysis is the PDF determination for signal events S(~ei), physics

background from RMD events R(~ei) and accidental background events B(~ei). PDFs are
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Figure 2.19: (Eγ , teγ) plane close to the µ+ → e+γ signal region. The two time sidebands
(|teγ | > 1 ns) and the energy sideband (44 MeV < Eγ < 48 MeV) are highlighted, together
with the blinding box (black rectangle: 48 MeV ≤ Eγ ≤ 58 MeV and |teγ | ≤ 1 ns) and
the physics analysis window (red rectangle). The excess of events around teγ = 0 is due
to RMDs.

de�ned only inside the physics analysis window and are functions of the event vector

~ei (Equation 2.5). For S(~ei) and B(~ei) each individual observable is independent from

the others (e+ and γ are uncorrelated), therefore a factorization in �ve independent

one-varible PDFs can be performed:

S(~e) = SEγ (Eγ)⊗ SEe(Ee)⊗ Steγ (teγ)⊗ Sθeγ (θeγ)⊗ Sφeγ (φeγ)

B(~e) = BEγ (Eγ)⊗BEe(Ee)⊗Bteγ (teγ)⊗Bθeγ (θeγ)⊗Bφeγ (φeγ)
(2.6)

For R(~ei), energy and emission angle are correlated and thus one can factorize it only

into two terms:

R(~e) = Rkin(Eγ , Ee, θeγ , φeγ)⊗Rteγ (teγ) (2.7)

A summary of the procedures for PDFs determination is given below:

� Bteγ : teγ distribution of non-correlated e+ and γ (�at distribution);

� Rteγ , Steγ : measured from the �t to the time distribution of RMD events, since the
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outgoing �nal state particles are emitted simultaneously;

� Rkin: obtained from the theoretical RMD spectrum convoluted with the detectors

resolutions;

� SEe , BEe : BEe is determined by �tting the theoretical Michel spectrum times the

acceptance of the spectrometer and convoluted with a gaussian resolution function

to the experimental sideband e+ momentum distribution. SEe is instead obtained

by considering the momentum resolution determined in this way;

� SEγ , BEγ : the �rst PDF is extracted from the γ energy resolution measured by

the LXe calorimeter during the calibration runs with the π0 → γγ decays. The

response of the detector is extrapolated to the signal region. The second PDF is

obtained from the experimental γ energy distribution for events falling into the two

time sidebands;

� Sθeγ , Sφeγ : determined from the individually measured resolutions on the e+ and

γ angle and by convoluting them by means of Monte Carlo simulations;

� Bθeγ , Bφeγ : extracted from all the sidebands data. The angular distributions for

accidental background are expected to be �at. However detector acceptance e�ects

slightly modify them.

After completing the optimization of the analysis algorithms and the background

studies, the blinding box is opened and the likelihood analysis on the events populating

the physics analysis window is performed.

2.3.3 Likelihood function

The number of signal (NSIG), RMD (NRMD) and accidental (NACC) events is extracted

by maximizing the following extended likelihood function L, with NOBS the number of

events detected in the analysis region and N = NSIG +NRMD +NACC :

L(NSIG, NRMD, NACC) = e−N

NOBS !

∏NOBS
i=1 [NSIGS(~ei) +NRMDR(~ei) +NACCB(~ei)]×

× exp
[
− (NRMD−〈NRMD〉)2

2σ2
RMD

]
× exp

[
− (NACC−〈NACC〉)2

2σ2
ACC

]
(2.8)

where 〈NRMD〉 and 〈NACC〉 are the estimated number of background events extrap-

olated to the analysis region through the previous sidebands studies. The corresponding
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Figure 2.20: Example of extrapolation of the number of RMDs from the energy sideband
to the signal region.

standard deviations of these numbers are σRMD and σACC respectively. Fluctuations

of the total number of accidental and radiative background events are included in the

likelihood analysis by means of the two gaussian terms in Equation 2.8. An example of

the extrapolation of the number of RMD events from the energy sideband to the signal

region is shown in Figure 2.20.

The projections of the best �tted likelihood function to the �ve main observables

characterizing the µ+ → e+γ decay, together with the experimental data spectra (black

points), are shown in Figure 2.21 for the 2009-2013 complete dataset. The individual

components of the �tted PDFs of accidental (magenta dashed lines) and RMD (red

dashed-dotted lines) backgrounds are reported. The blue solid line is the sum of the

best �tted PDFs. The green hatched histograms show the ×100 magni�ed signal PDFs.

The last plot in the second row on the right shows the �t of a �control� variable RSIG =

log[S/(fRR + fBB)], measuring the likelihood of the event being signal or background.

The quantities fR and fB are the fractions of RMD and accidental background events

respectively.
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Figure 2.21: Projections of the best �tted likelihood function to the �ve main observables
characterizing the µ+ → e+γ decay for the 2009-2013 complete dataset. The experimen-
tal data spectra (black points) are shown together with the individual components of
the �tted PDFs of accidental (magenta dashed lines) and RMD (red dashed-dotted lines)
backgrounds. The blue solid line is the sum of the best �tted PDFs. The green hatched
histograms show the ×100 magni�ed signal PDFs. The green hatched histograms show
the ×100 magni�ed signal PDFs. The last plot in the second row on the right shows the
�t of a �control� variable RSIG = log[S/(fRR + fBB)], measuring the likelihood of the
event being signal or background. The quantities fR and fB are the fractions of RMD
and accidental background events respectively.

The upper limit of the experiment is obtained by comparing the experimental value

of the likelihood with the expected distribution for that observable. This distribution

was derived by simulating a set of simpli�ed experiments (toy MC) with the measured

numbers of background events and varying the BR of the signal.

2.3.4 The �nal results of the MEG experiment

The MEG collaboration published [4] in 2016 the �nal results of the MEG experiment

exploiting the full statistics collected in 4 years of data taking, lowering the previous

upper limit on the µ+ → e+γ decay process BR ≤ 5.7× 10−13 at 90% Con�dence Level
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(C.L.) [3], obtained with the analysis of 2009-2011 data and a total number of stopped

muons in the target of ≈ 3.6× 1014 (half statistics).

Figure 2.22: Sensitivity on µ+ → e+γ decay over the years. The last MEG result is
shown, together with the upper limit foreseen for MEG II and the other main cLFV
experiments.

Figure 2.23: Events distribution for the complete MEG dataset in the signal region with
superimposed the contours of the con�dence intervals at 68%, 90% and 95% probability.

The �nal upper limit is BR(µ+ → e+γ) ≤ 4.2 × 10−13 at 90% C.L. (Figure 2.22),
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for a total number of stopped muons of ≈ 7.5× 1014. The improvement with respect to

the previously published best limit set by the MEGA experiment [52] at the Los Alamos

Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) accelerator is of about a factor of 30, with more than

a factor of 3 in statistics.

With the MEG upgrade (MEG II, see Chapter 3 and the following Chapters) an

overall improvement on the BR(µ+ → e+γ) of almost one order of magnitude is expected

(Section 3.4).

Figure 2.23 shows the events distribution for the complete MEG dataset in the signal

region with superimposed the contours of the con�dence intervals at 68%, 90% and 95%

probability. The planes (Ee,Eγ) (left) and (cos Θeγ ,teγ) (right) are reported, where Θeγ

is the 3D angle between the e+ and γ directions of emission. The background events seen

close to the signal region do not allow to consider MEG as a background-free experiment

any more. The resulting sensitivity would increase only with the square root of the data

taking time.
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Chapter 3

The MEG upgrade: MEG II

As already seen, the MEG experiment set the most stringent constraint on the µ+ → e+γ

Branching Ratio (BR) to date, by setting, with the analysis of the data collected in the

entire data taking period, from 2009 to 2013, a �nal upper limit of BR(µ+ → e+γ) ≤
4.2× 10−13 at 90% C.L. [4], thus improving the previous constraint of 5.7× 10−13 which

was obtained from the 2009-2011 data analysis [3].

We already noticed in Figure 2.23 that background events are present in the signal

region, therefore we can expect that the experimental sensitivity to µ+ → e+γ does not

increase linearly with the amount of data taking anymore. This is proven by the fact

that the total number of stopped muons in the target was ≈ 3.5× 1014 and ≈ 7.5× 1014

for the 2009-2011 and the complete 2009-2013 data taking period respectively, but the

�nal doubled collected statistics resulted just in an improvement of about 36% in the

BR(µ+ → e+γ) upper limit.

An extension of the MEG experiment based on an upgrade of the current setup,

aiming at a sensitivity enhancement on the µ+ → e+γ decay process of about one order

of magnitude, compared to the present MEG results, was proposed and accepted by the

PSI research committee in 2013.

The MEG upgrade, named MEG II, relies on a series of improvements, which include

new detectors with better acceptances, e�ciencies and performances to operate with a

larger intensity muon beam and a new and optimized trigger and DAQ electronics. More

in detail the MEG II upgrade consists in:

1. increasing the µ+ �ux and the stopping e�ciency on the target;

2. reducing the stopping target thickness;

3. replacing the previous e+ tracker (DCH) with a new single volume drift chamber;

49
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Figure 3.1: Schematic overview of the previous MEG experiment compared to the up-
grade MEG-II. The numbers refer to the items listed in the text.

4. using a new tracking procedure which follows e+ until they hit the new timing

detector;

5. replacing the previous TC with a new highly segmented system;

6. extending the LXe detector acceptance;

7. improving LXe detector e�ciency and performances.

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic overview of the previous MEG experiment (top) com-

pared to the upgrade MEG II (bottom). The numbers refer to the items listed just above

in the text.

3.1 Beam line and target

The optimal signal sensitivity for MEG was achieved with a µ+ stopping rate Rµ = 3×107

Hz, ≈ ×3 factor lower than the maximum rate achievable (> 108 Hz) at PSI. We already

noticed that this was due to the accidental background rate being proportional to R2
µ

(Section 2.1.2), while the signal dependence on Rµ is linear. Thanks to the higher rate
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capabilities of all the MEG II detectors, together with improved e�ciencies and resolu-

tions, an increase of the muon stopping rate up to 7× 107 Hz is achievable. Monte Carlo

(MC) simulations showed that the sensitivity goal of one order of magnitude increase is

achievable, in these conditions, in 3 years of data taking.

The beam line components and optics of MEG II will be the same as for MEG, apart

from the introduction of extra beam monitoring tools.

Surface µ+ originating from a layer of thickness equivalent to a few hundred of mi-

crons in the production target surface are transmitted and focussed on the stopping

target. The increased Rµ is achieved by opening the πE5 channel momentum slits to

their maximum. An increased momentum-byte ∆p leads to an increased range straggling

∆RTOT , which has a direct impact on the target thickness, which in turn determines the

intrinsic resolution on the determination of the relative angle between the photon and

the positron. Reducing the target thickness aims at minimizing the amount of material

crossed by the decay γ and e+ and consequentely reducing Multiple Coulomb Scattering

(MCS) and photon background production (Annihilation-In-Flight and bremsstrahlung)

from the outgoing positrons. Therefore the crucial requirement is to maximize the stop-

ping density, i.e. the maximal stopping rate in the thinnest possible target.

The target thickness in necessarily related to beam momentum p since the total range

straggling ∆RTOT is given by the following empirical formula:

∆RTOT = M

√
∆E2

S +

(
3.5

∆p

p

)2

p3.5 (3.1)

Figure 3.2: Measured momentum spectrum for µ provided by the πE5 beam line �tted
with the theoretical p3.5 distribution folded with a Gaussian resolution function.
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Figure 3.3: Stopping Quality Factor for di�erent target con�gurations. The working
point for MEG (red star) and the two possible MEG II con�gurations (black stars) are
highlighted.

where M is a constant depending on the material and ∆ES ≈ 9% is the energy loss

straggling of the traversed material (degrader, target, He gas). Due to the power-law

dependence on p, the most e�cient way to reduce ∆RTOT and hence the target thickness

is to reduce p. The central momentum for surface muons is ≈ 28 MeV/c (mean range

≈ 125 mg/cm2). The πE5 magnetic channel can however be tuned to transmit muons

with a momentum window centered at ≈ 25 MeV/c (mean range ≈ 85 mg/cm2). These

are the so-called �sub-surface� muons, since the muon acceptance layer in the production

target now lies below the surface. At this momentum the spatial separation between

muons and beam positrons in the electrostatic separator (Wien �lter) would therefpre

be enhanced due to the larger velocity di�erence in the case of sub-surface muons.

During the R&D phase, several combinations of beam momentum and target options

have been taken into account. Figure 3.2 shows the measured momentum spectrum for

the muons provided by the πE5 beam line. The red curve is the �t to data, done with

the theoretical p3.5 distribution folded with a Gaussian resolution function. The blue

and red (truncated) boxes, centered at ≈ 28 MeV/c and ≈ 25 MeV/c respectively, show

the full ±3σ momentum spread for surface (±2.7 MeV/c) and sub-surface (±2.5 MeV/c)

muons. In order to reach the highest intensity within the full ∆p the optimal momentum

is around 28.5 MeV/c. Figure 3.3 shows the Stopping Quality Factor (SQF), de�ned
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as the ratio of target stops to stops elsewhere, as a function of the target parameters.

All the previous considerations led to a surface beam with a 140 µm thick polyethylene

target with a slant angle of 15◦ as MEG II baseline solution.

Figure 3.4 shows the MEG II target with its Carbon Fiber (CF) support structure.

Figure 3.4: The MEG II 140 µm-thick polyethylene target with its CF support structure.

The knowledge of the target position, of its planarity and perpendicular distance from

the nominal position, are critical points. Errors in y coordinate introduce a systematic

error in the e+ direction at the target due to the error in the path length of the curved

e+ trajectory projected on target plane. An o�set of 1 mm in the target plane introduces

a systematic error in the φ angle of 7�12 mrad, comparable to the φ angular resolution

achieved by MEG. MEG II will monitor the target planarity and the transverse position

with a precision < 50 µm and the axial position with a precision < 100 µm through the

combined use of:

� a coordinate measuring machine before and after the exposure;

� a laser tracker survey of low-mass corner-cube re�ectors mounted on the target

frame;

� photogrammetry of a series of dots printed on the target by exploiting two CCD

cameras mounted inside COBRA and viewing the target almost axially.

The standard beam monitoring for MEG (a pill-scintillator 2D x�y scanner system)

was replaced in MEG II with two new detectors developed to measure the pro�le and

rate in a non-destructive way: the sampling Scintillating Fibres (SciFi) mounted at the

entrance of the spectrometer and the luminophore foil detector (CsI on a Mylar support)

coupled with a Peltier-cooled CCD camera installed at the intermediate focus collimator
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system. The SciFi consists in a grid of two orthogonal Saint-Gobain1 BCF-12, 250× 250

µm2 double-cladding �bre layers with a pitch of 4.75 mm. Each �bre is independently

coupled at both ends to SiPMs from Hamamatsu Photonics (active area of 1.3×1.3 mm2).

A large detector transparency T > 92% (where 1− T = particles hitting the �bres/total

incident particles) is achieved with a relatively small number of channels (≈ 100). The

luminophore consists in a 3÷5 µm-thick layer of CsI(Tl) chemically vapoured on a PET2

base structure.

3.2 The MEG II detectors

The MEG II detectors were optimized to ful�ll the fundamental requirements of high

transparency for 50 MeV e+, fast response and stable operation at high rates for preci-

sion measurements and background rejection. The positron spectrometer consists in a

low-mass Cylindrical Drift CHamber (CDCH) with high granularity and stereo wires con-

�guration, followed by a pixelated Timing Counter (pTC), based on scintillator tiles read

out by SiPMs, for precise measurement of e+ momentum vector and time respectively.

Both detectors are placed inside the COBRA superconducting gradient �eld magnet,

retained from MEG. The new design increases the e+ signal acceptance by more than

a factor of 2 due to the reduction of inactive materials between CDCH and pTC. The

photon energy, interaction point and time are measured by an upgraded LXe detector

(LXe). The energy and position resolutions are improved with a more uniform collec-

tion of scintillation light achieved by replacing the PMTs on the γ entrance face with

new Vacuum-UltraViolet (VUV) sensitive 12 × 12 mm2 SiPMs. A device for an active

background suppression is newly introduced: the Radiative Decay Counter (RDC). It

employs plastic scintillators for timing and scintillating crystals for energy measurement

in order to identify low-momentum positrons associated to high-energy RMD γ detected

in LXe. The Trigger and Data-AcQuisition system (TDAQ) is also upgraded to meet the

stringent requirements of an increased number of read-out channels and to cope with the

required bandwidth by integrating into one condensed unit the various functions of ana-

logue signal processing, biasing for SiPMs, high-speed waveform digitisation, and trigger

capability.

1https://www.saint-gobain.com/en.
2PolyEthylene Terephthalate.
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3.2.1 The pixelated Timing Counter (pTC)

Precise measurement of the positrons and photons is crucial for MEG II to suppress the

predominant accidental background (Section 2.1.2). The MEG Timing Counter (TC)

experienced a worsening of the intrinsic time resolution during the running phase of the

experiment up to 70 ps compared to the excellent time resolution of 40 ps shown during

the preliminary beam tests before the experiment. The main causes of the degradation

are:

� the high intensity magnetic �eld provided by the COBRA magnet caused a gain

lowering of the PMT ampli�cation stage up to a factor of 30 and an increase of

≈ 5% in the Transit Time Spread (TTS), leading to a larger time-walk contribution

on the time resolution;

� a large variation of the optical photon paths originating from the large length of

the scintillator (long longitudinal propagation and incident-angle dependence due

to the not negligible thickness);

� sometimes e+ could leave double hits in a single TC bar. The scintillation pulse

width is increased by the large z projection of the tracks which produced a tail

component in the timing response function;

� the PMTs occupancy of ≈ 1 MHz/PMT is at the edge of their rate capability.

All these issues led the MEG collaboration to design and build a new highly segmented

array made of 512 small BC-422 fast plastic scintillating tiles, capable of measuring the

e+ time with σte ≈ 30 ps at a hit rate of 5 MHz. The single counter can easily have a good

time resolution due to small dimensions. The hit rate of each counter is under control

with low pile-up and double-hit probability. A �exible detector layout is possible to

maximize the detection e�ciency and hit multiplicity. By combining the times measured

by NHIT counters, the total time resolution is expected to improve as:

σTOTte (NHIT ) =
σsinglete√
NHIT

=
σcounterte ⊕ σinter-counterte ⊕ σelectronicste√

NHIT
(3.2)

where σsinglete is the total time resolution of a single counter, which includes the

counter intrinsic resolution, the time alignment among counters and the electronic jitter.

MCS contribution does not scale with
√
NHIT and is negligible3. For this multi-hit

3The contribution for the single counter was evaluated with MC simulations to be ≈ 5 ps, small
compared to the counter resolution.
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approach, the e+ propagation times between di�erent counters must be well known to

properly combine hit times and the new tracking procedure in the spectrometer must be

exploited: trajectories are extrapolated from CDCH and Kalman Filter algorithms are

used to re�ne hit positions. The time calibration exploits both Michel positrons and a

ps laser whose light is deliverd to each pixel through optical �bers.

Such a �exible pixelated design is made possible by the use of Silicon Photo-Multipliers

(SiPMs). SiPMs are interesting because of their compact size, sensitivity to a single γ,

high internal gain (105÷6), high photon detection e�ciency (PDE) peaked at ≈ 450 nm,

good σt < 100 ps for a single γ, immunity to magnetic �elds, low bias voltage (< 100

V) and low power consumption, no avalanche �uctuation, low cost. Two things to keep

under control are the modest radiation hardness and the temperature stability of the

SiPMs in the experimental environment. A water cooling system is used to keep the

pTC 18 mm-thick Al support structure at T < 30◦C with a chiller system.

Figure 3.5: DS pTC module inside COBRA.

pTC consists of two semi-cylindrical (600 mm wide × 900 mm long) super-modules,

mirror symmetric to each other, placed Up-Stream (US) and Down-Stream (DS) with

respect to the µ+ stopping target in the air space between CDCH and COBRA. Full

e+ angular acceptance coverage when photons point to LXe calorimeter is guaranteed:

23 < |z| < 116.7 cm and −165.8◦ < φ < +5.2◦. Each super-module hosts 256 counters:

16 counters with 5.5 cm interval in z and 16 counters with 10.3◦ interval in φ.
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Figure 3.6: Pictorial view of some tiles hit by a signal e+ track (left) and an event display
of a Michel e+ with two track segments.

Figure 3.7: Measured pTC σte as a function of NHIT .

Each counter is tilted by 45◦ to be roughly perpendicular to e+ trajectories and is

wrapped with a 25 µm black Tedlar �lm for light tightness, above a 35 µm 3M Enhanced

Specular Re�ector (ESR) for internal re�ections. The optimal counter width (W = 40

and 50 mm) is dependent on the longitudinal position in the pTC region due to the radial

spread of signal e+ trajectories, while the length L is 120 mm and the thickness T is 5

mm. Signals from six AdvanSiD4 SiPMs connected in series (to reduce capacitance) on

each counter side are summed up and fed to one read out channel. The e+ impact time

4http://advansid.com/home.
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is obtained by averaging the times measured at both ends. Signals are read out by the

WaveDREAM Boards (WDBs, Section 3.2.4) which also provide the SiPM bias voltage

(≈ 55 V) through the signal cable. Figure 3.5 shows the DS pTC module inside COBRA.

Figure 3.6 depicts some tiles hit by a signal e+ track (left) and shows an event display

of a Michel e+ with two track segments.

Michel e+ data taking runs were performed since 2015 with DS pTC module installed

into COBRA (next in 2019 with US pTC module). Data proved that pTC can reach a

σte ≈ 31 ps (σsinglete ≈ 93 ps with NHIT ≈ 9): a ×2 factor improvement with respect to

MEG TC (Figure 3.7).

3.2.2 The Liquid Xenon detector (LXe)

The LXe detector is a key element to identify the signal and suppress the background in

the µ+ → e+γ search. Given Equation 2.1 and the MEG γ energy resolution of 1.7%, the

MEG II improvement down to 1.2% will bring a factor of 2 improvement in the physics

reach.

Figure 3.8: PCE of the MEG LXe (left) and the position resolution for MEG and MEG
II (right) as a function of the γ �rst conversion depth.

In MEG, the energy resolution was dependent on the depth of the γ-conversion:

reconstruction capabilities were worse for photons converting close (< 2 cm) to the inner

face and at the edge of the acceptance. The non complete coverage of the entrance face

by the 2� PMTs introduced a strong photo-detection non-uniformity which deteriorated

energy and position resolutions, due to event-by-event �uctuations of the shower shape,

especially for shallow events. Figure 3.8 shows the Photon Collection E�ciency (PCE) of

the MEG LXe (left) and the position resolution for MEG and MEG II (right) as a function

of the γ conversion depth. PCE strongly depends on the incident position. The main
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concept of the upgrade is to reduce this non-uniform response and increase the granularity

by replacing the PMTs on the inner face with smaller photosensors (Figure 3.9).

Figure 3.9: Above: LXe interior view before (left) and after (right) the MEG II upgrade.
Below: example of scintillation light distribution as detected by PMTs (left) and smaller
MPPC photosensors (right).

Less material budget before the LXe active region results in a 9% higher detection

e�ciency. Moreover, the PMTs arrangement on the lateral faces caused in MEG a loss of

acceptance. The new con�guration minimizes the leakage e�ect, leading to improvements

of the acceptance region along z by 10% on each side (point 6 of Figure 3.1). In total, 668

PMTs are installed in �ve faces of LXe, except the inner one. The imaging power is greatly

improved, leading to improvements in both energy and position resolutions. Large-area

UV-sensitive Multi-Pixel Photon Counters (MPPCs) were developed in collaboration

with Hamamatsu Photonics5. MPPC is the name of Hamamatsu SiPM. Four sensor

chips are coupled together (connected in series to reduce capacitance) for a total active

area of 12 × 12 mm2. The sensor active area is covered with a thin high quality non-

hermetic VUV-transparent quartz window with a transmittance of ≈ 75% at 175 nm. A

5http://www.hamamatsu.com/eu/en/index.html.
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Figure 3.10: LXe energy response for a signal γ in case of MEG (left) and MEG II (right)
and shallow (top) and deep (bottom) γ conversion points respectively.

total of 4092 MPPCs in 93 lines cover the inner wall of the cryostat in φ. Both PMTs

and MPPCs signals are read out by WDBs. As for pTC, no ampli�er is installed between

MPPC and WDB, which also provide the bias voltage. The calibration procedures are

described in Section 2.2.1, together with the mechanical features of the cryostat (the

same of MEG with an additional refrigerator with > 400 W of cooling power). Improved

energy resolutions both for shallow and deep γ conversions have been shown by MC

simulations thanks to a more uniform light collection e�ciency. Figure 3.10 shows a MC

simulation of the LXe energy response for a signal γ in case of MEG (left) and MEG II

(right) and shallow (top) and deep (bottom) γ conversion points respectively. The �t has

been performed with a Crystal Ball function: a Gaussian core portion and a power-law

low-end tail. The σ of the Gaussian core provides an energy resolution of 1.0% and 1.1%

for deep and shallow events respectively.
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3.2.3 The Radiative Decay Counter (RDC)

Figure 3.11: Schematic view of the detection of RMD with RDC.

The Radiative muon Decay veto Counter (RDC) is an additional detector used for

background suppression purposes. RDC promises to tag low-energy e+ (1 ÷ 5 MeV) in

time coincidence with the detection of high-energy γ (> 48 MeV) in LXe in order to

exclude these photons from the signal candidate sample. The γ sources from accidental

background events in the MEG analysis window are the Radiative Muon Decay (RMD)

and Annihilation-In-Flight (AIF). Due to CDCH being lighter with respect to the MEG

DCH, the AIF background decreases in MEG II, while the RMD background should not

change. According to simulations, RDC can detect ≈ 42% of the RMD γ background

events6 and should lead to an improvement of the sensitivity of the µ+ → e+γ search of

about 15%. The bending radius of low momentum e+ is typically smaller than 4 cm and

9 cm at the center and at the end of the magnet respectively. Thus e+ can be detected by

a small detector with a radius of only ≈ 10 cm, placed on the beam axis. The position

is far from the center of the magnet and outside the tracking volume on the DS side

(Figure 3.11), thus neither a signi�cant increase of background γ, nor a reduction of the

signal detection e�ciency is expected.

RDC consists of 12 BC-418 fast Plastic Scintillator (PS) bars coupled to 2 or 3 MPPCs

for timing and a calorimeter formed by 76 LYSO crystals (2× 2× 2 cm3) coupled to one

MPPC for energy measurements (Figure 3.12 left). PS bars have a 1 cm width in the

central region to cope with the higher number of positrons close to the beam axis and

a 2 cm width in the outer part. The timing resolution of each counter was measured

to be < 90 ps by using a 90Sr source. The energy resolution was measured to be ≈ 6%

at Eγ = 1 MeV for all the LYSO crystals by using a 60Co source. The ≈ 2 kHz LYSO

6The product of the RMD e+ fraction going downstream (≈ 48%) and the RDC e+ detection e�ciency
(≈ 88%).
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Figure 3.12: Left: layout of PS and LYSO crystal. Right: RDC moving arm.

intrinsic radioactivity from 176Lu is exploited for energy calibration. The overall timing

and relative energy resolutions are expected to be 100 ps and 8%. The support structure

is made of non-magnetic materials: Al, Ti, CF. RDC can be remotely moved away from

the beam axis thanks to a moving arm system (Figure 3.12 right) to allow the insertion

of the CW beam line for LXe calibration purposes (Section 2.2.1 and right picture of

Figure 2.13).

Figure 3.13: Left: Distribution of BGO-RDC time di�erence. The RMD peak is clearly
visible. Right: energy distribution measured in the LYSO calorimeter.

The full detector system was tested in the πE5 beam line at ≈ 108 µ+/s with a BGO

detector consisting of 4× 4 crystals (4.6× 4.6× 20 cm3 each) used instead of LXe. The

energy distribution measured in the LYSO calorimeter is shown in Figure 3.13 (right).

The distribution of BGO-RDC time di�erence is shown in Figure 3.13 (left), where the

RMD peak is clearly visible. By cutting e+ energies > 4 MeV in the LYSO calorimeter,

one obtains the red histogram. The �at region is reduced by a factor of 10, while the
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region around the peak by a factor of 3. The high energy tail is mainly due to Michel e+

backgrounds, while the low energy peak corresponds to RMD.

3.2.4 The TDAQ system

The re-design of all MEG II detectors leads to almost a ×3 factor in the total number

of read out channels. The requirement for an e�cient o�ine pile-up reconstruction and

rejection is the availability of full waveform information, as in MEG. The DAQ wave-

form digitizer has to provide state-of-the-art time and charge resolution and a sampling

speed in the GSPS range. The new electronics will further contain �exible ampli�cation

stages for small signals (single photo-electrons for calibration) as well as large signals

(γ-showers).

DAQ

Figure 3.14: WDB schematics and photo.

The new system integrates the basic Trigger and DAQ (TDAQ) functionalities in

the same electronics board, the WaveDREAM Board (WDB). A simpli�ed schematics

and a photo of the WDB is shown in Figure 3.14. It contains 16 channels with variable

gain ampli�cation (0.5 ÷ 100) and �exible shaping through a programmable pole-zero

cancellation. Two DRS4 chips [45] are connected to two 8-channel ADCs, which are

read out by a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). In normal operation the DRS4

chips sample the input signals continuously at a speed up to 5 GSPS in an analogue

ring bu�er. At the same time, a copy of the input signal is sent to the DRS4 output,

where it is digitised continuously by the ADCs at 80 MHz with a 12 bit resolution. The

output stream of the ADCs is used in the FPGA to perform complex trigger algorithms.

In case a trigger occurs, the DRS4 chip is stopped and the internal 1024-cell analogue

memory is digitised through the same ADCs. An ultra-low noise bias voltage generator
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(implemented as an optional PCB) can supply the voltage to SiPMs up to 240 V (six

SiPMs in series) and 50 mA through the signal cables.

Figure 3.15: The WaveDAQ crate with 7 WDBs (green), 2 trigger boards (red and blue)
and the CMB (right).

For MEG II, 16 boards are housed in a compact custom crate (Figure 3.15) with

Gbit links cooled by fans on the back. All the communication signals use the LVDS

standard. If more power is needed, an alternative single high voltage can be distributed

throughout the crate back-plane. The Crate Management Board (CMB) contains an 8

bit C-programmable micro-controller as monitor and management unit, as well as current

and temperature sensors. A Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) bus allows communication

with all WDBs. A total number of 37 crates will be used in MEG II. Each crate han-

dles 256 input channels. The global trigger and clock distributions are also housed in

WaveDAQ crates, increasing the total number to 39. In addition, the crate contains two

slots for the Trigger Concentrator Board (TCB, see next Section) and Data Concentrator

Board (DCB). The DCB is responsible for the con�guration of all boards, the distribu-

tion of the master clock and trigger signals, the read out of waveform data, the merging

and formatting of the data and the interface to DAQ computers through Gbit Ethernet.

Trigger

The real time reconstruction algorithms rely on the fast response detectors: LXe for

γ observables and pTC for e+ observables. The ≈ 250 ns maximum ionization drift

time in CDCH prevents the trigger system from using any information from the track

reconstruction for trigger level 0. Event selection relies on an online reconstruction of the

decay product observables: momenta, relative timing and direction. Logic equations are

mapped in FPGA cells and executed at 80 MHz, synchronous with the FADC data

�ow. An estimate of the photon energy is obtained by the linear sum of pedestal-

subtracted signal amplitudes of LXe photo-sensors, which is implemented by using Digital

Signal Processor (DSP) units. The online energy resolution was estimated by using MC
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generated events reconstructed with an emulator of the FPGA �rmware written in C++.

Figure 3.16: Left: LXe Eγ spectrum (black) and e�ective spectra by applying an online
threshold at 42 MeV with a 3.5% resolution (blue) and at 45 MeV with a 1.5% (red).
Right: comparison of the online teγ trigger selection e�ciency for MEG (red) and MEG
II (blue) with FWHM respectively at 20 and 14 ns.

The projected resolution is more than a factor 2 better than in MEG: 1.5% vs. 3.5%

at 45 MeV. As shown in Figure 3.16 (left), an increase in the online threshold is possible

without e�ciency loss in the analysis region (Eγ > 48 MeV), leading to a trigger rate

reduction of about a factor 2. The relative timing exploits the WDB comparators, whose

latch time can be further re�ned by implementing look-up tables on the FPGA to correct

for time-walk e�ects. The single channel time resolution has been measured to be about

450 ps. The online time resolution of the e+�γ coincidence is then expected to be < 1

ns, more than a factor 3 improvement. As shown in Figure 3.16 (right), a reduction in

the coincidence width (FWHM) from 20 ns to 14 ns is possible, leading to a trigger rate

reduction of a factor 1.5÷ 2, with no e�ciency loss on signal.

The boards designed for the online data processing are called TCB. A TCB gathers

the information from a lower level trigger board, which could be a WDB or another TCB

in the same or another crate. TCB features depend on the slot assignment within the

crate (Figure 3.17): data-�ow is set from the back-plane to the on-board FPGA for a

Master TCB, while it is reversed for Slave TCBs hosted in the trigger crate. An ultra-low

jitter (< 10 ps) clock signal at 80 MHz to be used as the experiment time reference is

distributed by a dedicated board, the Ancillary board. This can be con�gured as Master

(it generates the clock signal, receives the control signals from the Master TCB and

forwards them to the other Slave modules) or Slave (the busy signal is distributed from

the DAQ crates to the trigger crates and used as veto for any trigger signal generation).

The read out scheme guarantees a data transfer dead time of about 1 ms leading to a
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Figure 3.17: TCB in slave (left) and master (right) con�guration. In case of a slave board
the data �ow is from the left (front panel) to the right (back plane) and vice versa for a
master board.

possible trigger rate of about 100 Hz with irrelevant dead time. Such a value is however

not sustainable by the o�ine infrastructure. As a consequence a maximum trigger rate of

about 10 Hz (comparable with MEG), associated with an online selection e�ciency close

to unity, will be used. The overall data size would increase by much more than a factor

10 with respect to MEG. The trigger processing includes zero suppression algorithms to

reduce the background by almost 6 orders of magnitude. Improvements in the online

resolutions are therefore expected to compensate for the increased µ+ stopping rate.

3.3 The Cylindrical Drift CHamber (CDCH)

By taking a look both at the design and measured MEG detectors performances (Table 3.2

in Section 3.4) one can notice that, while LXe and TC almost met their requirements,

DCH resolutions and e�ciency are signi�cantly worse than the design values. This a�ects

also the relative e+-γ timing, since teγ contains the length of the e+ track from the target

to TC, as reconstructed by DCH.

The tracking ine�ciency in MEG is mainly due to DCH FE boards and mechanical

supports which intercept a large fraction of e+ on their path to TC. Furthermore, the use

of segmented cathode foils (Vernier pads) to reconstruct the z coordinate was partially

limited by the low amplitude of the induced signals. Finally, DCH operation presented

some instabilities. The use in a high radiation environment led to ageing-related prob-

lems, with discharges preventing the use of some of the DCH planes during part of the

MEG data taking pariod.

All these issues convinced the MEG collaboration to design and build a new e+

tracker, the Cylindrical Drift CHamber (CDCH). CDCH is designed to overcome DCH
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limitations and guarantee the proper operation at high rates with long-term detector

stability. CDCH is a low-mass unique volume detector with high granularity: 9 layers

of 192 drift cells, few mm wide, de�ned by ≈ 12000 wires in a stereo con�guration for

longitudinal hit localization. The �lling gas is He:Isobutane 90:10. The total radiation

length is 1.5×10−3 X0, thus minimizing the MCS contribution and allowing for a single-

hit resolution below 120 µm, a momentum resolution of 130 keV/c and angular resolutions

σθ ≈ 5.5 and σφ ≈ 4 mrad. The reduced radiation length and the increased spatial

resolution lead to substantial improvements in the e�ciency, momentum and angular

resolutions and consequentely a determination of the e+ kinematic variables with a higher

accuracy. A new improved tracking procedure, capable to exploit ×4 hits more than

MEG, will be used in MEG II. It consists in following the e+ trajectory up to the

entrance of pTC (point 4 in Figure 3.1) and measuring the position of the impact point

by exploiting the new CDCH and pTC layouts. CDCH is presented in detail in Chapter 4.

3.3.1 Studies with prototypes

Single-hit resolution and gas mixture choice

The particle trajectories are reconstructed by measuring the impact parameter of the

track on sense wires. Generally the impact parameter is reconstructed from the drift

distance of the �rst ionization cluster arriving on the anode wire. Because of the dis-

creteness of ionization sites, the drift distance of the cluster nearest to the sense wire is

always larger than the impact parameter, or distance of closest approach of the particle

to the anode dHIT (Figure 3.22 left). The estimate of dHIT from the drift distance has

therefore a bias that depends on λI : the larger the cluster density, the smaller the bias.

CDCH requirement of high transparency makes this e�ect particularly signi�cant. In

fact, for low mass drift chambers, the density of primary ionization clusters is very small

and limits the drift chamber spatial resolution, especially for small cells and at small

impact parameters. The e�ect is however mitigated in our case by the average polar

angle of ≈ 50◦ of e+ trajectories, which results in a ≈ 30% increase of the total number

of ionization clusters compared to normal incidence. In order to minimize the bias on

the impact parameter the Cluster Timing (CT) technique will be used in MEG II (see

next Section).

A basic parameter for the performances of drift chambers is the uncertainty for a single

drift cell on the measured dHIT i.e. the single-hit resolution σHIT . This, together with

the high granularity and low MCS contribution, plays a fundamental role in the overall

sensitivity of the MEG II experiment, since it directly in�uences the e+ reconstructed
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kinematic variables.

Several prototypes were made in order to make a reliable project for CDCH. Among

them, one consisting in a system of three parallel copper drift tubes (Figure 3.18) was

used to get an estimate of σHIT as a function of the gas mixture. The tubes diameter

was 8 mm and the length was 30 cm. The copper walls had a thickness of 200 µm. The

three tubes were vertically aligned with the middle one slightly displaced on one side by

∆ ≈ 500 µm. Anodes were 20 µm gold-plated tungsten wires, set at 1.5 kV. A cosmic

ray telescope, composed of three plastic scintillators, was used to select cosmic ray µ.

Two scintillators were placed just above and below the tubes, while the third was placed

under a 3.5 cm-thick iron slab in order to select tracks as vertical as possible and to

remove the low-energy component of cosmics. The distance between the through-going

particle and the three sense wires as a function of the impinging cosmic ray angle θ for

the two possible cases (depending on the sign of θ) is given by:


b1 = A sin θ

b2 = (A+ l) sin θ ±∆ cos θ

b3 = (A+ 2l) sin θ

(3.3)

Figure 3.18: Left: distances between a normal-incident cosmic ray and the sense wires.
Right: schematic view of the 3-tubes experimental setup. The 3 trigger scintillators (TS)
and iron degrader are highlighted.

The expectation value for bi is given by the measured drift distance di (〈di〉 ≈ bi).

For almost vertical tracks (with small impinging angles θ) traversing all three cells and

not passing in between the sense wires, the combination of the three drift distances gives

the displacement estimator S of the central sense wire:
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(±)∆ cos θ =
d1 + d3

2
− d2 → (±)∆ ≈ d1 + d3

2
− d2 ≡ S (3.4)

Figure 3.19: Distribution of the measured S with a triple-gaussian �t.

As expected from Equation 3.4, the measured distribution of S is bimodal (Fig-

ure 3.19) and well described by the sum of three Gaussian functions. Two have means

µ± centered at about ±∆ and the third takes into account wrong track reconstructions.

In fact the approximation of Equation 3.4 does not hold for tracks crossing the zone

between the sense wires. Moreover, the resolution worsens for tracks passing in the prox-

imity of the wires. The single hit resolution σHIT must be smaller than the stagger

∆ since otherwise the left-right ambiguity can not be resolved. The average value of

the �tted peaks positions (|µ+| + |µ−|)/2 ≈ 520 µm, gives a result in agreement with

the displacement ∆ of the central sense wire, taking into account the uncertainties on

the positioning of the anodes. By assuming an equal average resolution for the three

drift tubes (σd1 = σd2 = σd3 = σd) and taking the variance of S from Equation 3.4,

an estimate of σHIT is obtained from the average width of the two peaks of Figure 3.19

(σ+ + σ−)/2 = σS :

σ2
S =

3∑
i=1

(∣∣∣∣ ∂S∂di
∣∣∣∣2 σ2

di

)
→ σS ≈

√
3

2
σd → σHIT ≈ σd ≈

√
2

3
σS (3.5)
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The details of the measurements are reported in [5]. The measurement was repeated

with di�erent Helium-Isobutane mixtures. The results are shown in Table 3.1.

He:Isobutane σTOT (µm)
50:50 71± 2

75:25 80± 4

80:20 90± 4

85:15 93± 5

90:10 107± 7

95:5 115± 15

Table 3.1: Measured spatial resolution with di�erent Helium:Isobutane gas mixtures.

Figure 3.20: Spatial resolution σTOT as a function of the He fraction.

The spatial resolution as a function of the He fraction is reported in Figure 3.20. The

experimental points are �tted with the function:

σTOT =
√
σ2
MCS + σ2

d with σd = σ0 +
α

N
(3.6)

where σMCS ≈ 10 µm is the constant contribution due to MCS of cosmic rays in the

copper walls, added in quadrature to the spatial resolution of the single drift tube σd.

This is modelled with the expression on the right side, where N is the average number

of ionization clusters and σ0 and α are free parameters. For a given He fraction fHe,
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one has N = fHeNHe + fIsoNIso, with fIso = 1 − fHe and the average cluster densities

NHe = 7.4/cm and NIso = 54/cm.

CDCH will run with a low-Z He:Isobutane counting gas mixture in the fraction 90:10,

which is a good compromise between a good track resolution and minimization of MCS.

The fairly constant drift velocity in He-based gas mixtures assures a linear time-distance

relation, up to very close distance to the sense wire (Section 5.6). Furthermore the He

large radiation length (X0 ≈ 5300 m at STP) ensures a small contribution in terms of

MCS, a very important feature in low momentum measurements. MCS is a critical issue

with a large fraction of Isobutane, whose density is 15 times that of Helium (2.59× 10−3

g/cm3 vs. 0.178 × 10−3 g/cm3). By comparing [31] the radiation length of Helium and

Isobutane and by using Equation D.4, the resulting MCS contribution of Isobutane is

twice than that of Helium. Nevertheless a small amount of Isobutane (10%) is required as

quencher to avoid self-sustained discharges. Such a percentage is su�cient as it raises the

number of primary ionisation pairs to ≈ 13 cm−1 though it lowers the mixture radiation

length to X0 ≈ 1300 m. The use of an organic quencher also results in additional prob-

lems after exposure to high radiation �uxes. The recombination of dissociated organic

molecules results in the formation of solid or liquid polymers which accumulate on the

anodes and cathodes, contributing to the ageing of the chamber (Section 3.3.1).

Other extended resolution studies with di�erent prototypes are reported in [5]. The

combined results lead to σHIT < 120 µm. For these tests only the information from the

�rst ionization cluster was used. In the �nal chamber further improvements are expected

with the implementation of a FE electronics with a wider bandwidth which will allow to

exploit the CT technique (see next Section).

Fast read out and Cluster Timing (CT) technique

The use of a low-Z gas mixture such as He:iC4H10 90:10 is essential for minimizing the

MCS e�ects on 50 MeV e+. However the high He ionisation potential of 24.6 eV is such

that a crossing particle produces only a small number of primary electronion pairs. The

average number of ionization clusters produced by the passage of a 52.8 MeV e+ in the

counting gas is lower than the MEG DCH: ≈ 13/cm instead of ≈ 30/cm. In combination

with the small drift cells size (few mm), this enhances the contribution to σHIT coming

from the statistical �uctuation of the primary ionization along the track. This leads

to a bias in the measurement of dHIT , if only the �rst arriving e− is used for timing.

Figure 3.21 shows σHIT as a function of dHIT , as measured by the KLOE experiment

with a gas mixture of He:iC4H10 90:10. In CDCH range of interest, < 3.5 mm, the
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contribution of primary ionization dominates.

Figure 3.21: Measured σHIT as a function of dHIT in KLOE drift chamber.

As opposed to the traditional determination of dHIT which uses only the arrival time

of the �rst cluster, the MEG collaboration proposed to exploit the CT technique. It

consists in measuring the arriving time of all the individual clusters, minimizing the

bias and improving σHIT . CT needs very fast FE electronics for signal acquisition, the

temporal separation between signals produced by di�erent ionization clusters being a few

ns. A new multistage low-noise and low-distortion FE electronics with a large bandwidth,

nearly 1 GHz, was developed (Section 6.2.2) and tested. With HV of about 1.5 kV and a

gas mixture He:iC4H10 90:10 as working conditions, the signal showed a maximum drift

time of about 200÷250 ns (Section 5.6) and a number of clusters per pulse of ≈ 10, both

compatible with those expected.

Figure 3.22 (left) shows the simulated distribution of ionization clusters by a e+

passing through a drift cell and the resulting bias on the measured impact parameters.

For CDCH the mean free path between successive clusters is λI ≈ 750 µm. On the right,

an example of the identi�ed peaks in the signal waveform, corresponding to individual

ionization clusters, is shown.

Ageing tests

Experimental evidence of a deterioration of drift chambers performances with time is

known. Once the total charge collected on the anode wires during their lifetime exceeds

some values O(1 C/cm) of wire length, gain loss, excessive dark current, self-sustained

discharges and high voltage instability are observed. One can quantify the wire lifetime
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Figure 3.22: Left: simulated distribution of ionization clusters and the resulting bias
on dHIT . Right: peaks in the signal waveform, corresponding to individual ionization
clusters.

by adding up the collected charge. This dose is calculated as the product of the total

charge drifted towards the wire times the gain G. Deterioration depends very much on

the gas composition and on the electric �eld on the electrode surfaces, but also on the

material properties of the anodes and cathodes as well as their size.

Figure 3.23: Left: pictorial view of the Malter e�ect. Right: free radical formation from
gas fragmentation with deposits on wire surfaces which can cause standing currents.

Secondary electrons can be extracted from a thin insulating super�cial �lm formed

by material deposits on the cathodes surface by the positive ions that are produced in

the avalanches. The surface charge density depends on the balance between the neutrali-

sation rate and the ion collection rate, the latter being proportional to the rate of charge

multiplication on the anode. If the surface charge density increases above a critical value,

secondary e− emission from the cathode into the gas becomes possible (Figure 3.23 left).

This is the so-called Malter e�ect [72]. The secondary e− reach the anode and produce
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avalanches, thus increasing the positive-ion production rate. If the secondary-electron

emission rate is su�ciently high, the process becomes self-sustaining and the dark cur-

rent remains, even if the source of the primary radiation is removed from the chamber.

The only way to stop the process is by turning down the voltage. An e�cient way of

preventing the development of cathode deposits is to keep the electric �eld at the cath-

ode surfaces low. Another cause of standing currents is due to whiskers: �ne strands of

material growing on wires (Figure 3.23 right). Glow discharges may appear due to the

large �eld they create. The growth of whiskers is primarily related to the fragmentation

of gas molecules and the resulting free radical formation with polymer deposits on wire

surfaces. During the entire MEG II acquisition time the total charge collected by CDCH

innermost cells is evaluated to be about 0.5 C/cm for a gain of 105 and a µ+ stopping rate

of 7× 107 Hz. This represents a huge amount of charge collected on wires and therefore

a study of CDCH ageing was mandatory.

Figure 3.24: Experimental setup for accelerated ageing tests on CDCH cell prototypes.

Several ageing measurements were performed on 7 × 7 mm2 cell prototypes, �ushed

with He:iC4H10 85:15 and 90:10. These were intensely irradiated with an X-ray tube to

accelerate the ageing process. A sketch of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.24.

More details are given in [9] and [10]. An α-source was used to provide large ionization

signals. The chamber gain G was monitored as a function of the total integrated charge.

The test HV con�guration was opposite with respect to the �nal chamber: a negative

HV, corresponding to G ≈ 3×104, was applied to the �eld wires while the sense wire was

grounded through a picoammeter in order to read out the DC current. The stability of

the X-ray source was measured to be well below 1% by means of a NaI detector preceded

by a lead collimator. The test DC current was 20 times the maximum current foreseen

in normal experimental conditions: 120 nA/cm. The corresponding ageing acceleration
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factor is about 20: in 10 days an amount of charge equivalent to one full running year

was collected. Even the gain-density relation was measured by modifying the system

pressure in order to take into account the daily oscillations induced by temperature:

(G′/G) = (T ′/T )γP = (P ′/P )−γT . The index γ ≈ 3÷ 4 can be obtained by measuring the

anode current at di�erent P .

Figure 3.25: Left: gain decrease as a function of the collected charge on anode. Right:
gain drop in one year of DAQ time at 7× 107 µ+/s.

The corresponding correction factor was applied and a gain loss as a function of time

was observed (Figure 3.25 left). The ageing rate was parametrized as:

R = − 1

G0

∆G

∆Q
= − 1

A0

∆A

∆Q

[
%

C/cm

]
(3.7)

where G0 and A0 are the initial gas gain and signal pulse height, ∆G and ∆A are

the drop of gas gain and pulse height over the test period and ∆Q is the corresponding

charge collected per unit length.

Figure 3.26: SEM photo of the aged anode and elements concentration along the wire.

The tests showed an ageing rate around 100%/(C/cm). A gain drop < 25%/year is
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expected at the hottest spot of the innermost drift cells (Figure 3.25 right). The largest

CDCH fraction is subject to a gain drop < 10%/year. Aged wires were analyzed by

using Scanning Electron Microscopes (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometry

(EDS/EDX). The results are reported in Figure 3.26, where a wire portion is shown after

irradiation, together with the elements concentration along the wire.

3.3.2 Calibration and monitoring

A natural way to continuosly characterise the spectrometer (alignment, energy scale,

resolutions on e+ kinematic variables) is represented by Michel positrons at the edge

of the energy spectrum (pe & 45 MeV/c). These events are acquired with dedicated

pre-scaled triggers. Nevertheless the continuous spectrum of Michel e+ makes the cal-

ibration subject to systematic errors, while delivering mono-energetic positrons would

bring important advantages. A quasi-monochromatic intense e+ beam (pe ≈ 53 MeV/c,

σpe ≈ 250 keV/c, Ie ≈ 107 Hz) may provide a fast calibration close to the µ+ → e+γ

signal. Positrons can be Mott-scattered on the light nuclei of the µ+ stopping target, by

properly tuning the beam line separator. In fact, e+ are 8 times more abundant than

surface µ+ in MEG II beam, but normally are �ltered away. The well known relative de-

pendence of the Mott-scattered e+ momentum on the angular variables (φe, θe) can make

a detailed check of the spectrometer possible. The well known Mott cross section σMott

can give a direct measurement of the spectrometer acceptance. By taking into account

the σMott dependence on θ, the comparison between Michel vs. Mott θe distribution

can provide a cross-check of the µ+ polarisation [7]. Positron momentum and angular

resolutions (∆E and ∆θ respectively) are extracted using double-turn track events. The

double-turn track is divided in two independent tracks, both independently propagated

to the target. Then the di�erence between the relevant observables (∆E = E1 − E2;

∆θ = θ1 − θ2) is computed.

The possibilities of this method were proven using dedicated beam tests performed

at the πE5 beam line with the MEG spectrometer in 2012 and 2013. The 2012 Mott

scattered e+ energy distribution is shown in Figure 3.27 (left) on data (black dots) and

MC (red area). The double gaussian �t (core + low energy tail) provides Ee = 51.84

MeV and σcoreE = 412 keV. The same has been done in 2013 to check the consistency

between the Mott (Ee = 51.79 MeV and σcoreE = 491 keV) and Michel (Ee = 51.76 MeV

and σcoreE = 507 keV) methods. Figure 3.27 (right) shows the distribution of ∆θ = θ1−θ2

as obtained using the double-turn method.
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Figure 3.27: Left: Mott-scattered e+ energy distribution. Right: distribution of ∆θ =
θ1 − θ2 as obtained using the double-turn method.

Figure 3.28: Experimental setup to measure the drift time at di�erent gas mixtures.

Figure 3.29: Drift velocity as a function of the He percentage (left) and atmospheric
pressure P (right).
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In order to monitor the gas gain and drift velocity, a monitoring chamber with drift

tubes will be used. A test to measure the drift time as a function of the Isobutane fraction

was performed with the setup shown in Figure 3.28, using a ≈ 3 MBq 90Sr source and a

plastic scintillator read out by one SiPM for the trigger. The 0.7% uncertainty (obtained

in ≈ 3 minutes) corresponds to ≈ 35 µm (assuming an average drift distance of 5 mm),

su�cient to monitor the CDCH drift velocity. The variation of the drift velocity as a

function of the He percentage and of the atmospheric pressure P is shown in Figure 3.29.

The drift velocity as a function of the reduced �eld E/P is shown in Figure 3.30 for three

di�erent gas mixtures [42].

Figure 3.30: Drift velocity as a function of the reduced �eld E/P .

3.4 Expected performances and sensitivity

Table 3.2 summarizes resolutions and e�ciencies for MEG and the �nal goal of MEG II.

The expected trigger e�ciency is ≈ 99%. The ×2 improvement in detectors resolutions

allows for a larger µ+ stopping rate up to 7×107 Hz, more than twice MEG, without being

dominated by backgrounds. From Section 2.1, it is clear that the accidental background

will still be the dominant one. In fact, with detectors resolutions of ≈ 1% on both γ and

e+ kinematic variables, the RMD rate is expected to be limited at the level of ≈ 10−15.
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Figure 3.31 shows a 3D schematic view of MEG II experimental apparatus, together with

a pictorial view of a signal event inside the detector (to be compared with Figure 2.9).

Figure 3.31: 3D schematic view of MEG II experimental apparatus, together with a
pictorial view of a signal event inside the detector.

Variable Design MEG Obtained MEG Foreseen MEG II
δEe (keV) 200 380 130

δθe, δφe (mrad) 5,5 9,9 5,4
εe (%) 90 40 70
δEγ (%) 1.2 1.7 1.0

δPositionγ (mm) 4 5 < 3

δteγ (ps) 65 120 85
εγ (%) > 40 60 70

Table 3.2: Comparison between MEG and MEG II performaces.

The e+ reconstruction e�eciency εe+ = (CDCH hit e�ciency) × (CDCH-pTC match-

ing e�ciency), is greatly improved thanks to the new tracking system and the optimized

CDCH and pTC geometry. The CDCH con�guration, with a smaller amount of material

close to LXe, reduces the AIF contribution (dominant for Eγ > 52 MeV) by about 20%

with respect to MEG. The resolution on the e+-γ relative timing (δteγ) is obtained by

adopting the most conservative estimation for the LXe timing resolution δtγ ≈ 70 ps and

the measured pTC timing resolution δte ≈ 30 ps. The most recent results (e�ciencies

and core/RMS resolutions) for e+ variables from high statistics MC simulations with

100k signal + background events and the currently updated reconstruction algorithms

are shown in Table 3.3. Further optimizations in the reconstruction code may bring
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signi�cant improvements in e�ciencies and angular resolutions, while the momentum

resolution is better (≈ 33%) than expected.

εacceptance εCDCH εe σp/RMSp
(%) (%) ± 0.2% (%) ± 0.2% (keV) ± 0.4

91.3 75.8 63.4 87.5

σθ/RMSθ σφ/RMSφ σz/RMSz σy/RMSy
(mrad) ± 0.03 (mrad) ± 0.03 (mm) ± 0.01 (mm) ± 0.01

6.22/6.88 5.77/6.51 1.38/1.59 0.73/0.83

Table 3.3: The most recent results for e+ variables from high statistics (100k signal +
background events) MC simulations and the currently updated reconstruction algorithms.

In order to estimate the MEG II sensitivity a detailed MC simulation of the beam

and detectors based on GEANT47 was implemented. The MC hits are converted into

simulated electronic signals, making use of waveform templates extracted from data col-

lected with prototypes or �nal detectors. Multiple µ+ decays within the same DAQ time

window are also simulated. Both simulated events and future data go through the same

reconstruction chain. For each sub-detector, a waveform analysis is performed in order

to extract raw observables: the drift time of the ionisation clusters and the hit position

along z in CDCH; the hit time and position in each pTC and RDC PS; the number and

timing of collected photons in each photo-sensor of LXe and RDC. Several reconstruction

algorithms are then applied to translate them into calibrated physical observables for a

single particle. Dedicated pattern recognition algorithms and a Kalman �lter technique

are used to track e+ in CDCH and pTC and extract the momentum vector and time. A

detailed description of the Pattern Recognition method and track �tting with Kalman

Filter algorithms, together with a �rst detailed study of CDCH performances is avail-

able in [80]. Hit reconstruction in LXe is used to extract the γ time, energy and the

position of the conversion vertex. Finally, these observables are combined to obtain the

kinematic variables characterising a µ+ → e+γ decay and discriminate the background

events (Section 2.1).

The expected sensitivity for MEG II is then extracted following the approach ex-

ploited in MEG and described in Section 2.3. The new PDFs for signal and backgrounds

(radiative and accidental) are extrapolated from the MEG results taking into account

the upgraded performances. The enhanced resolutions of MEG II detectors allow a much

better signal-background separation and reduce signi�cantly the contamination of back-

7https://geant4.web.cern.ch/.
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ground γ and e+ into the signal region, as shown in Figure 2.23 for MEG.

Figure 3.32 shows that a sensitivity of 6 × 10−14 is achievable in 3 years of data

taking (assuming 20 weeks of DAQ time per year)8. In terms of discriminating power

of parameters of BSM models, this limit is comparable to those achievable by the next

generation of cLFV experiments exploiting other channels.

Figure 3.32: Expected sensitivity as a function of DAQ time.

8The sensitivity has been re-evaluated since the upgrade proposal [1] according to new estimations of
the detector performances, the inclusion of RDC and a more conservative assumption on DAQ time.
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Chapter 4

The new MEG II Cylindrical Drift

CHamber (CDCH)

This Chapter presents in detail the design of the new MEG II Cylindrical Drift CHamber

(CDCH) to reach the experimental requirements foreseen for MEG II (Section 3.4). The

construction was based on the experience gained in MEG (Chapter 2), several studies

on prototypes (Section 3.3) and detailed MC simulations. The CDCH geometry and the

wiring procedure is treated in Section 4.1. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 describe R&D studies on

di�erent wires candidates, together with the mechanical and electrostatic properties of

the wires chosen for CDCH. Section 4.4 presents material badget estimations and the con-

tribution of Multiple Coulomb Scattering (MCS) on e+ reconstruction. Section 4.5, 4.6

and 4.7 describe the CDCH assembly procedures and preparation for the successive data

taking run at PSI. Finally, the global geometry survey of the �nal chamber is reported

in Section 4.8.

CDCH construction involved the common e�ort of four laboratories within the MEG

collaboration. The Pisa group was responsible for the mechanics and assembly. The Lecce

group was responsible for the wires procurement and tests, the wiring machine and the

FE electronics. The Roma group was responsible for the gas and HV systems. The PSI

group followed the �nal CDCH integration into the MEG II experimental apparatus.

83
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4.1 CDCH design

Geometry

The MEG II e+ tracker was inspired by the one used in the KLOE experiment [53]. CDCH

presents a cylindrical symmetry along the z axis, parallel to the muon beam. It covers

the whole azimuthal angle φ, subdivided in 12 30◦-sectors (conventionally numbered from

0 to 11). The stereo wires layout gives a hyperbolic shape to the active volume which

extends radially from about 174.500 mm to 234.260 mm at the detector center (z = 0)

and from about 201.490 mm to 270.500 mm at the endplates (z = ±956 mm). Wires

starting in sector number s in the Up-Stream (US) endplate arrive in sector s ± 2 in

the Down-Stream (DS) endplate (∆φ = 60◦, Figure 4.1 left). The entire length of the

sensitive volume is about 1912 mm. The high granularity is ensured by the segmentation

of the drift chamber volume in 9 layers of 192 drift cells each.

Figure 4.1: Schematic view of the stereo wires con�guration.

The external radius of the chamber is constrained by the available space inside the

COBRA magnet, while its length is dictated by the necessity of tracking the particle

trajectories up to pTC. This reduces any passive material along the e+ path, minimizing

the contribution of uncertainty in the track length measurement to the total timing

resolution and increasing the e+ reconstruction e�ciency, i.e. tracks reconstructed in the

drift chamber with a corresponding hit on pTC. The internal radius is large enough so

that low energy e+ are swept away by the gradient magnetic �eld without crossing the

sensitive volume. On the other hand, e+ with momentum larger than ≈ 45 MeV/c are

tracked until they reach the pTC scintillation tiles, crossing a minimum amount of passive

material. Read out preampli�ers, cables and wires supporting structures are placed in

regions which are o� the e+ paths. MC simulation studies show that the expected e+
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reconstruction e�ciency can be as high as ≈ 70% (Table 3.2), almost twice the e�ciency

of the MEG e+ spectrometer (40%).

As already stated, wires are not parallel to the chamber axis, but form with z a stereo

angle which varies from about 6◦ in the innermost layer to about 8.5◦ in the outermost

one. In Figure 4.1 (right) a schematic view of the stereo con�guration is shown. The

wire length for layer k is Lk and stereo angle is εk. The wire radii at the endplates and

at the chamber center are Rk and Rk0 = Rk cos(αk/2) respectively, with δ = Rk − Rk0.

The azimuthal shift αk of the 2 wire ends (suspension points) is ±60◦, depending on the

layer. The positive and negative stereo angles de�ne two projective views, the U -view

and V -view respectively. All the wires with the same sign of the stereo angle are parallel.

Thus the drift chamber takes the shape of a rotation hyperboloyd whose surface is given

by the envelope of the wires planes (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Not-to-scale schematic view of CDCH to magnify the hyperbolic shape. The
radial extensions of the active volume are highlighted at z = 0 and z = ±956 mm.

Anode, cathode and guard wires

Three kinds of wires are used to build CDCH (the wires choice is treated in detail in

Section 4.2):

1. guard wires have a shaping and closing function of the electric �eld lines near the

radial edge of the active volume. By applying a proper HV, the gas gain in the

border drift cells at the innermost and outermost radii is equalized despite the

discontinuity. Guards are Silver-plated Aluminum wires with 50 µm diameter;
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2. cathode �eld wires create a ground mesh and de�ne drift cells. Cathodes are Ag-

plated Al wires with 40 and 50 µm diameters;

3. anode sense wires collect the charge induced by positrons crossing the chamber.

Positive HV is applied to anodes, as reported in Table 6.1 (Section 6.2.1). Anodes

are Gold-plated Tungsten wires with 20 µm diameter.

Figure 4.3: Top: simpli�ed scheme of a drift cell. Bottom: schematic view of the wires
con�guration in CDCH. One almost square cell is highlighted. The staggering in the
double cathode layers will be explained in Section 4.1.1.

The innermost and outermost wires planes are made of guard wires which enclose the

sensitive volume. In order to guarantee a guard mesh, a double layer of criss-crossing

wires each characterised by a positive and negative stereo angle is placed at the same

radius. Between the two guard planes, 10 cathode planes and 9 anode planes alternate.

Even cathodes are stringed in both U and V directions, creating a ground mesh between
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Figure 4.4: Wires suspension points at the endplate for one 30◦-sector. The almost square
cells layout is highlighted. The black crosses are in correspondence of some reference
markers.

anode planes. Sense wires planes are stringed at alternating sign stereo angle in order

to measure the z coordinate of the reconstructed hits along the beam axis by combining

the information of adjacent planes. In one anode plane, sense and �eld wires alternate

in order to form a drift cell together with the �eld wires of the upper and lower cathode

planes. Each drift cell has an almost square shape with 8 �eld wires surrounding the

central sense wire. The �eld-to-sense wires ratio is 5:1. A schematic view of the wires

con�guration and the wires suspension points at the endplate for one 30◦-sector are shown

in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 respectively, where the views and wires color codes are highlighted.

The diameter of the �eld wires within the cathode and anode planes is 40 µm and 50

µm respectively. Cathodes between anodes are in common between two consecutive cells
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of the same layer and must withstand a higher electric �eld avoiding ions multiplication

near the wires and consequently the accelerated wires ageing (Section 3.3.1). The cells

dimensions increase linearly with layer radius and, beacause of the stereo con�guration,

also slightly vary with the position along the z axis.

Occupancy

Figure 4.5: Expected occupancy as a function of the drift cells plane and z at MEG II
beam intensity.

Table 4.1 summarizes the design drift cell dimensions as a function of the layer and z.

Smaller cells are placed at inner radii to guarantee a tolerable occupancy of the innermost

sense wires, placed at 177.4 mm from the beam axis. Figure 4.5 shows the z occupancy

as a function of the drift cells plane. With the 7×107 Hz of µ+ stopping rate foreseen for

MEG II, the rate per cell ranges from ≈ 0.8 MHz to ≈ 1.7 MHz. The overall occupancy

is ≈ 10 kHz/cm and ≈ 23 kHz/cm for the outermost and innermost planes respectively.

Because of the consequent pile-up to such occupancy rate, pattern recognition may

be greatly helped by additional coarse methods of determining the z coordinate of the

hit. In MEG this was performed through the charge division method. In MEG II a

determination of the z coordinate with an uncertainty of the order of 10 cm or even

better will be achieved by the measurement of the di�erence in the arrival times of the

signal at the two ends of sense wires, in addition to the aforementioned charge division.

Figure 4.6 shows the reconstructed longitudinal hit position on a long single cell prototype

by using the time di�erence (left) or the charge division (right) methods respectively. In

both cases a z resolution of the order of 10 cm was reached.
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Drift cells layer z = 0 (mm) z = endplate (mm)
1 (outermost) 7.54 8.71

2 7.30 8.43
3 7.07 8.16
4 6.84 7.90
5 6.62 7.64
6 6.40 7.40
7 6.20 7.16
8 6.00 6.93

9 (innermost) 5.81 6.70

Table 4.1: Design drift cell dimensions as a function of the layer and z.

Figure 4.6: Reconstructed z hit position on a long single cell prototype by using the time
di�erence (left) or the charge division (right) methods respectively.

The �nal hit (energy deposit) position is obtained by measuring the drift time (Sec-

tion 5.6). Using the known drift velocity of ionization e−, this determines the distance

between the track and the sense wire dHIT . Studies with prototypes showed that a reso-

lution σHIT < 120 µm is achievable with a gas mixture He:iC4H10 90:10 (Section 3.3.1)1.

Mechanics

An evaluation of the mechanical feasibility of the new drift chamber was done by simulat-

ing, through a Finite Elements Analysis (FEA) program, a model composed of 2 circular

Al endplates kept in position by a 180 cm-long external Carbon Fiber (CF) 2 mm-thick
1The drift time measurement is much more precise with respect to the time di�erence, because in

both cases the measurement is inversely proportional to the velocity involved, this being the drift velocity
vD in the gas and the signal propagation velocity vS along the sense wire. This is a good fraction of the
speed of light, resulting in a better response of the drift time measurement by the order of magnitude of
the ratio vS/vD, which has typical values of 103 to 104 (∼ 100 µm against ∼ 10 cm).
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Figure 4.7: FEA simulation of the endplates de�ection (left, maximum 370 µm) and
linear buckling (right, at about 85 times the nominal tension) of the CF support structure
loaded with 6000 N, about a factor of 2 more than the nominal tension in CDCH.

cylinder. Each endplate has an equivalent thickness of 20 mm which corresponds to a 30

mm thick endplate with slots for Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs). The simulation results

are shown in Figure 4.7 with the endplates loaded with a total wires tension of 6000 N,

about a factor of 2 more than the nominal tension in CDCH. The maximum endplates

de�ection is 370 µm which is mechanically tolerable. The CF linear buckling happens

at about 85 times the nominal tension, indicating that distorsions are kept within good

safety margins. The total load for CDCH is ≈ 3225 N by summing the contribution of all

the wires, while the total torque due to the stereo wires con�guration is almost balanced,

resulting in only about 3 N · m.

Figure 4.8: Left: one Au-plated Al endplate. Right: one PEEK spacer.

The �nal CDCH endplates consist of Au-plated Al wheels with a thickness of 30

mm (Figure 4.8 left). The �nal pieces were machined from a single Al billet with a wire
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EDM2 process. The measured concentricity is better than 14 µm, while the roundness and

planarity are within 40 and 30 µm respectively. In CDCH, the nominal distance between

the internal faces of the endplates is about ≈ 1932 mm, kept by a CF cylindrical support

structure (Section 4.6). The endplates have the shape of a helm, with a central hole with

a radius of 161.500 mm and 12 radial spokes which divide the azimuthal angle φ in 12

sectors. The external and internal radii are 285.350 mm and 195.687 mm respectively.

Each sector acts as housing for the 400 µm-thick FR43 PCB where wires are soldered

(wire-PCB).

The wire-PCB design is described in Section 4.1.1, while the wiring procedure is

reported in Section 4.1.2. Each wire-PCB is placed at the proper radius through PEEK4

spacers (Figure 4.8 right) whose radial thickness is adjusted in order to have the correct

radial dimensions for the drift cells (Section 4.5.3). The side perimeter is contoured to

�t with the complementary shape of the endplates spokes. The �rst wire-PCB layer at

the innermost radius is electrically insulated from the endplates through a 400 µm-thick

FR4 insulator. Further details of CDCH construction are reported in Section 4.5.

Wires population

Wires Partial Number of Double Wire per
type wires sum layers layer single layer

Cathodes 7680 10 yes 384
(40 µm Ag-plated Al) (×2)

Cathodes 1728 192
(50 µm Ag-plated Al)

+ 9 no
Anodes 1728 192

(20 µm Au-plated W)
Guards 768 2 yes 192

(50 µm Ag-plated Al) (×2)
TOTAL 11904 33

Table 4.2: Summary of CDCH wires population.

Each single layer contains a �xed number of wires depending on the plane type:

guard, cathode or anode plane. The wires within one plane are equally spaced and the

2Electrical Discharge Machining.
3Composite material composed of woven �berglass cloth with an epoxy resin binder. �FR� means

Flame Retardant.
4PolyEther Ether Ketone, a colourless organic thermoplastic polymer.
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mutual distance varies according to the radius.

Each single guard plane contains 192 wires, 16 for each sector/wire-PCB. The distance

between wires varies from 6.429 mm to 9.295 mm for the innermost and the outermost

layer respectively. There are two double layers of guards (U -view and V -view) for a total

of 768 wires in 4 planes.

Each single cathode plane contains 384 wires, 32 for each sector/wire-PCB. The

distance between wires varies from 3.297 mm to 4.573 mm for the innermost and the

outermost layer respectively. There are 10 double layers of cathodes (U -view and V -

view) for a total of 7680 wires in 20 planes.

There are 9 single anode planes (5 in the U direction and 4 in the V direction) each

containing 384 wires, 32 for each sector/wire-PCB in which 16 sense wires and 16 �eld

wires alternate for a total number of 3456 wires, including 1728 sense wires. The distance

between wires varies from 3.352 mm to 4.500 mm for the innermost and the outermost

layer respectively.

Figure 4.9: Wires position at the endplates. The color code is that of Figure 4.4.

The total number of wires amounts to 11904 in 33 single wires planes. The total

number of drift cells is 1728, divided in 9 layers each containing 192 cells. The wires
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position at the endplate is shown in Figure 4.9. Table 4.2 summarizes CDCH wires

population.

HV

Figure 4.10: Electric �eld map in a drift cell (left) and close to the anode (right).

A positive HV ranging about from 1.4 to 1.5 kV is applied to anodes, while cath-

odes are grounded. The HV applied to the guards is about one half. More details are

reported in Section 6.2.1. The average electric �eld within drift cells is approximately

(1.5 kV)/(0.5 cm) = 3 kV/cm. The electric �eld near the cathodes at the cell boundary

is ≤ 20 kV/cm to limit ions multiplication and an accelerated drift chamber ageing (Sec-

tion 3.3.1); it then reaches the value of ≈ 150 kV/cm near the anodes to guarantee the e−

multiplication before the charge is collected by the sense wires, as shown in Figure 4.10

from a Gar�eld5 simulation.

Various equipments �xed at the endplates

Both the US and DS endplate rings present four feedthroughs, each spaced by 90◦ in φ,

for gas exchange. On the internal US face a system of four perforated pipes covering the

whole azimuthal angle allows the proper inlet �ushing of the gas mixture (Figure 4.37

in Section 4.5.2). The gas outlet is from the DS endplate. The drift volume is separated

from the (inner) target volume by a 20 µm one-side-Al Mylar foil (Section 4.6). On the

external face of each spoke, threaded holes allow the �xing of the support extensions

housing the FE boards, shown in Figure 4.11 with the input and output connectors

highlighted together with the HV and read out gain stages. Other details are reported

5https://gar�eld.web.cern.ch/gar�eld/; https://gar�eldpp.web.cern.ch/gar�eldpp/.
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in Section 6.2.2. The current consumption for each channel is 60 mA at a voltage supply

of ±2.5 V. This corresponds to a total power dissipation of about ≈ 300 W/endplate.

The generated heat must be carried away. The cooling power and temperature stability

are guaranteed by a chiller system with pipes directly embedded in the FE cards holders.

In addition, a system of pipes �ushing fresh dry air is present to equalize the endcaps

temperature and avoid the formation of dangerous temperature gradients and condensed

water on electronics (Section 4.7).

Figure 4.11: One FE board with the HV and read out gain stages.
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Gas system

The MEG II gas system [8] can guarantee the purity of the gas mixture with a continuous

gas �ow in CDCH volume, using He and Isobutane with purity level of 99.9999% and

99.995% respectively. This prevents the accumulation of contaminants originated from

material outgassing or formed during the avalanche process. Moreover, this allows to keep

a small overpressure (a few Pa) in the chamber with respect to the atmosphere of the

Experimental Hall, even in presence of small leakages, in order to avoid contaminations

by external agents. The purity of the gas entering the drift chamber is also improved

by Oxisorb® oxygen and moisture �lters installed on the gas inlets. A fresh He:iC4H10

90:10 mixture is delivered in the sensitive volume and pure He in the inner target volume.

Both nominal �ows are 600 cc/min. Since the drift volume is ≈ 360 liters, one total gas

exchange is completed approximately in 10 hours. Two inner He volumes are �ushed

in the same amount of time. The structural characteristics of the Mylar foil prevent

to keep a constant pressure inside the volumes irrespective of the atmospheric pressure.

Thanks to di�erential sensors, the target volume is kept at a pressure 10 Pa above the

atmospheric pressure, while the wires volume is operated at 5 Pa below the inner pressure

and hence 5 Pa above the external atmosphere. The exhaust gas is not recycled. A series

of gas analyzers are used to monitor the concentration of iC4H10 at 1% level and of O2

and H2O at 1 ppm level. The �ow controllers are expected to guarantee a precision of

0.1%. This is necessary since, according to Gar�eld simulations, in order to keep the

drift velocity stable within 1%, the Isobutane fraction has to be stable at (10.0± 0.5)%.

The O2 and H2O contaminations as a function of time since the start of the gas mixture

�ushing in the 2019 run are shown in Figure 4.12. The exponential �t + a residual

constant baseline returns a characteristic decay time of ≈ 9 hours for both contaminants

and residual concentrations around 215 ppm and 80 ppm respectively for O2 and H2O.

Figure 4.12: O2 and H2O contaminations as a function of time since the start of the gas
mixture �ushing in CDCH volume.
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4.1.1 Wire-PCBs design

The CDCH nominal geometry is generated by a C++ macro which produces in output

a series of text �les with all the geometry information encoded. The generation starts

from the position vector ~R0
k of a wire at z = 0 and φ = 0, then the wire vector ~wki is

created taking into account the tilt due to the corresponding stereo angle εk. The layer

index is k and the wire index is i. The wire vector length is de�ned by the half length of

the sensitive volume as: Lk = (956 mm)/ cos εk (the wire length is twice this value). In

this way the intersection of ~wki with the planes placed at z±956 mm de�nes the nominal

position vector of both wires ends at the endplates ~RUSk and ~RDSk , i.e. the wire suspension

points. The spacing sjk = Rjk δφk (j = 0 or US or DS) between consecutives wires in

the same layer is obtained by taking into account the nominal radius and the number of

cells (16) in one sector (30◦). The procedure is iterated for each layer radius, rotating
~R0
k along the z axis by the nominal angle δφk until the whole azimuthal angle is covered.

The geometry parameters in the output text �les include: the components of ~wki and
~Rjk, the stereo angle εk, the cells width s

j
k, the wires length Lk. Moreover they include

the values of the wiring machine parameters (Section 4.1.2 and Appendix C) and the

geometrical information for the design and production of wire-PCBs. The information

contained in the output �les is stored in the o�cial MEG online database. The MEG

software package can load all the information related to the geometry for simulation and

analysis purposes.

The �nal wire-PCB has a nominal thickness of 400 µm and presents 35 µm-thick

Au-plated Cu tracks printed on both surfaces. The tracks must comply with some safety

criteria, like a minimum bend angle, a minimum mutual distance and a minimum sepa-

ration from PCB edges. Five holes, 2 �xed and 3 variable depending on the wires layer,

are made in the PCBs for handling purposes (Section 4.5.2). Thicknesses have been

measured on a wire-PCBs sample by means of a micrometer in di�erent positions of the

surface. The agreement with respect to the nominal thickness is within 10 µm. Tracks

are independent in the anode PCBs for the individual signal read out from each drift

cell, while they are connected together in cathode PCBs since these wires are grounded.

Only two cathode tracks at both PCB ends are independent for test purposes. Even in

the guard PCBs tracks are connected since a common HV is applied. On both wire-PCB

sides 3 reference markers are printed, together with some information like the wire-PCB

type, the value of the stereo angle and the nominal mounting radius. Reference markers

are used for optical geometry surveys in order to record the actual mounting position of

each wire-PCB (Section 4.5.3) and for wires test purposes (Section 4.5.1). The wire-PCB
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Figure 4.13: From left to right: one guard, cathode and anode wire-PCBs.

perimeter has a complementary design with respect to the shape of the endplates spokes

in order to �t into the proper slot in each sector.

The PCB side facing inwards the sensitive volume is equipped with a number of pads

where wires are soldered. The number of soldering pads is 16 for the guard PCBs and

32 for the anode and cathode PCBs. As aforementioned, the pitch between the soldering

pads varies as a function of the radius. The tails for HV and read out connectors are

on the opposite side. The anode PCB has two tails (Figure 4.13), each one for 8 sense

wires signal read out. Actually, the pad positions for guard and cathode wire-PCBs are

also slightly di�erent within the same wires layer. In fact, as already mentioned, the

guard and cathode planes are double layers. Here wire-PCBs have to be mounted one

over the other, with the upper one �ipped in order to have the wires at the same radius.

Once �ipped, the soldering pads of the two wire-PCBs must not overlap, otherwise the

soldering thickness would deform the pads, a�ecting the wires position and leading to

unwanted wires stress (Figure 4.14 left). Thus, 2 PCB versions (US and DS) are designed

for each radius. Great attention was put on this issue by modifying and tuning each pad

position and width.

Wire-PCBs were designed with the Altium Designer software6. Figure 4.13 shows the

6https://www.altium.com.
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Figure 4.14: Left: �ip test of 2 overlaid cathode wire-PCBs. Right: one single PCB
frame connecting 2 wire-PCBs for wiring purposes.

pictures of one guard, cathode and anode wire-PCBs, produced by the ARTEL company7.

Two wire-PCBs are connected in a single PCB frame (Figure 4.14 right) to facilitate the

positioning on the wiring machine (next Section).

4.1.2 Wiring procedure

Wires soldering on wire-PCBs was performed at the INFN Lecce facility inside a class

10000 cleanroom by means of a computer-controlled wiring machine (Figure 4.15). A

digital camera is used to monitor the correct wire soldering on the wire-PCB pads. A

laser, whose power is adjusted not to break the wires, is used for soldering since its light

spot has approximately the same dimensions of the wire-PCB pads. A laser pulse melts

a small portion of a tin wire placed over the soldering pad, and the resulting tin drop is

deposited on the pad, together with the solder �ux. A cylindrical wiring drum is made

to rotate by an electric motor and the soldering arm can move horizontally and vertically

for wiring. A board template ensures the correct positioning of wire-PCBs on the drum

whose radius is tuned to guarantee the correct wires length.

7ARTEL Master & Circuiti Stampati Srl.
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Figure 4.15: The wiring machine inside the Lecce cleanroom.

Figure 4.16: Top: the PCB frame positioned on the wiring drum. Bottom: the single
wire helix over all the pads before soldering.
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The mutual distance between the soldering pads varies depending on the wires layer,

thus even the sliding velocity of the soldering arm is adjustable. A single wire is strung

in a helix such that it passes over all the wire-PCB pads (Figure 4.16). The soldering

procedure is performed for each pad and the excess wire is cut away. At this point

the right number of wires are strung from the soldering pads of US wire-PCB to the

corresponding pads of DS one. Finally, the FR4 connecting the US and DS wire-PCBs is

cut and the two wired PCBs are separated from the PCB frame and extracted through

an arm equipped with vacuum suckers (Figure 4.17 left). The details of the wiring

parameters are reported in Appendix C.

Figure 4.17: Left: wire-PCB extraction from the wiring drum. Right: the dumping
structure used to transport the wires trays to Pisa.

Once the extraction is completed, wire-PCBs are �xed on a transport tray. This

consists in a simple rectangular frame made of Al Bosch pro�les. Two plexiglass supports

hold the wire-PCBs at the correct stereo angle by means of Nylon screws put inside the

PCB holes. One side is �xed, while the other is connected to a longitudinal threaded

rod, thus it can slide in the tray rails to adjust the wires length. The transport trays are

stored inside the cleanroom until they are enclosed in a tight wrapping with Nitrogen

inside and shipped with a truck to Pisa for CDCH assembly. A dedicated damping

support structure (Figure 4.17 right) made of Bosch pro�les, anchored to the truck body,

was used to reduce the travel shocks and monitored with a set of accelerometers. The

tight wrapping is then opened only inside the Pisa cleanroom.
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4.2 Wires choice

Several wires candidates from di�erent companies8 were taken into account during the

R&D period. Given the high granularity of the new drift chamber covering the whole

azimuthal angle in a unique volume, its transparency is a crucial feature in order to

minimize MCS for 50 MeV e+. Moreover, minimization of the background γ rate in the

LXe calorimeter from bremsstrahlung and e+ Annihilation-In-Flight (AIF) with the e−

of the traversed materials is also important. The radiation length X0 in a mixture or

compound can be approximated by [37]:

1

X0
=
∑
i

wi
Xi

(4.1)

where wi and Xi are the fraction by weight and the radiation length for the ith

element respectively. In Table 4.3 a summary of the characteristics of the possible types

of �eld and guard wires is shown. In particular, the radiation length X0, the thickness

〈X〉 and the angular de�ection θMCS due to MCS are reported. The contributions due

to the wires only and all the crossed materials are highlighted. For the calculation of the

materials thickness and MCS contribution see Section 4.4.

Type X0 〈X〉wires 〈X〉tot θwiresMCS θtotMCS

(mm) (10−3 X0) (10−3 X0) (mrad) (mrad)

Al (5056) 89 0.72 1.5 5 7.6

Ti 36 1.26 2.1 6.8 9

CuBe 14.7 2.58 3.4 10.1 11.7

Stainless Steel (302) 17.8 2.2 3 9.3 11

Table 4.3: Material budget summary for the cathode and guard wire candidates.

In Table 4.4 the detailed composition of the discarded wire candidates is shown. For

material budget reasons, the 5056 Al alloy from CFW9 was chosen for the �eld and guard

wires with diameters of 40 µm and 50 µm. This alloy is composed by: 94.6% Al, 5.2%

Mg, 0.1% Cr, 0.1% Mn. The density is ρAl = 2.7 g/cm3 and the resistivity is ≈ 20 Ω/m.

The wires are further Ag-plated. The coating thickness is a fraction of a µm and the

density becomes ρAl(Ag) ≈ 3 g/cm3. The same wires, but with a diameter of 80 µm, were

used for the KLOE drift chamber [53].

8California Fine Wire (CFW), Alloy Wire International (AWI), Luma Metall Fine Wire Products.
9https://www.cal�newire.com/index.html.
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Type Resistivity Composition Xi0 ρi Xi0
(Ω/m) (g/cm2) (g/cm3) (cm)

Ti 200 Ti 16.16 4.51 3.60

CuBe 25 0.981 Cu 12.86 8.93 1.44

0.019 Be 64.13 1.85 34.66

Stainless Steel (302) 200 0.720 Fe 13.84 7.87 1.76

0.090 Ni 12.68 8.91 1.42

0.180 Cr 14.94 7.14 2.1

0.010 Mn 14.64 7.47 1.96

Table 4.4: Detailed composition of the discarded wire candidates.

Figure 4.18: Above: example of hysteresis studies on the pure-W wires. Below: operating
range of all wires.
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Type Break Point

Al (40 µm) 50± 3 g @ 5.8± 0.3 mm/m

Al (50 µm) 75± 4 g @ 5.6± 0.3 mm/m

W (20 µm) 86± 3 g @ 19.7± 0.3 mm/m

Type Elastic Limit

Al (40 µm) 44.3± 0.8 g @ 4.8± 0.1 mm/m

Al (50 µm) 69.5± 0.5 g @ 4.90± 0.04 mm/m

W (20 µm) 62.0± 0.7 g @ 5.30± 0.05 mm/m

Type Elastic Modulus

Al (40 µm) 9.2± 0.1 g/mm/m

Al (50 µm) 14.2± 0.2 g/mm/m

W (20 µm) 11.71± 0.03 g/mm/m

Table 4.5: Mechanical properties of CDCH wires.

Figure 4.19: Expected MEG II sensitivity variation as a function of various wire candi-
dates for cathodes.
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Two options were considered for the anodes: pure W or W with the addition of ≈ 3%

of Rhenium. The W-Re wires have a larger elastic limit but this is not important once

the working point is de�ned. Conversely, they present a higher non-uniformity, a shorter

elongation at break point and a larger resistivity: 290 Ω/m vs. 170 Ω/m for pure W

wires. This implies a narrower bandwidth due to larger noise and smaller gain. Since

this is a critical feature for the Cluster Timing technique (Section 3.3.1), the choice fell

on 20 µm thick pure W wires, Au-plated for a �nal density of ρW (Au) ≈ 19.25 g/cm3.

Figure 4.18 shows examples of hysteresis studies on the pure W wires, together with

the operating range of all wires. The mechanical properties of the Ag-plated Al and

Au-plated W wires chosen for CDCH are summarized in Table 4.5. See also Section 4.2.1

for further details.

Figure 4.19 shows the expected MEG II sensitivity variation from simulations (Sec-

tion 3.4) as a function of various cathode wire candidates. From con�guration 0 to 5

we have: standard 40/50 µm Al(Ag), 50 µm Al(Ag), 50 µm Ti, 50 µm Al(Au), 50 µm

Ti(Au), 40/50 µm Cu. A ≈ 20% increase in the upper limit sensitivity is expected in

the worst case.

4.2.1 Mechanical properties of wires

When a thin mechanical piece (a rod or a wire in our case) of rest length L0 and sectional

area σ is subjected to a longitudinal force T , it experiences initially an elastic deformation

∆L, according to the Hooke's Law:

∆L =
TL0

σY
=
T

k
(4.2)

where Y is the Young or elasticity modulus, which is a property of the material and

has the dimensions of a pressure, while k = σY/L0 is the elastic constant, which is a

property of the single piece. The elastic region is followed by the plastic region. By using

the same Equation 4.2, one can de�ne the elastic limit lengthening ∆LMAX , above which

the deformation of the piece becomes permanent and its lengthening is no longer ∝ T .

This corresponds to the maximum force TMAX . The ratio TMAX/σ, called stress elastic

limit, is a property of the material and has the dimensions of a pressure. Since both the

elastic limit and Y are properties of the material, ∆LMAX depends only on L0. In fact,

CDCH Al wires have the same ∆LMAX ≈ (8÷ 8.5) mm, despite they have di�erent (40

and 50 µm) diameters. By further increasing T the piece can reach the breaking point.

Figure 4.20 shows a generic stress (force per unit area) vs. strain (relative lengthening

∆L/L0) diagram [77]. The maximum stress that the material can bear before breaking
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Figure 4.20: Generic stress vs. strain diagram for a thin metal piece.

is expressed by the breaking strength, dimensioned as a pressure: at �xed T breaking is

easier for smaller σ. For Al it ranges from ≈ 200÷500 MPa, depending on the alloy. We

can also de�ne the breaking tension, as well as the breaking length, respectively as the

maximum T and stretching before breaking.

CDCH wires fabrication process was chosen to give them a very short plastic region,

i.e. when they lose their well de�ned/controlled elastic properties and start to deformate

permanently, a very small further stretching is enough to exceed the breaking tension.

The breaking length and the elastic limit practically coincide. The design mechanical

working point for CDCH wires was set at ≈ 50% of the maximum extra elongation

∆LMAX . The nominal length is de�ned as LNOM ≈ L0 + 4 mm. See Section 4.8,

Section 6.2.3 and Section 7.2.1 for further details.

4.3 Wires sagitta

In drift chambers the main reason for wire displacement with respect to a straight line

is the weight of the wire itself. Even when strung with a pulling force T close to the

breaking limit, wires with a length L of the order of 1 m will experience a gravitational

sagitta that is comparable with the achievable σHIT (Section 3.3.1).

4.3.1 Gravitational sagitta

Let's de�ne the coordinates y (downwards) and z (horizontal). Uniform density wires

tensioned in a uniform gravity �eld hang in the form of a catenary:

y(z) =
T

ρgσ

[
cosh

(
ρgσL

2T

)
− cosh

ρgσ

T

(
L

2
− z
)]

(4.3)
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where ρ and σ are the density and the cross sectional area of the wire respectively and

g = 981 cm/s2 is the gravitational acceleration. The weight of the wire per unit length

ρgσ is assumed uniform along the wire. For highly tensioned wires, the substitution of

cosh(u) with the �rst two terms of the power series expansion cosh(u) = 1 + (u2/2!) +

(u4/4!) + ... gives the simple parabolic approximation:

y(z) =
(ρgσ

2T

)(L2

4
− z2

)
(4.4)

considering zero displacement (y = 0) at the wire ends (z = ±L/2) as bound condi-

tion. For wires strung horizontally the point of maximum displacement is the sagitta s

in the middle of the wire:

s = y(0) =
(ρgσ

8T

)
L2 (4.5)

The wire sag s is proportional to the inverse of the mechanical tension. If T is

increased, s is reduced, but the tension can not be arbitrarily increased since non-elastic

deformations and breakages take place. The maximum pulling force TMAX that can be

applied to a wire is ∝ σ and the ratio TMAX/σ is constant (except for very thin wires),

therefore the minimum achievable s of a wire of given length is independent of the wire

cross section. Usually wires are strung to a tension close to TMAX in order to reduce

the sagging. The values of TMAX and the corresponding s for 1-m-long wires of typical

materials are shown in Table 4.6.

Material TMAX/σ (kg/mm2) s (µm) @ TMAX

Al 4÷ 16 21÷ 84

Cu 21÷ 37 30÷ 53

Fe 18÷ 25 39÷ 54

W 180÷ 410 6÷ 13

Table 4.6: Critical tension and corresponding sags for 1-m-long wires of typical materials.

By inspecting Table 4.6, one notices that among the various materials, tungsten is

the one that allows the smallest s but at the expense of quite a large tension for a given

diameter. Since the tension of CDCH wires is held by the endplates + CF support

structure, a larger tension requires sti�er materials. In the design of a drift chamber one

usually makes compromises between these two parameters.

The expected values of the maximum gravitational sagitta for CDCH wires are re-

ported in Table 4.7 for the nominal wiring tensions. Because of the stereo design, the

wires length varies according to the radius reaching the maximum for the outermost
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wires. The calculation is done for these wires. For further details see Section D.1 in

Appendix D.

Type LMAX (RMAX) (mm) T (grams) s (µm)
W 20 um (sense wires) 1931.675 (275) 24.50 115
Al 40 µm (�eld wires) 1932.321 (279.5) 19.25 91
Al 50 µm (�eld wires) 1931.675 (275) 29.64 92
Al 50 µm (guard wires) 1932.977 (284) 29.64 93

Table 4.7: Expected values of the maximum gravitational sagitta for CDCH wires for
the nominal wiring tension.

4.3.2 Electrostatic force on sagged wires

The displacement s of the central wire of a drift cell creates an average extra electric �eld

on the wire surface as large as the �eld perturbation throughout the sensitive volume [23]:

E(a)y = − V0

ln(b/a)

s

b2
(4.6)

where a and b are the dimensions of the wire and the drift cell respectively and V0 is

the potential. This term is proportional to the displacement s. This average extra electric

�eld acts on the electric charge of the wire and produces a force which tends to increase

the displacement, i.e. the electrostatic force acts in the direction of gravity. In order to

take into account this e�ect, one can complement the simple di�erential equation of wire

displacement [23] (�rst term on left side of Equation 4.7) by a term which represents the

electrostatic force per unit wire length (second term on left side of Equation 4.7):

− y′′ = ρgσ

T
; λQE(a)y → y′′ + k2y +

ρgσ

T
= 0 (4.7)

where λQ is the linear charge density on the wire (Equation A.9 in Appendix A) in

terms of the unperturbed �eld. The result is on the right side of Equation 4.7, with

k2 = 2πε0E
2(b)/T and E(b) is the electric �eld at the drift cell boundary. The solution,

considering the same boundary condition of Equation 4.4, is:

yE(z) =
ρgσ

k2T

(
1

cos(kL/2)
cos(kz)− 1

)
(4.8)

The electrostatic force has changed the form of the wire from the parabola 4.4 to the

cosine function 4.8. The new sagitta sE becomes:
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sE = yE(0) =
ρgσ

k2T

(
1

cos(kL/2)
− 1

)
(4.9)

Figure 4.21: Left: ampli�cation factor of the gravitational sag given by Equation 4.10.
Right: values of the constant k in Equation 4.7 as a function of E(b)and di�erent T .

which reduces to Equation 4.5 without the �eld perturbation and kL� 1. Therefore

the electrostatic force increases the sagitta by the factor:

sE
s

=
2

q2

(
1

cos q
− 1

)
(4.10)

where q = kL/2. As the product kL approaches the value π, the excursion diverges

and the wire is no longer in a stable position (Figure 4.21 left). Figure 4.21 (right) shows

the values of the constant k in Equation 4.7, relevant for the electrostatic ampli�cation

of the gravitational sag, as a function of E(b) and di�erent T .

A simple calculation can provide this value in the case of CDCH sense wires. By

putting E(b) ≈ 1 kV/cm and T = 24.5 g ≈ 0.24 N for the computation of k ≈ 0.5

m−1 and an anode length L ≈ 1.932 m, the factor sE/s ≈ 1.1, resulting in an increase

of ≈ 10% of the sag displacement. In order to mitigate this sag enhancement e�ect

due to the asymmetry in the displacement of the central sense wire with respect to the

surrounding cathode wires de�ning a drift cell, in CDCH the values of T were chosen to

keep drift cells symmetric for the entire length, i.e. with cathode and anode wires almost

parallel.
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4.3.3 Electrostatic stability

As just mentioned, in addition to the gravitational force, wires are subject to electrostatic

forces due to the voltage V0 applied to anodes. For a design geometry, the allowed

theoretical maximum Vmax to avoid instabilities is [32]:

V0 < Vmax =
w

LC

√
4πε0T (4.11)

where w is the wire pitch and C is the capacitance per unit length. This automatically

also sets the maximum wire length Lmax [34]:

L < Lmax =
w

aE(a)

√
T

πε0
(4.12)

where E(a) is the electric �eld on the wire surface. As a consequence, a relative change

in T leads to half relative change in Vmax: ∆Vmax/Vmax = (1/2) ∆T/T . Figure 4.22

shows an example of stability curve Vmax vs. T , for sense and �eld wires of CDCH

innermost layer (L9).

Figure 4.22: Vmax vs. T for sense and �eld wires of CDCH innermost layer.

4.4 Material budget estimations

In order to get an estimate of the mean amount of material crossed by e+ in one full turn

in CDCH, the following procedure is used. A schematic representation of a wires layer
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(red dots) is shown in Figure 4.23. The wire diameter is dW , the radius of the wires layer

is ρ, while the mutual distance between the wires within the same layer is CW /2. The

total area covered by the n wires in one layer can be written as:

A = nπ

(
dW
2

)2

= n

(
CW
2

)
〈δ〉 → 〈δ〉 =

2π(dW /2)2

CW
(4.13)

A is equivalent to a rectangle of height 〈δ〉 and basis n(CW /2). The average crossed

width 〈X〉 in one full turn can be written as:

〈X〉 =
〈δ〉

sinα
(4.14)

where α is the average incidence e+ angle on the wire layer; α can be written in terms

of the e+ trajectory radius R, leading to:

cosα =
ρ

2R
→ 1

sinα
=

1√
1−

( ρ
2R

)2 → 〈X〉 =
2π(dW /2)22R

CW
√

2R2 − ρ2
(4.15)

Figure 4.23: Estimation of the mean amount of material crossed by e+ in one full turn
through CDCH.

By summing over all the crossed wires layers and considering all the traversed ma-

terials, except the polyethylene stopping target and including the Mylar foil, He inner

gas and He:iC4H10 tracker gas, the average thickness seen by e+ after one full turn is

expected to be about 1.5× 10−3 X0, which is smaller than 1.7× 10−3 X0 of MEG DCH,

despite the high granularity, unique volume, covering the whole azimuthal angle.
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4.4.1 Multiple Coulomb Scattering (MCS) contribution

A e+ passing through the CDCH volume can hit one wire or even more (sense, �eld or

guard wires) and can be deviated from its original path. An important contribution to

MCS is precisely the collision with the wires which can limit the maximum achievable

resolution on e+ kinematic variables, in particular the angular one. A rough estimate

of the probability for a e+ of hitting a wire within one drift cell can be deduced in a

geometrical way by considering the ratio between the sum of the wires dimensions and

the dimension of the cell itself. For this value one can consider the diagonal of an almost

square average drift cell. The resulting wire hit probability for a single cell layer is

PHIT ≈ 2%. Thus the probability of no wire hit within one cell layer is PNO-HIT ≈ 98%.

Hit probabilities are independent for di�erent cell layers, so the probability of crossing 9

layers with no hit is PNO-9 = (PNO-HIT )9 ≈ 80%. In conclusion, a rough estimate of the

probability for a e+ of hitting at least one wire along its path through the 9 drift cells

planes is P≥1-HIT = 1− PNO-9 ≈ 20%.

A toy Monte Carlo (toy-MC) simulation was used in order to evaluate the e+ angular

deviation due to MCS given by all the traversed materials in one half turn from the

polyethylene stopping target to the last wires plane, including the He gas of the target

volume, the He:iC4H10 90:10 tracker gas and the Mylar foil. The number of generated

positrons is 108 with a bending radius of their trajectory of 14 cm, corresponding to a

momentum of about 52.8 MeV. Table 4.8 summarizes the individual contribution to the

total traversed material in terms of the radiation length X0.

Material X0 (mm)
Polyethylene stopping target 503

Mylar foil 286
He inner gas 5.70× 106

Tracker gas mixture 1.03× 106

Anode wires (Au-plated W) 3.5
Cathode wires (Ag-plated Al) 89

Table 4.8: Individual contribution to the total material traversed by poistrons in terms
of the radiation length X0.

The individual values of the MCS gaussian-approximated angular standard deviation

θ0 (Section D.2 in Appendix D) for all the traversed materials, except the wires, are:

σIN-GAS ≈ 0.8 mrad, σTRK-GAS ≈ 0.5 mrad, σMY LAR ≈ 1.6 mrad, σTARGET ≈ 3 mrad.

The total for these materials amounts to σMAT ≈ 3.8 mrad. Figure 4.24 shows the values

of θ0 for the wires materials. The varying position of the e+ impact point on the wires has
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been taken into account by extracting it from a uniform distribution within the di�erent

wires diameter. This results in a variable size of the wires thickness crossed by positrons.

Figure 4.25 shows the distribution of the MCS angular de�ection with contributions due

to the di�erent traversed materials highlighted with di�erent colors.

The 2 distributions for the wires only and for all the materials respectively have been

�tted with the sum of two Gaussian functions (Figure 4.26) in order to take into account

the contribution due to the Au-plated W anode wires which enlarges the distribution by a

factor of ≈ 3.5 (Figures 4.24 and 4.25). The �t returns: σwirescore ≈ 3.6 mrad, σwirestail ≈ 14.1

mrad, σallcore ≈ 4.1 mrad, σalltail ≈ 14.5 mrad. In the distribution core the contribution

of the traversed wires to the width is ≈ 88%, while in the tails this value increases to

≈ 97.5%. The fraction of events falling in the region |θMCS
TOT | > 10 mrad is 2.5%, while for

|θMCS
TOT | > 15 mrad is 6�. For this fraction of events the achievable angular resolution

would be worse than expected, mainly due to MCS in wires materials, in particular the

anodes.

Figure 4.24: Values of θ0 for the wires materials crossed by e+ along their trajectories
through CDCH. The varying position of the impact point on the wires has been taken
into account, resulting in a variable thickness traversed by the positrons.
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Figure 4.25: Distribution of the MCS angular de�ection with the individual contributions
due to the di�erent traversed materials highlighted with di�erent colors.

Figure 4.26: Double-Gaussian �t of the 2 distributions of the angular de�ection given by
the wires only (left) and all the materials (right).

The distributions of the number of the hit wires are reported in Figure 4.27 for anodes,

cathodes and guards separately and for their sum. The probabilities of hitting a wire are

respectively Panode ≈ 1.7%, Pcathode ≈ 18.3% (14% for the 40 µm-thick wires and 4.3%

for the 50 µm-thick wires) and Pguard ≈ 2%. Hence the total probability is Phit ≈ 22%,

in agreement with the rough estimate given above.
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Figure 4.27: Distributions of the number of the hit wires for anodes, cathodes and guards
separately and for their sum.

4.5 CDCH construction

CDCH is the �rst drift chamber ever designed and built in a modular way. In fact, given

the high wires density (12 wires/cm2), the classical technique with wires anchored to

endplates with feedthroughs is hard to implement. Wires are not strung directly on the

�nal chamber, but they are soldered at both ends on the pads of two PCBs (Section 4.1.2)

which are then mounted in proper slots of the CDCH endplates.

CDCH was assembled at the San Piero a Grado facility of INFN Pisa, inside a class

100000 cleanroom. The mounting workstation was placed on a granite work table with

dimentions 170×360×45 (W-L-H) cm3 to minimize vibrations during construction. A 3D

CNC (Computer Numerical Control, through PC DMIS software) Coordinate Measuring

Machine10 (CMM) was used for geometrical monitoring during assembly. CMM features

a unique slant bridge and the measuring volume is approximately 150 × 300 × 125 (W-

L-H) cm3 (Figure 4.28). A hydraulic system operating with compressed air ensures the

10Brown & Sharpe DEA GHIBLI.
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Figure 4.28: CDCH assembly station on the granite table of the CMM.

measuring machine movements. CMM can use a touching probe with a �exible head

for the maximum precision single-point measurements or an optical probing system to

perform the measurement of reference markers. This consists in a digital camera with

replaceable eyepieces to adjust the magni�cation power depending on the circumstances.

Both devices are mounted on the CMM arm. CMM can be programmed to inspect

prede�ned surfaces with the mechanical probing system in high-speed scanning mode.

Once calibrated, this con�guration guarantees the maximum accuracy (≈ 5 µm/m) and

precision (< 5 µm). Once in the optical probing mode, CMM is manually controlled by

means of a joystick. The accuracy of the optical measurement is related to the conductor

ability, however in the plane perpendicular to the optical axis a precision < 20 µm is

achievable. The vertical accuracy depends on the manual image focusing on the PC

screen and reaches a precision of the order of ±30 µm.

During the mounting period two coupling end�anges (Figure 4.29 left) were placed

in the central hole of the endplates and kept in a �xed azimuthal position by means

of two through pins. Each �ange was screwed to an endplate and a central iron shaft
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Figure 4.29: Final CDCH endplates, end�anges and external endplates, together with
the central structural iron shaft.

(Figure 4.29 right) was used for structural purposes connecting the two �anges. One

side was kept in a �xed z position, while on the opposite side the end portion of the

shaft was threaded in order to make the distance between the 2 endplates tunable by

turning a big screw. The pitch of the screw thread was made such that one full turn

shifted the sliding endplate by 2 mm. In order to ensure a better slipping, the shaft

was coated with a Te�on �lm, lowering the friction. Externally, two additional endplates

were placed on the shaft. Both the external endplates have twelve spokes connected to

the CDCH ones by means of twelve turnbuckles. The shaft was kept elevated by means

of a support structure anchored with clamps to the granite table. A plexiglas cover

provided CDCH protection against accidents and residual dust during assembly. All

the mechanical parts were cleaned by means of acetone and isopropyl alcohol before the

mounting procedure. Figure 4.30 shows the complete assembly station (together with an

auxiliary device described below in this Section).

A critical feature for CDCH performances is the accuracy in the mechanical alignment

of the endplates. The planarity, parallelism and azimuthal tilt angle were periodically

monitored during construction by means of CMM. Before starting the assembly, all the

mechanics has been successfully tested by overloading the chamber structure with ≈
800 kg applied at the endplates. The CDCH geometry survey and reference system is

described in Section 4.8.

At the end of the assembly, the two endplates were kept in the correct position by a

1962 mm long Carbon Fiber (CF) cylinder screwed at the spokes summit. The central

structural shaft used during assembly is removed, including the two coupling �anges.

The CF cylinder is made of two halves which are then coupled to enclose the whole

CDCH volume. CF thickness is about 2 mm. Besides a structural function, the CF shell

ensures also the tracking gas mixture tightness, together with the Mylar foil at inner

radius. Two shorter carbon �ber cylinders cover the endcaps volume on both sides of
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Figure 4.30: CDCH assembly station with a replica of the 2 Al endplates used by the
company to build the external CF support structure.

the drift chamber. A replica of the two Al endplates, kept in position by an Al shaft

(Figure 4.30), was used by an external company11 to build the two CF semi-cylinders

with su�cient precision. This auxiliary structure was aligned using the same method

explained in Section 4.8 and delivered to the company in June 2016.

4.5.1 Wires acceptance tests

Figure 4.31: A wires tray aligned along the CMM z axis for the acceptance test.

Once the wires transport trays are delivered to Pisa, they are immediately stored

inside the cleanroom in a dedicated storage room with dry air �ow for extra safety (Fig-

ure 4.43 right). Trays were kept inside the tight wrapping with Nitrogen (Section 4.1.2)

11Loson Compositi Srl.
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until they were used. Wires acceptance tests were performed before mounting them on

CDCH. The safe wrapping was opened and wires exposed to air only inside the safe

area dedicated to CDCH assembly (Section 4.5.4). A �rst check was done to verify the

correspondence between the trays ID in Pisa with the Lecce wiring database. Then a

visual inspection was performed to check the wire-PCBs positioning and parallelism, the

good appearance of the solderings and �nally the wires oxydation state and the presence

of any defects or soldering residuals.

Figure 4.32: Pictorial view of wire-PCB positioning on CDCH endplates.

Before considering a wires tray suitable to be mounted on CDCH endplates, a me-

chanical elongation test was performed. Wires were over-stretched beyond the nominal

length LNOM (Section 4.2.1) and within their elastic range, in order to verify their me-

chanical properties. The over-stretching test was performed in two steps. Firstly, the

distance between the 2 wire-PCBs was set so that the wires length corresponds to LNOM
and their parallelism was measured. Then the procedure was repeated for a distance

corresponding to LNOM + 1 mm. Sometimes the wires were stretched to LNOM + 2 mm.

These two values correspond to 62.5% and 75% of the wire elastic limit respectively. The

over-stretching procedure was repeated ten times for each tray. At the end the wires

length is set again to the initial value. If a wire broke during the test, the entire wires

tray was discarded and a spare one used. During the acceptace tests we experienced

twelve wire breakages since October 2016.

The way in which we could measure the length of the wires very precisely is the

following: once a wires tray is mounted on CDCH, given the nominal distance between

the internal faces of the endplates of 1932 mm, the z component of wires length is

1912 mm, since the soldering pads protrude for 1 mm inside the chamber volume with
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Figure 4.33: Indirect measurement of the wires length starting from the distance between
the reference markers printed on wire-PCBs surface.

respect to the endplates (Figure 4.32). Thus, the nominal wires length is given by (1912

mm)/cos εk where εk is the stereo angle (Figure 4.33). Since the o�set between the z

position of the reference markers and the soldering pads is 13 mm, we could obtain

the length of wires in a tray by laying it on the granite working table (Figure 4.31) and

measuring the position of the three reference markers on the wire-PCBs surface by means

of the CMM optical probing system.

The procedure was the same for the extra elongation tests. The parallelism among

the two wire-PCBs on the benchtop was checked by means of the angle α between the

two straight lines resulting from a 2D �t of the measured positions of the three reference

markers. The wire-PCBs misalignment may be due to two factors. The PCBs are �xed

to the plexiglass support structures of the transport trays by means of Nylon screws,

but the holes clearance can still cause some small movements. Moreover also the sliding

motion in the tray rails was not perfect. The misalignment clearly led to slightly di�erent

wires length, the maximum o�set being for the �rst and last wires. At the end, the

misalignment resulted under control: the maximum di�erence between the measured

lengths of the �rst and last wires was within ±150 µm (|α| < 0.3◦)12.

12≈ 50 µm/0.1◦.
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4.5.2 Mounting procedure

Figure 4.34: Left: support structure where wires trays are anchored to the mounting
arm. Right: the �ipping tray used to mount wire-PCBs on the double wires layer.

Figure 4.35: The anchoring procedure and the hang wires ready to be mounted on CDCH.

During the mounting phase of trays on CDCH, endplates were moved closer by 6 mm

with respect to the nominal position not to stress the wires during assembly.

The mounting procedure was performed with a dedicated anchoring arm (Figure 4.34

left) which is made of two Al blocks �xed on a bar. The blocks relative distance could

be adjusted through a knob in order to match the variable (layer by layer) wire-PCBs

distance. Even their angle could be adjusted depending on the stereo angle, such that

two pins under the blocks could match the position of the two �xed holes on wire-PCBs.

The transport tray was laid on a support structure and the wire-PCBs were anchored
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to the mounting arm. A clip (Figure 4.35 right) was applied to the wire-PCBs tails and

the Nylon screws �xing the PCBs to the transport tray were removed. In this way a safe

separation and lift of the wires tray was ensured. If in the current layer the wire-PCBs

had to be �ipped, an intermediate step was done. This happened for all the cathode

and guard planes with a double layer of wires at the same mounting radius (Section 4.1).

A dedicated �ipping tray (Figure 4.34 right), featuring the same characteristics of the

mounting arm, holds the wires tray before using the anchoring arm. Afterwards, the

mounting arm is driven to one side of CDCH for the engagement procedure.

Figure 4.36: Left: support structure with the rod which keeps the mounting arm at the
correct assembly level. Right: holder to keep pressed the wire-PCBs just mounted.

The safe approach of the wire-PCBs on the mounting arm to the sectors within the

endplate spokes was ensured by another support structure (Figure 4.36 left). An Al rod

was used to keep the mounting arm at the correct level. The distance between the wires

tray and CDCH could be adjusted since the rod could slide with respect to the support

structure perpendicularly to the drift chamber axis, being connected to the mounting

arm through a joint placed approximately in the middle. In this way the wire-PCBs

were positioned very close to their �nal position on the chamber (Figure 4.37). The last

few cm were hand driven through dedicated tweezers.

The wire-PCBs perimeter �ts exactly the complementary shape of the endplate spokes

(Figure 4.32). Wire-PCBs are kept in position by means of a 50 µm-thick 3M13 double-
133M web-site: http://www.3mshop.it
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Figure 4.37: The wires tray approach to the proper slots on CDCH endplates.

sided pressure sensitive tape previously applied on the lower PCBs side. Dedicated Al

holders (Figure 4.36 right) kept the wire-PCBs slightly pressed for about one day and

subsequently were removed. Holders were screwed to the spokes summit and feature

3 threaded rods with a knob on top and a Te�on presser foot to distribute a uniform

pressure on PCB surface. The same procedure was repeated for all the 12 sectors in

one layer × 33 single wires layers. The total number of wire-PCBs is 396 for each

endplate. The assembly started in October 2016 and ended in December 2017. Several

months of stop due to wires breakages and consequent investigations (Chapter 5) delayed

the full procedure. When an entire layer was assembled, endplates were moved to the

nominal distance and the CMM alignment procedure was performed (Section 4.8). Before

proceeding to the successive layer, a CMM position survey was performed for each wire-

PCB in order to record its relative alignment with CDCH endplates and the actual
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Figure 4.38: Final stack of wire-PCBs and PEEK spacers, together with a not-to-scale
drawing of the stack ordering.

mounting radius (Section 4.5.3). Figure 4.38 shows the �nal stack of wire-PCBs and

PEEK spacers, together with a not-to-scale drawing of the stack ordering. The thickness

of the last layer of spacers is tuned to reach the nominal radius of the spokes.

Mock-up chamber

Figure 4.39: Some phases of the preparation of the CDCH mechanical mock-up.

Before starting CDCH construction, a full-size mechanical mock-up (Figure 4.39) was

assembled. Just one tray of anode wires was strung in one plane and in one sector of the

Al endplates in the correct radial position by means of proper spacers. The remaining

22 empty sectors were sealed by means of aluminum annulus-shaped caps glued to the

external faces of the endplates. The external CF structures were also mounted. The
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mock-up chamber was delivered at PSI on August 2015. The �rst insertion test inside

the COBRA magnet, together with an electrical and gas leak tests were successfully per-

formed. The mock-up chamber was of fundamental importance for tuning the insertion

of pTC inside COBRA for the 2015 engineering run.

4.5.3 Wire-PCBs position surveys

Figure 4.40: Top: CMM optical survey of the wire-PCBs mounting position. Bottom
left: example of the wire-PCB tilt angle with respect to CDCH axis. Bottom right:
tail-markers o�set of wire-PCBs mounted on CDCH.

Two CMM surveys were performed for each layer in order to measure the actual mounting

position of wire-PCBs. Deviations from the nominal radial position are mainly due to

two factors. The nominal thickness of the double-sided tape is 50 µm, but being a soft

material, it can assume di�erent values once pressed, especially in correspondence of the
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35 µm-thick tracks printed on wire-PCB surfaces. The second factor is the machining

precision of the PEEK spacers, although performed with CNC milling machine. These

error sources sum up and the deviations from nominal values increase as the wire-PCBs

are stacked. However, a �ne tuning of the PEEK spacers thickness could compensate

and reduce the discrepancy.

Figure 4.41: Left: example of actual wire-PCB radii (in mm) distribution within one
layer. Right: RMS of PCB radii distribution as a function of the layer.

The �rst survey consisted in measuring the position of the three reference markers

on each wire-PCB surface by means of the CMM optical probe (Figure 4.40 top). The

measurement was done on both endplates with the tested sector set in the upper vertical

position; thus for each layer endplates were rotated twelve times by 30◦. In order to

link all the measurements, a local reference system was created by measuring the edges

of the two spokes delimiting each sector and the back edge of the wire-PCB tail. This

measurement provided the relative alignment with respect to CDCH endplates and the

actual mounting radius of each wire-PCB. Figure 4.40 (bottom left) shows an example

of the wire-PCB tilt angle with respect to CDCH axis. Converting the �t result, the

angle is ≈ 0.02◦. Taking into account the wire-PCB widths, this gives a di�erence of

≈ 50 µm (like the diameter of CDCH wires) in the z coordinate of the suspension points

of the �rst and last wires. This gives an idea of the wire-PCB placement precision in

CDCH sectors. Figure 4.40 (bottom right) shows the distribution of a check variable: the

tail-markers o�set. The design value is 42 mm and the gaussian �t returns exactly the

same mean. The σ = 34 µm gives the precision of our optical measurements. Figure 4.41

(left) shows an example of the actual wire-PCB radii (in mm) distribution within one

layer. Figure 4.41 (right) summarizes the RMS of PCB radii distribution as a function
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of the layer (10 corresponds to the inner guard layer). As expected, a better precision of

≈ 70 µm is achieved for the inner layers and ranges up to ≈ 160 µm for the outer ones,

as the PCB stack increases.

In addition to the optical survey, a more accurate measurement with the CMM me-

chanical touching probe was also performed. Keeping the endplates in a �xed postion,

CMM was programmed to touch the upper surfaces of the wire-PCBs in correspondence

of the three reference markers. This measurement was performed �rst on the six sectors

of the upper CDCH half for both endplates, then on the remaining six sectors, after a

180◦ rotation. The resulting circle �t of the measured points gives the actual average

mounting radius for each layer. This measurement was used to adjust the thickness of the

PEEK spacers of the next layer of drift cells. We maintained the simmetry of the lower

and upper distances between the anode layer and the two cathode layers enclosing the

cells. Figure 4.42 shows the �nal measured position of the anode suspension points (blue

points) in the azimuthal plane. The average measured layer radii are also highlighted

with circles.

Figure 4.42: Final measured position of the anode suspension points (blue points) in the
azimuthal plane. The average measured layer radii are also highlighted with circles.
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4.5.4 Environmental condition monitoring

Figure 4.43: Left: safe area inside the big cleanroom in Pisa. Right: map of the di�erent
zones of the cleanroom.

The entire CDCH assembly was performed with a strict monitoring of the environmental

conditions, given the severe problems of wire breakages due to ambient humidity which

are described in Chapter 5. The air treatment system of the Pisa cleanroom was not

designed to control the Relative Humidity (RH), but just the Temperature (T). The RH

level is thus related to the outside conditions. For this reason we prepared a smaller safe

area inside the big cleanroom to better control both T and RH (Figure 4.43 left). We

studied and optimized the air exchange rate and �ow to reach the safest environmental

conditions possible. In particular we tried to keep T above the dew point by ≈ 10◦C.

Figure 4.44: Typical 9-day graph of T, RH and dew point inside the safe area.
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A map of the di�erent zones of the cleanroom is shown in Figure 4.43 (right), as

well as T and RH ranges for each zone. The positions of the 7 sensors used for remote

monitoring are highlighted.

A typical 9-day graph of the recorded T, RH and dew point is shown in Figure 4.44.

In order to help keeping RH at the lowest value possible, a 1.6 kW dehumidi�er with a

condensation capacity of 90 l/day was employed. In addition, we connected a 4.5 kW

Diesel generator to the main power line of the cleanroom, to be safe even in case of

black-outs. Both air conditioning failure and black-out simulation tests showed that the

safety devices worked well.

4.6 CDCH sealing

Figure 4.45: CDCH fully wired and ready for sealing.

Once completed the assembly (Figure 4.45), the sealing operations started. A brief

description of all the delicate steps is given below. During all the operations, when pos-

sible, we kept the wires volume �ushed with synthetic dry air or Nitrogen. The �rst step

was to apply ThreeBond 153014 glue all around the endplates to seal the perimeter be-

tween the wire-PCBs stack and the outer Au-plated Al ring. This latter was then screwed

to the spokes with conical-head screws for a better azimuthal centering (Figure 4.46).

The next step was to prepare the two CF half-cylinders. A 50 µm-thick Al foil was

glued to the inner faces by means of a vacuum bag bonding procedure (Figure 4.47) to

electrically protect the wires volume (together with the aluminized Mylar foil at inner

radius) and connect the two endplates. Four handles were temporarily glued on both
14https://www.threebond.co.jp/en/product/detail/tb1530.html. It is a single-component silicone with

strong adhesion. It ensures a very good tightness, even for He.
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CF pieces for a better handling and a mounting test on CDCH jig was performed for

personnel training.

Figure 4.46: Left: application of the ThreeBond 1530 glue on wire-PCB stacks. Right:
the outer Au-plated Al ring screwed to the endplate.

Figure 4.47: The CF support structures.

CDCH was subsequently closed with CF (Figure 4.48 left) which was screwed with 24

radial screws per endplate. A torque screwdriver was used to ensure a uniform grip, also in

the longitudinal overlapping junction of the two CF halves. In fact, once the turnbuckles

and the structural shaft are removed, the longitudinal wires tension is beared only by
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the static friction between the head of the screws, the CF and the endplate rings. A

soft O-ring seals the CF-ring gap. A drop of Silver epoxy at each spoke improves the Al

foil-endplate electrical connection. It was then proceeded to release the 24 turnbuckles

and remove the two external endplates from the central shaft (Figure 4.48 right).

Figure 4.48: Left: CDCH volume closed with the CF shells. Right: turnbuckles released
and external endplate removed.

A set of auxiliary structures were prepared for shaft extraction (Figure 4.49). A

double-support height-adjustable structure was made with Bosch pro�les, featuring hold-

ers for the shaft and a cradle to support CDCH when the shaft was disengaged from the

endplates. Five wheels per side allowed the structure to slide on rails. Another adjustable

heavy support structure was used to keep the shaft cantilever during the extraction. A

long bushing can lock the shaft at one end.

Figure 4.49: The auxiliary structures used for shaft extraction.
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Once aligned the two structures, we used a crane to put CDCH on the double support.

A proper extractor was used to pull away the �anges coupling the shaft to endplates

(Figure 4.50). After this step CDCH was independent from the shaft.

Figure 4.50: End�anges removed: now CDCH is independent from the shaft.

Figure 4.51: Left: shaft just extracted. Left: peculiar picture from the endplate hole.

Figure 4.51 shows the shaft just extracted and a peculiar picture from the endplate

hole. The wires are so thin that are invisible! The 20 µm-thick one-side-Al Mylar foil was

inserted immediately after and locked at the endplates with proper �anges (Figure 4.52).

Gaps were sealed with ThreeBond 1530 glue and the inner volume was protected with

caps. From now on the wires volume was not in contact with outside atmosphere any

more, but was continuously �ushed with synthetic dry air or Nitrogen, until the very last

moment before the packing and transport to PSI (Section 6.1).
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Figure 4.52: The mylar foil ready to be inserted. At the end it is locked in position
through proper �anges and gaps are sealed with ThreeBond 1530 glue.

Figure 4.53: CDCH temporarily in vertical position locked inside a handling cage for the
sealing: here the ThreeBond 1530 glue applied on the CF-ring perimeter.

CDCH was then temporarily put in vertical position, locked in a handling cage for

the subsequent sectors sealing (Figure 4.53 and Figure 4.54). ThreeBond 1530 glue was

applied all around the CF-endplate gap, on the longitudinal CF junctions, on the head

of all the screws and on the perimeter of each sector.
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Figure 4.54: Wire-PCBs stack sealing with ThreeBond 1530 glue and Stycast 2850 resin.

Finally, Stycast 285015 resin was employed to seal the external side of each wire-PCB

stack. ThreeBond 1530D glue was used to seal the gap of the overlapping wire-PCB tails.

At the end, He was �uxed inside CDCH to perform a complete leak test with a sni�er,

con�rming good sealing.

4.7 Endcaps preparation

After CDCH sealing, the successive step was the preparation of the endcaps services.

Figure 4.55: The Al inner extensions connected to the endplates. The copper strips for
ground connection are visible.

15https://www.henkel-adhesives.com/it/en/product/potting-compounds/loctite_stycast_2850ft.html.
It is a two-component thermally conductive epoxy encapsulant.
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Figure 4.56: The CF outer extensions connected to the endplates. The four reinforcement
pillars per side which link them to the rings glued on the inner extensions are visible.

First we connected together all the 40/50 µm cathode wires (ground) through copper

strips perforated in correspondence of the radial position of wire-PCBs tails. Silver epoxy

glue was applied to guarantee a better electrical connection. We then connected together

all the inner and outer guard wires (HV).

Figure 4.57: Left: Cu pipes of the cooling system embedded in the FE cards holders.
Right: one 3D-printed piece used to �ush dry air inside the endcaps.

The Al inner extensions were subsequently connected to the endplates (Figure 4.55).

Since the inner CDCH volume is part of the MEG II beam line, the extensions ends are

machined to couple with the BTS �ange on the US side and with the RDC �ange on the
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DS side (Figure 6.22 in Section 6.4). In order to ensure the He tightness, ThreeBond 1530

glue was applied around the internal extension-endplate perimeter. 3M DP490 glue16 was

used to �x two support rings on the inner extensions. In fact, four reinforcement Al pillars

per side are used to link them to the CF outer extensions (Figure 4.56). These elements

have an important structural function, since CDCH is anchored to COBRA from the

outer extensions, screwed to the endplates in the same way of the CF shells.

Figure 4.58: Left: holders connected to one endplate and FE cards plugged. The thermal
insulation, a T sensor on one holder and the circuit for dry air distribution are highlighted.
Right: one thermistor glued to an endplate.

In order to keep the FE cards in position, twenty-four (twelve per endplate) Al holders

with grooves at the correct radii on both sides were machined (Figure 4.57 left). Strong

mechanical �xation and heat exchange are ensured by proper Cu-Be clips. The 4 mm

Cu pipes of the liquid cooling system are embedded in the holders. Once screwed to

the endplate jig, a bending mask was exploited to give pipes the correct V-shape which

16https://www.3mitalia.it/3M/it_IT/azienda-it/cerca/?Ntt=dp490. It is a thixotropic two-
component epoxy adhesive with outstanding environmental resistance and stability.
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matches the front seat on the holders. A thermal glue was used to couple copper pipes

and holders. Thermal insulation was added on the cooling pipes and a �nal leak test

with water at 4 bar was successfully performed. A system of twelve inlet tubes per side

supplies dry air to 3D-printed pieces screwed on the back side of each holder in order

to uniform the endcaps temperature and avoid the formation of dangerous temperature

gradients and condensed water on electronics (Figure 4.58). A series of T sensors were

mounted in the endcaps: twenty-four on the holders, eight on the endplates, two on the

inlet/outlet of the tracking gas, four on the inlet/outlet of the cooling system. Two RH

sensors were added inside the endcaps. Figure 4.59 shows the RH level drop once the

dry air �ux started. After a few minutes both curves were < 4%. Works to prepare

the endcaps services for CDCH integration into the MEG II experimental apparatus

were completed in 2018, however several improvements were added in 2019, based on

experiences gained the previous year.

Figure 4.59: RH level drop once started the dry air �ux inside the endcap.

4.8 Final CDCH geometry survey

CDCH geometry was continuously monitored with CMM during all the operations, from

assembly to �nal sealing. After the mounting of each wires layer, we checked the correct

alignment and set CDCH length to the nominal value. A �ne geometry tuning was

performed adjusting the positions of each individual spoke by acting on the twenty-four

turnbuckles. The aim was to recover the best possible endplates planarity and parallelism,

at a level better than 100 µm.

The alignment procedure exploited the touching probe mounted on the CMM arm

(Section 4.5). A typical survey campaign is brea�y described below and depicted in

Figure 4.60. We programmed the CMM to measure the 3D position of pre-de�ned points

on CDCH endplates. We de�ned the average endplate plane by touching the external
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Figure 4.60: A schematic view of a typical CMM survey campaign.

surface (with respect to the wires volume) of the spokes. We then touched the spokes

top (or the outer ring when mounted) to de�ne the CDCH cylinder z axis and centers

on the reference planes. The vertical y axis was obtained through a calibrated ceramic

sphere screwed on the vertical spoke. The sphere support has a conical-head screw for a

better centering. The x axis completes the coordinate system. Turnbuckles tuning was

performed with an iterative procedure, repeated for both endplates. Also the relative

azimuthal tilt angle was recorded. This is not adjustable, but the CNC machining of all

the structures guarantees an optimal mechanical coupling between di�erent parts.

Figure 4.61: The 3 corner cubes per side glued to the inner extensions which are used at
PSI for geometry surveys with laser tracker.

Geometry surveys at PSI were performed with a laser tracker (not with CMM). There-

fore three corner cubes were �xed with DP490 glue to each inner extensions at ≈ 120◦

(Figure 4.61). These are used once CDCH is integrated into the MEG II experimental

apparatus to link the local CDCH reference frame to the external global MEG II reference

system. The last possibility to control the geometry is with the CF mounted (but not

yet tighted) and the turnbuckles still connected. When the desired geometry is achieved,
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the CF is screwed to endplates and the turnbuckles released. After a lot of experience

gained, particular care was took in the CF screwing procedure to avoid any deformation.

Table 4.9 summarizes the �nal CDCH geometry before the transport to PSI.

Wires US endplate DS endplate Endplates

elongation planarity planarity parallelism

+3.840 mm 40 µm 30 µm 80 µm

Table 4.9: Final CDCH geometry measured before the transport to PSI.

Figure 4.62: Top: radial in�ection of 2 spokes once released the turnbuckles and removed
the central shaft. Bottom: deformation vectors for all the spokes as measured at PSI.
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An overall shortening of ≈ 20 µm with respect to the measurement with the turn-

buckles still loaded was noticed, due to the adjustment of the CF structure. Furthermore,

since the CF shells are screwed to the outer part of the endplates, a radial deformation

(linearly increasing at diminishing radius) was experienced. Figure 4.62 (top) shows an

example of in�ection of two US spokes: the blue dashed vertical lines indicate the radius

of each cells layer. Deformation vectors for all the spokes, as measured at PSI, are shown

in Figure 4.62 (bottom). Values ranges from ≈ 50 µm to ≈ 180 µm at the innermost ra-

dius. A wires elongation of +3.8 mm was adopted for 2018 data taking run (Section 7.1).

We decided to use this value, 200 µm below the initial nominal elongation of +4 mm, due

to a more accurate measurement of the wires elastic constant k, resulted ≈ 5% greater

than the previous measurements.
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Chapter 5

Investigations of wire breakages

During CDCH assembly, serious issues related to the ambient humidity arose, leading

to the breakage of some wires in the chamber. CDCH construction was performed with

a strict monitoring of the environmental conditions (Section 4.5.4). Further breakages

happened also at PSI later on, when the �nal lengthening of the chamber was set (Sec-

tion 7.2.1). It were mainly the 40-µm Ag-plated Al wires which were a�ected, a few

50-µm Ag-plated Al wires, while no 20-µm Au-plated W wire broke.

The problem was deeply investigated by means of:

� accelerated damaging test of wires immersed in water: distilled and with the addi-

tion of NaCl;

� optical inspections by means of di�erent microscopes with increasing magni�cation

powers;

� qualitative Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) photography;

� quantitative Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometry (EDS/EDX) analyses in order

to identify the material deposits on wires near the breaking point.

SEM and EDS analyses in Pisa were performed in collaboration with the Laboratory

of Metal Science of the Engineering Department of the University of Pisa. In addition

several wire samples were sent to metallurgy experts of the Engineering Laboratory of

the University of Bergamo for in-depth studies [74].

For the wiring of the KLOE drift chamber the same types of wires were used: Ag-

plated Al wires, but with a greater thickness of 80 µm. The KLOE drift chamber was

assembled in a cleanroom with temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH) conditions

141
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Figure 5.1: The radial projective geometry given the stereo wires con�guration. The
available space is highlighted. A broken wire piece is visible inside the chamber.

strictly monitored: T ≈ 22◦C and RH ≈ 50%, similar to those of the Pisa cleanroom.

The same aforementioned tests and investigations were performed also on this kind of

wires, leading to the same conclusions.

5.1 Broken wires extraction

Only guard and cathode wires broke. Given the high wires density, each broken wire piece

can randomly put to ground big portion of the chamber, compromising its operation. Two

wire segments must be extracted for each broken wire. This operation may be performed

only when CDCH is open, with no CF installed. CDCH wires have a stereo con�guration

(Section 4.1): looking closely among the wires, a radial projective geometry is visible, as

shown in Figure 5.1.

In order to safely remove a broken wire, we developed the following strategy:

1. entering with a small tool inside the chamber, in the ∼ few mm space between

wires;

2. slowly reaching the layer with the broken wire;

3. hooking the wire piece as close as possible to the wire-PCB pad;

4. extracting the wire segment;

5. pulling it perpendicularly in the radial direction to break it at the soldering pad.
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Figure 5.2: The mount system with �ne movements. On top of this, a light Al structure
holds the rotating support for the extraction tool.

Figure 5.3: Fiber extraction sequences with some auxiliary tools.
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Such a sequence of operations is very risky and even a small error can lead to un-

wanted further breakages. In order to minimize the risk, a very precise system was

developed and built. It exploits a commercial mount system for fotography purposes

with �ne movements (Figure 5.2). Three angular movements, adjustable through knobs,

provide the �ne tuning of the direction, while a linear endless-screwed slider provides the

radial movement. On top of this, a light Al structure holds the rotating support for the

extraction tool, whose angle can be adjusted.

Figure 5.4: Setup for broken wires extraction.

Di�erent extraction tools have been prepared, depending on the circumstances. The

most used is a 1-mm stainless steel rod with 2-mm hook. Some other auxiliary tools

are shown in Figure 5.3: a 1-mm plexiglass rod and 2.5-mm surgical forceps. When the

wire segment is too short to be pulled outside the chamber, a special hook is exploited.

Thanks to its tapered-shape end, the wire can get stucked inside the tool and it can

be pulled still inside the chamber. All the operations with open CDCH were performed

inside cleanrooms; still something can fall inside the chamber. The plastic rod can be

electrostatically charged by friction to capture dust or �bers. The forceps are used to

bite wire pieces, dust or �bers.

The height of the whole support can be adjusted through a couple of pantographs.

The entire system is mounted on a movable trolley with wheels arranged to engage and
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Figure 5.5: Example of a broken wire segment hooked by the rod, together with one of
the worst tangled case.

slide on the longitudinal Bosch pro�le of the assembly table. The setup for broken wires

extraction is shown in Figure 5.4. Once entered within the wires volume, in order to

have a safe navigation up to the broken wire, two digital cameras with proper optics

to provide a strong tunable magni�cation power1 are used to guarantee a stereo view.

One camera moves together with the extraction tool and is focused always on its end:

this is particularly useful during the hooking phase. The other camera is separated

from the extraction system and free to be pointed to guide the tool along the safest

route. After some initial tests with some trays arranged to mimic the crisscrossing stereo

con�guration of wires, the aforementioned procedure was used to extract all the broken

1Dino Lite Edge digital microscope AM4815ZTL.
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wires from CDCH, never damaging good wires. This operation takes roughly 0.5 ÷ 5

hours/segment, depending on the radial depth and wires entanglement. An example of a

broken wire segment hooked by the extraction tool is shown in Figure 5.5, together with

one the worst tangled cases experienced.

5.1.1 First checks with optical microscopes

Once extracted, each broken wire segment is immediately looked at an optical micro-

scope, especially at the breaking point. A wire portion close to the breakage is shown

in Figure 5.6. A mechanical breakage is characterised by an ogive in the wire end, since

the wire su�ers a deformation just before the breaking. This is not the case. We always

found �at wire ends with whitish corrosion residuals nearby, while the rest of the wire is

good. All the breakages found in the chamber always showed similar features.

Figure 5.6: A couple of pictures taken with an optical microscope. The corrosion points
close to the breakages are highlighted.

5.2 SEM and EDS analyses

Wires were analysed in detail from the mechanical and chemical point of view by using

SEM and EDS. Just by looking at the Ag coating (thickness of a fraction of a µm) of

virgin wires, some cracks are visible (Figure 5.7), whose density varies according to the

production batch, with highest density of cracks in 40-µm Ag-plated Al wires. This

can be understood by the fact that 40 µm Al wires are obtained from 50 µm Al wires

already coated with Silver through an extra drawing procedure, which seems therefore

responsible for the higher cracks density.
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Figure 5.7: SEM images show cracks in Ag coating of good wires, whose density varies
with di�erent production batches.

Figure 5.8: SEM images of 2 breaking points.
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In general, we found that for both wire diameters the cracks density varied a lot

among di�erent production lots. Even the mechanical properties were not uniform, but

the speci�cations quoted by the company2 were always within CDCH requirements: the

lower limit of the distribution of the elastic limit lengthening (Section 4.2.1) considering

all the wires batches was around +8.5 mm.

Figure 5.9: EDS analyses show Cl traces near the breaking points.

Figure 5.8 shows some examples of SEM images of broken wires: cracks can be

seen close to the breaking point and the wire core cross sections appear badly damaged

and consumed. Near the breaking point some swellings in the coating are visible with

Silver which seems to be lifted from below. The whitish deposits seen with optical

microscopes are also visible in the photographs. The EDS analyses showed that these

deposits are formed by Oxygen and Aluminum, suggesting the formation of Aluminum

oxide or hydroxide. By pointing the X-ray gun far from the breaking point, Silver resulted

the most abundant material, as expected, given the coating.

Extensive chemical and mechanical analyses suggested that the origin of the breaking

phenomenon is the chemical corrosion of the Aluminum core. Two possible processes can

be responsible for the wires corrosion:

2California Fine Wires (CFW).
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� galvanic corrosion between Ag and Al in presence of an electrolyte: the condensed

water on wires from air moisture. Water can in�ltrate and reach the Al surface

through the cracks on Ag coating. Experts suggested that water condensation can

occur inside the cracks even for low RH levels (< 40%). Corrosion does not stop

and progresses at the expense of Al (a less noble metal than Ag) until the breakage

of cathode and guard wires.

� EDS analyses also showed some presence of Chlorine near the breaking points, as

shown in Figure 5.9 (the analyzed region is highlighted with a red square). The

company assured that no alogens are used during the production process, so Cl

traces may be due to later in�ltrating deposits inside the cracks in the Ag coating.

The chemical self-sustaining process of Al corrosion by Cl with H2O as catalyst [73]

is:

Al + 3Cl− ←→ AlCl3 + 3e−

AlCl3 + 3H2O←→ Al(OH)3 + 3H+ + 3Cl−
(5.1)

where Cl ions produced in the second reaction initiate the �rst process and so on.

Both processes involve the presence of water in the reaction. Breakages happen even

at the working mechanical tension because of the Al core thinning. The only way to stop

the development of corrosion is to keep the wires volume in an absolutely dry atmosphere

with a continuous �ow of inert gas (Nitrogen or He) to avoid the presence of water.

5.3 Hypotheses on contamination sources

All the possible hypotheses on contamination sources were considered: accidental saliva

drops on wires, corrosive substances in the soldering �ux, accidental contamination during

the wiring operations at Lecce, cloth �bers with Cl traces fallen among the wires, etc...

However, despite the clues gathered and several studies performed there is no positive

evidence for such a contamination to date.

Saliva detection

Both the wiring at Lecce and the assembly at Pisa were carried out inside cleanrooms.

Operators should have worn protection suit, mask and cap to avoid spit, sweat and hair

falling on the wires. We performed several tests about the breaking power of saliva drops

on 40-µm Ag-plated Al wires.
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Figure 5.10: Breaking power of a saliva drop on a 40-µm Ag-plated Al wires.

Figure 5.11: Absorption spectrum of an undiluted saliva sample (left) and emission
spectra of some saliva samples (right).

We demonstrated that the breaking event occurs within 2 ÷ 4 weeks from the con-

tamination (Figure 5.10). R&D studies on possible detection of dried saliva traces on Al

wires were carried out.

The idea comes from forensic police [78]. The α-amylase enzyme contained in saliva

can absorb the 282 nm UV light sent on it and the excited anzyme can emit 345 ÷ 355

nm �uorescence light. Figure 5.11 shows the absorption spectrum of an undiluted saliva

sample (left) and emission spectra of some saliva samples (right). As a feasibility study for

detecting saliva on a MEG II cathode wire, we used a PC-controlled spectro�uorimeter3

to send the excitation light on a 40-µm Ag-plated Al wire segment (≈ 3 cm) with a
3PERKIN ELMER LS 50 B Luminescence Spectrometer
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small portion (≈ 3 mm) contaminated with a saliva drop, and detect the emission of

�uorescence light (Figure 5.12).

Figure 5.12: Setup to detect �uorescence light from wires with saliva deposits.

The spectro�uorimeter features a high intensity �uorescence lamp combined with a

monochromator to select the excitation light wavelength. The emission light spectrum

is obtained with another monochromator with an adjustable scan speed (we used 10

nm/min) followed by a source-gated PMT. Examples of emission spectra are shown in

Figure 5.13: on the left a single scan of the contaminated region on a wire; on the right

several scans by varying the light spot position along the wire.

Figure 5.13: Emission spectrum from a single scan of the contaminated region on a wire
(left) and several scans by varying the light spot position on a wire (right).
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We tried to make a portable system by using a 280 nm-UV light LED to excite

the sample and a QE Pro cooled CCD with an optical �ber to gather the emission

light. The acquisition time becomes ≈ few seconds, against ≈ 10 minutes with the

spectro�uorimeter. Nevertheless the too long tail in the LED light spectrum (overlapping

with the detection region around 350 nm) does not allow to detect the weak emitted

�uorescence light. A system with a UV laser + �lters was discarded. In principle such

laser could also be used to create straight ionization tracks inside CDCH to calibrate

the tracking, but given the extreme wires density, the light intensity might damage the

wires.

Soldering �ux

Figure 5.14: SEM and EDS analysis of the soldering wire core.

Both chromatography, SEM + EDS analyses and practical tests were carried out on

the soldering �ux4 used during wire soldering on PCBs at Lecce. The datasheet claims

that �ux residuals are non-corrosive, non-conductive and do not require removal in most

applications. It passed speci�c corrosion tests, but halogen content is stated. Together

with the Chemistry Department of the University of Pisa we performed the analysis of

the ultrasonic bath where a soldering wire was dipped. The results for the halogen ions

content expressed in (µg ion)/(g sample) are: 0.7 for F−, 0.95 for Cl−, 0.19 for Br− and

traces of nitrites (NO−2 ) and nitrates (NO−3 ), while a measurement without sample gave

traces of the same ions. However, chromatography of broken wires is hard: salts of F and

Cl with Al are covalent solids which do not dissociate in water. SEM and EDS analyses

showed Sn and Pb in the soldering wire and on the wire-PCB solderings and traces of

Br in the soldering wire core (Figure 5.14).

4https://www.kester.com/products/product/245-�ux-cored-wire.
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Figure 5.15: One of the 2 short trays with crimped 40-µm Ag-plated Al wires for the
soldering smoke contamination test.

We further prepared two short test trays by manually wiring seventeen (eight + nine)

40-µm Ag-plated Al wires, crimped on PCBs to avoid solderings, as shown in Figure 5.15.

We optically aligned the wire-PCBs with CMM and stretched the wires at the equivalent

of 75% of the elastic limit. One tray was kept in the normal atmosphere of the cleanroom,

while the other was put inside a box with an atmosphere saturated of soldering smoke.

Both test trays did not show breakages after months from setting them up.

In conclusion, the halogen content in the soldering �ux is not su�cient to trigger the

wires corrosion.

Fibers, dust

During visual inspections of CDCH we noticed some cloth �bers among the wires (Fig-

ure 5.3) which were removed by the extraction method described in Section 5.1. We

therefore performed a SEM + EDS analysis on a wire portion close to one of such �bers

(Figure 5.16). The EDS analysis highlighted the presence of Cl on the presumed �ber-

wire point of contact.

5.4 An automatic system to �nd weak points on wires

Since at the moment of the �rst wire breakages on CDCH during Summer 2017, the

chamber assembly status was only ≈ 70% completed, we took into account the possibility

to spot corrosion points on wires before mounting the trays on CDCH. We accidentally

could see a small (∼ 1 mm) white spot on a 40-µm Al wire during acceptance tests

(Figure 5.17 left).
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Figure 5.16: SEM + EDS analysis of a wire portion close to one �ber.

A possible future breaking point was visible with two progressive magni�cations (Fig-

ure 5.17 middle and right) around a �ber attached to the wire. SEM + EDS analyses of

this wire portion are shown in Figure 5.16.

We developed an automatic and reliable detection system of white spots on wires,

based on a MATLAB5 macro running on a laptop, exploiting the MathWorks Image

5https://it.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html.
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Figure 5.17: Small (∼ 1 mm) white spot on a 40-µm Al wire during an acceptance test.
Around a �ber attached to the wire a future breaking point is visible.

Processing Toolbox6. We interfaced the program with a digital camera7 mounted on

the CMM arm for �ne movements. We then performed several scans of wires trays

during acceptance tests (Section 4.5.1). The program can perform a post processing of

a recorded video or a real time processing of a live video stream. The working principle

of the detection is based on the brightness and shape of the white spots. As shown in

Figure 5.18, we used a 3-wires framing con�guration, which was the best compromise

between scan speed and detection e�ciency. In order to lighten and speed up video

processing, only the upper portion (≈ 1/3) of each frame is analyzed. Furthermore,

due to the LED illumination of wires this part of the image had a darker background

which helped to point out suspect brightness changes on wires. If a white spot was

detected, both the indicted zone on the wire (red pixels) and the wire itself (red box)

were highlighted.

With this method we scanned tens of meters of wires, also �ipping the trays to analyze

the lower wire surface. We spotted dust deposits, �bers, scratches, kinks on wires, but

we did not detect any more real corrosion points, because this operation took quite a lot

of time, being the scan speed ∼ few cm/s, and could not be performed on all the wires

to be mounted.

6https://it.mathworks.com/products/image.html.
7The same used for broken wires extraction, see Section 5.1.
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Figure 5.18: Examples of dust detection during the scan of wires trays.

5.5 Analysis of wire breakages

Wires breakages inside CDCH occurred at 3 di�erent times (Summer 2017 in Pisa; Winter

2018 and Spring 2019 at PSI) after stretching them above the rest length L0, but still well

below the nominal breaking length ≈ L0 +∆LBREAK . As aforementioned in Section 4.2,

CDCH wires have practically no plastic regime and the elastic limit almost coincides

with the breaking length ∆LBREAK ≈ ∆LEL ≈ 8.5 mm. We investigated the breaking

dependence on the geometrical position within the chamber: the breaking points are
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distributed along the entire CDCH length (z coordinate, the wires length is ≈ 193 cm)

with a higher number of breakages close to the DS side, as shown in Figure 5.19 (left);

most of the breaking events is in the inner cathode layers (6÷ 10) than in the outer ones

(1÷ 5), as shown in Figure 5.19 (right).

Figure 5.19: Left: distribution of the breaking point along the wires. Right: distribution
of the layers a�ected by breakages.

Wires were tensioned to L0 + 3 and +4 mm, before completing the construction at

Pisa and a total of 14 broken wires were observed in Summer 2017. CDCH was then

detensioned to +3.8 mm and works at Pisa were completed in Spring 2018. The chamber

was closed with Nitrogen inside the wires volume and shipped to PSI for commissioning

and integration into the MEGII experimental apparatus (Section 4.5 and Chapter 6).

It was then reopened in Spring 2019 (Section 7.2) when wires were stretched up to

+6 mm (2.2 mm beyond the original stretching) in 3 steps: +4.8, +5.6 and +6 mm

(Section 7.2.1). Other breakages were observed for a total of 63 broken wires: 56 40-µm

cathodes and 7 50-µm cathodes plus guards. All 126 broken wire pieces were extracted

from CDCH (Section 5.1). The complete list is reported below:

� 47 broken wires after the 3 successive stretching procedures at PSI (Section 7.2.1):

◦ 13 at +4.8 mm (+1 mm): HV test;

◦ 18 at +5.6 mm (+1.8 mm): HV test;

◦ 16 at +6 mm (+2.2 mm): extra-stretching of 400 µm (75% of the elastic limit)

with respect to the �nal length to �nd other weak wires;

� 49 in total at PSI considering the 2 wires broken before 2018 run (Section 7.1.1):

◦ 44 cathodes (40 µm Al/Ag)

◦ 3 cathodes (50 µm Al/Ag)
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◦ 2 inner guards (50 µm Al/Ag)

� 63 in total during CDCH life including the 14 wires broken at Pisa:

◦ +12 cathodes (40 µm Al/Ag)

◦ +1 cathodes (50 µm Al/Ag)

◦ +1 inner guards (50 µm Al/Ag)

Figure 5.20: Left: integral distribution of the broken wires (40-µm in blue, 50-µm in black
and their sum in red) as a function of the stretching. Right: the same in logarithmic
scale according to the model described in Section 5.5.1.

All breakages took place during, immediately after or within a couple of days since the

stretching time, indicating a clear dependence of the number of broken wires on CDCH

stretching. Figure 5.20 shows the integral distribution of the broken wires (40-µm in

blue, 50-µm in black and their sum with poissonian uncertainties in red) as a function of

the stretching ∆L above L0. The �t curve is a power law of ∆L: N = A(∆L)B, where

A = 0.10 ± 0.05 and B = 3.6 ± 0.5. The number of broken wires is a steep function

of ∆L. The 40-µm wires are more a�ected by the breakages (0.73%) than 50-µm ones

(0.28%). The ratio is 2.6, not justi�ed by geometrical considerations. The simple scaling

by the ratio of the cross sectional areas is 1.56. This seems to be in agreement with the

larger number of cracks found with SEM analysis on the surface of 40-µm wires, more

prone to corrosion. One can extrapolate the �t results to the elastic limit, obtaining

N(8.5 mm) = 214± 120, over a total of 10176 Al wires. Only a relatively small fraction

of wires was therefore contaminated by corrosion. The experimental fact that some wires

broke at a stretching lower than the elastic limit may be interpreted as due to chemical
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corrosion, which reduces the area of the Al core in a localized small region, while the rest

of the wire remains unaltered.

5.5.1 A phenomenological model of wire corrosion

A simple model of corrosion process was developed. To make the sample more ho-

mogeneous, in this Section we consider only the 56 (85%) 40-µm broken wires. The

assumptions are: for uncontaminated/good wires the elastic limit length and the break-

ing length are coincident; all good wires have the same breaking length: a δ-function,

therefore the corresponding integral distribution is a step-function with a value = 0 for

∆L < ∆LBREAK and a value = 10176 for ∆L ≥ ∆LBREAK ; the corrosion e�ect on

contaminated/bad wires is to widen this distribution (used a gaussian spread) and lower

its mean at a value < 8.5 mm, but not far since otherwise a slope change in the integral

spectrum (Figure 5.20 right) would have been observed.

Figure 5.21: Left: integral spectrum for broken 40-µm wires �tted with Equation 5.2.
Right: the same considering the inner layers (6÷ 10, in blue) and the outer layers (1÷ 5,
in red) separately.

The integral spectrum of Figure 5.20 is well �tted by the following expression:

N(∆L) = NTOT × F
(

∆L−∆L

σ∆L

)
=
NTOT√

2π

∫ ∆L−∆L
σ∆L

−∞
e−

x2

2 dx (5.2)

where ∆L and σ∆L are the mean and standard deviation of the gaussian spread

distribution and NTOT is the total number of wires expected to be a�ected by corrosion.

By considering that we have only 5 experimental points, the �t requires 3 parameters

and ∆L > ∆LBREAK is unphysical, we �xed ∆L = 8.5 mm, obtaining NTOT = 332± 28
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and σ∆L = 2.55 ± 0.09 mm, as shown in Figure 5.21 (left). However, Equation 5.2

is meaningful only for ∆L < ∆L (half of the integral distribution), so only NTOT /2 =

166±14 wires are expected to be contaminated, over a total of 7680 40-µmwires (≈ 2.2%).

This percentage drops to ≈ 2% considering also the 50-µm wires. This result is in

agreement with the extrapolation of the �rst polynomial �t, scaled by the fraction of

40-µm broken wires N(8.5 mm)× (56/63) = 190± 107.

The same procedure was repeated (Figure 5.21 right) by dividing the 36 broken wires

belonging to the inner layers (6÷ 10, in blue) and the 20 broken wires belonging to the

outer layers (1 ÷ 5, in red). The results are: N IN
TOT = 226 ± 24, NOUT

TOT = 112 ± 15;

σIN∆L = 2.47 ± 0.11 mm, σOUT∆L = 2.66 ± 0.17 mm, consistent within the errors. The

ratio N IN
TOT /N

OUT
TOT is 2.02 ± 0.34, compatible with the ratio 36/20 = 1.8. The sum

N IN
TOT +NOUT

TOT is perfectly in agreement with NTOT from the global �t, con�rming that

the inner and outer wires have the same breaking length distribution. In fact, due to the

construction procedure, inner layers were exposed to humidity for a longer period, thus

corrosion acted on them for a longer time.

5.5.2 Correlation between broken wires and exposure time to humidity

A lot of specialistic literature can be found about the catalyzing role of humidity in

corrosion development of various materials (for example [75]). Dry atmosphere instead

blocks the corrosion process, even when it has already started.

Figure 5.22: Number of broken wires (grouped every 2 consecutive layers) as a function
of the corrected average exposure time to humid atmosphere.

Corrosion development is a very slow process (time scales ∼ weeks). In order to study

the correlation between the number of broken wires and time spent in a humid environ-
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ment, we evaluated the latter by the di�erence between a reference time (01/04/2018),

i.e. the �rst CDCH sealing at Pisa with Nitrogen �ux (Section 4.6), and the average

wiring time for each of the ten cathode layers. Due to the small statistics, we decided to

group together broken wires in two consecutive layers to reduce the �uctuations. Wiring

time was averaged for each of the �ve groups. In addition, after the �rst breakages on

the chamber, which happened in Summer 2017, CDCH was keep the chamber in a bag

with dry air �ux when no activities were ongoing in the cleanroom, as wires trays in

the storage room waiting to be mounted. As a consequence, during the last 8 months

of assembly activities before April 2018, wires spent only ≈ 50% of their time in humid

atmosphere. After including this correction, the number of broken wires vs. time in

humid atmosphere is shown in Figure 5.22. The number of broken wires is proportional

to the e�ective exposure time to humid atmosphere.

Dispersions in the exposure time are expected since di�erent trays belonging to the

same layer were wired at di�erent times. The parameters of the good (χ2/DoF = 0.9)

linear �t are: 0.2±3.3 for the o�set; (4.2±1.4)×10−2 days−1 for the slope. The o�set is

compatible with zero, suggesting that no breakages are expected if wires are not exposed

to humidity. The slope provides the average exposure time to get a broken wire: 24± 8

days. By combining all the information gathered in this Section we can estimate the

contamination probability per unit time of a single wire:

dP

dt
≈
(

1

7680

)
×
(

166

56

)
×
(

1

24± 8

)
≈ (1.6± 0.6)× 10−5 days−1 (5.3)

where 7680 is the total number of 40 µm cathodes, 166 the contaminated wires and

56 the broken wires. The result is one broken wire in ≈ 170 years!

One should repeat the same procedure by considering the wiring time of the single

wire tray, instead of averaging by layer the exposure time to humidity. All the information

is available in the CDCH assembly database. Anyway the aforementioned and following

results are already quite consistent with the experimental data.

5.5.3 A more complete model of corrosion

Equation 4.2 shows that the elastic limit length (in our case also the breaking length

since CDCH wires have a very short plastic region) is ∝ 1/σ, where σ is the wire cross

sectional area. A reduction in the area (σ −∆σ) by corrosion leads to a lower breaking

length L with respect to the nominal one L (Figure 5.23):

L

L
= 1− ∆σ

σ
(5.4)
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Figure 5.23: Wire sectional area reduction due to corrosion.

The fraction ∆σ/σ is related to the wire exposure time to humidity. The development

of corrosion with time is rather complicated and depends on the kind of material. In

literature some empirical models for Aluminum and its alloys, in good agreement with

experimental data for exposure times of some tens of days, are based on a logarithmic [76]

or a square root [75] law. In the logarithmic model the radial penetration can be expressed

as:

y(t) = k1 ln(k2t+ k3) (5.5)

where k1 [mm or µm], k2 [days−1] and k3 [pure number] are constants depending on

the Al alloy. The term k2 is a measurement of the corrosion velocity. By assuming a uni-

form penetration, ∆σ = c y2(t) (c adimensional constant) and combining Equations 5.4

and 5.5 one can compute the time t(L) needed to lower the breaking length from L to L:

t(L) =
1

k2

(
e

√
L−L

(c k2
1 L)/σ − k3

)
(5.6)

The number of broken wires observed at a stretching L∗ is determined by how many

wires had been exposed to humidity for t > t(L∗), calculated with Equation 5.6. There-

fore one can compute the expected number of breakages at a stretching L as:

Nexp(L) =

10∑
l=1

α
(
trefL − twiringl

)
H
[(
trefL − twiringl

)
− t(L)

]
(5.7)

where l is the layer index, trefL is a reference time (Summer 2017 for stretchings

L = 3 and 4 mm with the �rst breakages; Spring 2018 for the other stretchings, when

CDCH was closed with inert atmosphere), twiringl is the average wiring time for layer l,
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α [t−1] is a constant representing the contamination probability per unit time and H(x)

is the Heaviside step function whose value is 1 for x > 0 and 0 for x < 0. One can �t

the estimation of Equations 5.6 and 5.7 with the experimental data (Figure 5.24). The

results of the �t are: α = (9.0 ± 0.8) × 10−2 days−1, ck2
1/σ = (2.1 ± 0.5) × 10−1 (c and

k1 can not be separated), k2 = (1.1± 0.4)× 10−2 days−1 and k3 = 2.2± 0.2.

Figure 5.24: Integral spectrum for 40-µm wires: measurements (red open stars) vs.
calculated values (blue full circles) obtained from Equation 5.7 after χ2 minimization.

Some of these values can be compared with the results obtained above and with

numbers available in literature. The constant α, scaled by the total number of 40-µm

wires, gives (1.2± 0.1)× 10−5 days−1, consistent with dP/dt ≈ (1.6± 0.6)× 10−5 days−1

obtained from Equation 5.3. By setting t(L) = 0 (L = L) in Equation 5.7, we obtain

140 ± 7 as the expected number of wires which should break, practically consistent

within the errors with 166 ± 14, extracted from Equation 5.2. Regarding the term k2,

the corrosion velocity depends signi�cantly on Al alloy and it can vary by more than a

factor 10 by changing the environmental conditions [75]. We found values in literature

larger by about one order of magnitude for Al alloys of AK12 series [76]. CDCH Al wires

belong to the 5056 series. Furthermore one can guess the values of the constants c and

k1 from the product ck2
1/σ. The cross sectional area σ = 400π µm2 is known. By using

Equation 5.4: L/L = (0.4÷ 0.7) = 1− (c y2)/σ and assuming that the corrosion reached

the centre of the wire (y = r = 20 µm), one can get for instance c = π/2, obtaining

k1 = 13± 6 µm (for Al alloys of AK12 series [76] k1 ≈ 4 µm).

Summarizing, within the �uctuations due to the low statistics of broken wires, the

corrosive phenomenon should not progress, once CDCH is maintained in a safe dry at-

mosphere.
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5.6 E�ect of a missing wire on e+ reconstruction

As described in Section 4.1, drift cells are approximately of square shape with 8 �eld

wires surrounding the central sense wire (Figure 4.4 in Section 4.1). A detailed study of

the e�ect of a missing 40-µm cathode on e+ reconstruction was carried out by exploiting

Gar�eld++8 and ANSYS9 with the MAXWELL package to compute E �elds.

The electric and magnetic �eld con�guration inside a drift cell de�nes the concen-

tric surfaces formed by the points having the same drift time towards the sense wire.

These surfaces are called isochrones and all particles whose trajectories are tangent to

an isochrone have equal drift time towards the central wire of the cell. Subsequently, the

drift time is converted into a position information by means of proper time-to-distance

relations (TXY tables) for reconstruction purposes.

Isochrones for CDCH drift cells were determined by using Gar�eld++ and a �xed

8-wire con�guration. The computation was performed for di�erent cell sizes and B �elds,

corresponding to di�erent z coordinates. The adjacent layers were not taken into account.

The aim of this study is to check the possibility of using the standard TXY tables even in

cells with broken wires. A more complete 3D ANSYS geometry in di�erent con�gurations,

including the adjacent layers, was used.

Figure 5.25: The three z con�gurations used for E �eld computation with ANSYS (from
left to right): the crossing point of U and V views; a displacement between the stereo
views of 1/4 cell size; a displacement of 1/2 cell size.

The E �eld was simulated in a 6 × 6 mm2 representative drift cell and computed at

8https://gar�eldpp.web.cern.ch/gar�eldpp/.
9https://www.ansys.com/.
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three di�erent relative positions of V wires with respect to U wires. This corresponds to

three di�erent z coordinates, as shown in Figure 5.25 from the left: simulations performed

at the crossing point of the stereo views; where the displacement between the stereo views

is of 1/4 cell size; where the displacement between the stereo views is of 1/2 cell size. A

longitudinal magnetic �eld Bz = 1.26 T was included.

Figure 5.26: Change in the �eld calculated for the three z con�gurations, as listed in the
text. The two red arrows indicate the position of the missing cathodes.

The change in the �eld calculated with ANSYS for the three z con�gurations (green

planes in Figure 5.25) is shown in Figure 5.26:

� for the ideal case with all wires present in the crossing point (left);

� in case of a missing central wire (red arrow) in the Cell/4 con�guration (center);

� in case of a missing lateral wire (red arrow) in the Cell/2 con�guration (right);

At the z coordinate corresponding to the wires crossing point, the e�ect of a missing

cathode is null; instead �eld distortions can be seen with the Cell/4 and Cell/2 con�gu-

rations. Isochrones were computed with Gar�eld from the ANSYS �eld.

Figure 5.27: Examples of isochrones for the three z con�gurations. Distortions are
highlighted with the red arrows and circles in case of the Cell/4 and Cell/2 con�gurations.

Examples of isochrones for the three z con�gurations are shown in Figure 5.27. The

vertical scale is in ns. By comparing the isochrones and calculating the di�erences on the
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reconstructed distances of clusters of each track closest to the anode wire, we obtained

the graph of Figure 5.28 (a zoom of the �rst 50 ns is shown on the right), with the 2D

distance vs. time relations computed with Gar�eld. Distortions are visible, but, given

the average drift velocity around 2 cm/µs (Section 3.3.2), a missing cathode does not

produce a sizable e�ect on TXY tables in CDCH drift cell. In fact, the space-time

relations determine the single-hit resolution, which was measured to be σHIT < 120 µm

(Section 3.3.1), corresponding to a time resolution of ≈ 6 ns, which is well above the

di�erences between the curves in Figure 5.28.

In conclusion we can continue to use ideal Gar�eld tables even for cells with one

missing cathode wire.

Figure 5.28: 2D distance vs. time relations computed with Gar�eld and di�erent con�g-
urations highlighted with di�erent colors in the legend.



Chapter 6

CDCH commissioning operations at

PSI

This chapter describes all the commissioning activities performed at PSI in the second

half of 2018, starting from the transport, up to the �rst CDCH integration into the

experimental apparatus in view of the engineering run in November and December 2018.

6.1 CDCH transport to PSI

Before the �rst commissioning at PSI, a delicate intermediate passage had to be accom-

plished, the Pisa-PSI transport. Figure 6.1 summarizes the packing procedure. Once the

CF structures were mounted, we locked the chamber inside the handling cage, the same

used during the sealing operations (Section 4.6). We used a double dumping system

to minimize vibrations and stresses on CDCH structure. The �rst one consists of four

silent blocks per side in correspondence of the CDCH-cage connections. The second one

consists in several rubber pillows placed below the cage, in direct contact with the �oor.

The number of layers was optimized to quench the low frequency oscillations typical of a

car travel. Two 3D g-sensors were attached to the cage frame to monitor accelerations.

No critical events were recorded during the transport. We also used two tight wrappings,

both �lled with Nitrogen, to protect CDCH from humidity. The wires volume was sealed

with Nitrogen inside. The �rst barrier was wrapped directly around the chamber, while

the second one around thermal insulation panels attached to the cage. For the transport

a food van was exploited, featuring a thermally insulated load compartment with an air

conditioning system to keep the temperature (T) as stable as possible. Temperature was

monitored with dedicated sensors.

167
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Figure 6.1: CDCH packing procedure.

CDCH arrived at the PSI Experimental Area on 31 July 2018 in the evening. It

was immediately stored inside an air-conditioned barrack, next to the πE5 area, for

the successive commissioning activities. We continuously monitored temperature and

relative humidity (RH) inside the barrack. For security reasons, dedicated sensors for

Isobutane/Oxygen/volatiles were also installed. After unpacking, CDCH was placed

on a special trolley with a belt mechanism at both ends which allows to rotate the

chamber about its axis (Figure 6.15 in Section 6.2.3). We immediately checked for short

circuits and no broken wire was found. CDCH was connected to the MEG II gas system

(described in detail in [8] and brie�y in Section 4.1) and He �ux inside the wires volume

was started. Before starting the HV tests and conditioning we completed the preparation

of the endcaps services, as described in Section 4.7.

6.2 HV tests and conditioning

Preliminary HV tests up to 1400 V for a sample of individual drift cells were already

performed at Pisa. At that time only a limited amount (24) of simpli�ed FE cards

(having only the HV stage without read-out preampli�ers) was available, thus just small

portions of the chamber were powered. Being a stereo-view chamber, CDCH is designed

to be electrostatically well balanced when all the 1728 drift cells are powered. At Pisa we
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used CAEN HV modules in a NIM crate: a di�erent system from the �nal one. Anyway,

for the �rst time we made experience of HV conditioning of the chamber, to correctly

polarize the dielectric materials of the endplates. In fact, leaving HV at 700 V for 3 days,

the polarization currents decreased from ≈ 200 µm down to ≈ 1 µm level, as shown in

Figure 6.2. Each FE card can power and read signals of 8 drift cells, i.e. half sector in

one layer. Thus 18 boards were needed to cover one sector which corresponds to 144 cells

in 9 layers. CDCH is presently fully equipped with 216 boards × 2 endplates. The top

left plot in Figure 6.2 refers to one HV channel powering the 4 inner layers of one sector,

corresponding to 8 FE cards and 64 drift cells. The left bottom plot refers to one HV

channel powering the 5 outer layers of the same sector, corresponding to 10 FE cards

and 80 drift cells. After three days a residual current of ≈ 10 nA/cell remained.

Figure 6.2: CDCH HV conditioning: polarization currents exponential drop with time.

At PSI we performed complete HV tests since all the necessary 432 FE cards (+

spare boards) were available. These are the �nal version of the boards with both HV and

read-out stages (Section 6.2.2). The aim of these tests was to power up and condition

the whole chamber and to reach for the �rst time the HV working point, before the �rst

CDCH insertion into the COBRA magnet.
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6.2.1 HV working point for CDCH

The HV goal for CDCH was estimated through gas gain simulations. We used the

Gar�eld1 software to obtain the single electron gain as a function of the HV applied.

Figure 6.3 shows the gain curves for the innermost (left, Layer 9, L9) and outermost

(right, Layer 1, L1) drift cells layers, for a gas mixture He:iC4H10 90:10 and an atmo-

spheric pressure Patm = 970 mbar, a typical value at PSI. The same plots were obtained

for the other 7 layers. Due to the stereo wires geometry, cell dimensions vary (Table 4.1)

from z = center (minimum) to z = endplates (maximum).

Figure 6.3: Single electron gain as a function of the HV applied on L9 and L1 for a gas
mixture He:iC4H10 90:10 and an atmospheric pressure Patm = 970 mbar.

Figure 6.4: Left: expected gain variation with z given the hyperbolic geometry. Right:
guard HV vs. anode HV from simulations.

Figure 6.4 (left) shows the expected gain variation with z given the hyperbolic ge-

ometry. The cell size at z = 0 and z = endplates was considered for each layer. The

1https://gar�eld.web.cern.ch/gar�eld/; https://gar�eldpp.web.cern.ch/gar�eldpp/.
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curves of Figure 6.3 refer to cells at CDCH center (z = 0). From ageing studies (Sec-

tion 3.3.1), safe gain values for the three years foreseen for MEG II should be around

G ≈ (2 ÷ 3) × 105. Since however we would like to be sensitive to the single ionization

cluster (Section 3.3.1), in case of large read-out noise, we could be forced to push the

gain up to GMAX ≈ 5×105, which we consider as an upper limit2. Table 6.1 summarizes

the HV working point for GMAX . HV values scale by ≈ +10 V/layer going from the

inner to the outer layer.

Layer z = 0 (small) z = endplate (big) Average

1 (outermost) 1445 V 1482 V 1464 V

2 1434 V 1472 V 1453 V

3 1427 V 1464 V 1446 V

4 1418 V 1457 V 1438 V

5 1406 V 1446 V 1426 V

6 1397 V 1442 V 1420 V

7 1387 V 1431 V 1409 V

8 1377 V 1420 V 1399 V

9 (innermost) 1370 V 1412 V 1391 V

Table 6.1: HV working point for GMAX = 5 × 105 with a gas mixture He:iC4H10 90:10
and Patm = 970 mbar.

Guard wires need 650 ÷ 700 V to balance L9 and L1 and to equalize gains and

isochrones, as obtained by simulation (Figure 6.4 right). A dedicated measurement for

the best HV value for guards needs however still to be performed.

6.2.2 First power-up

Only the US FE cards were used for the �rst power-up test (Figure 6.5 left)). HV is

in fact supplied only from the US FE boards, while DS ones (Figure 6.5 right) are used

for read out only. When both CDCH endplates are equipped the signals from both wire

ends can be read out. Three di�erent kinds of FE boards, with the signal connector on

the left/center/right needed to be designed due to space problems.

Pictures of the FE board are shown in Figure 4.11 in Section 4.1. Each FE cards

has 8 channels coupled to 8 drift cells. The input network provides decoupling and

protection, while signal ampli�cation is realized with a low noise (1.3 ÷ 1.9 nV/
√
Hz)

2Ageing, at a gain GMAX , will be accelerated.
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Figure 6.5: FE boards plugged to US (left) and DS (right) endplates.

double gain stage3 (≈ 7 in total). A full symmetric con�guration was implemented to

reduce distorsions. The mean non-linearity for each channel is measured to be < 0.1%.

Cross-talk between two adjacent channels is ≈ 1.3% and with the next one is < 0.5%. The

power consumption is ≈ 60 mA/channel. The FE output is di�erential (±2.5 V) in order

to improve the noise immunity. This is connected to the WaveDREAM Board (WDB,

Section 3.2.4) through a custom signal cable4 (Amphenol Spectra Strip SkewClear) 5

m long, designed to have a stable, �at frequency response. The cable is made from

shielded parallel pairs, each pair being individually shielded. An overall ground jacket

is also present, giving a maximum attenuation of 0.75 dB/m at 625 MHz. In order

to balance the attenuation of the output cable, a pre-emphasis circuit5 on both gain

stages was implemented to compensate cables losses. The result is a total bandwidth of

nearly 900 MHz. Since the dedicated WaveDREAM version with di�erential input was

not yet available, an intermediate stage was used during the 2018 run to convert the

di�erential signal (DIFF) from CDCH boards to a single-ended (SE) signal to be fed into

the WaveDREAM boards. With this provisional DAQ interface the total bandwidth is

3ADA4927 from Analog Device: http://www.analog.com/media/en/technical-
documentation/data-sheets/ADA4927-1_4927-2.pdf; THS4509 from Texas Instruments:
http://www.ti.com/lit/ds/symlink/ths4509.pdf.

4Mini-SAS HD Next generation SAS storage interface: http://www.fci.com/en/products/cable-
assemblies.html.

5In signal transmission over cable, the input frequency range most susceptible to noise is
boosted/ampli�ed.
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reduced to ≈ 422 MHz (measured in bench tests). This limit dominates the whole DAQ

chain. DIFF-to-SE boards are hosted in a dedicated crate with a separated power supply.

Only twelve boards with 16 channels each were available, for a total read out capacity

limited to 192 cells.

Figure 6.6: Left: HV crate with 3 SHV-to-Radiall adapters. Right: patch panel for HV
distribution.

A HV crate with 9 16-channel ISEG EHS F430p modules6 (Figure 6.6 left) is used

for power supply with SHV outputs sent to 3 CAEN A648 SHV-to-Radiall adapters.

Each Radiall cable is connected to a patch panel (Figure 6.6 right) for HV distribution.

Finally the HV chain is completed with Draka7 coaxial low-resistance cables from patch

panel to FE cards. Each HV cable is connected to one board. During the HV test, the

DAQWaveDREAM crate, the DIFF-to-SE crate and HV crate were hosted in a dedicated

rack. In the standard con�guration with three patch panels, one HV channel of the ISEG

module supplies two FE cards, i.e. 16 drift cells (1 layer in 1 sector). For 2018 run only

two patch panels and therefore a limited number of HV channles were available. Due to

this limitation, the 8 FE cards supplying the 64 drift cells for each layer belonging to the

sectors out of acceptance for signal e+ (see Section 7.1) were connected to the same HV

channel. The e�ect is that the currents for these particular HV channels are four times

higher than the others, as shown for example in Figure 6.7.

6https://iseg-hv.com/en/products/detail/EHS.
7https://www.drakauk.com.
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Figure 6.7: Quenching e�ect of Isobutane just above 500 V for L3 currents.

Figure 6.8: HV conditioning at 500 V (left) and 600 V (right).

In order to remotely control the HV modules, a dedicated custom web page integrated

with the MEG II online DAQ system (based on MIDAS8) was prepared. This system

also provides LOG and HISTORY features to record the value of control variables as a

function of time.

Once all the connections, auxiliary and control systems were ready and veri�ed, we

started the �rst power up of the chamber at PSI. Since at the beginning of the test the

gas system was still being optimized, up to 500 V only He was used inside the wires

volume. Figure 6.7 shows the quenching e�ect of Isobutane just above 500 V for L3

currents (Section 7.1.1).

8http://lmu.web.psi.ch/docu/manuals/bulk_manuals/software/midas195/html/index.html. Maxi-
mum Integrated Data Acquisition System: a general-purpose system for event based DAQ in small
and medium scale physics experiments, developed at PSI and TRIUMF.
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Figure 6.9: HV conditioning from 700 to 850 V.

Figure 6.10: HV conditioning from 850 to 1000 V. The guards HV is increased from 100
to 400 V.
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The following plots show the currents of the six test HV channels9 as a function of

time during some of the steps of the HV ramp up to 1000 V. Figure 6.8 (left) shows a

typical example of HV conditioning: decreasing currents from ≈ 3 µA down to ≈ 500

nA at a constant HV value of 500 V. The time scale is ≈ 4 hours. The 2 µA level is

highlighted with the blue box. The Isobutane �ux had already started with more than

one volume completely exchanged. Figure 6.8 (right) shows the currents drop due to

conditioning at 600 V from ≈ 1 µA (peak on the left) down to ≈ 500 nA. The time scale

is highlighted with the black boxes, as well as the ramp at 700 V and the 1 µA level

(blue box). All values on the right are between 350 and 600 nA.

The same constant currents are visible in the �rst half of Figure 6.9, where the two

jumps at 800 V and 850 V are indicated at the center, together with the 700 nA level,

before a typical conditioning behaviour. The pattern on the left was found to be exactly

in phase with the power cycles of the air conditioning system. The full time scale is ≈ 16

hours and currents range from 300 nA to 500 nA at the end.

The last steps to reach 1000 V are shown in Figure 6.10, together with the progressive

ramp from 100 V up to 400 V of the two guard layers. Each jump is +50 V both for

anodes (blue) and guards (red).

Figure 6.11: First check of the peak-to-peak pedestal for 16 drift cells (left) with the full
data acquisition chain: CDCH + FE board + signal cable + DIFF-to-SE converter +
WDB. The peak-to-peak distribution ranged from≈ 8 mV to≈ 16.5 mV. The FFT (right)
on the 16-channel sum with PZC did not show particular high frequency structures.

Once reached 1000 V for anodes we performed a �rst check of the peak-to-peak

pedestal with the full data acquisition chain: CDCH + FE board + signal cable +

DIFF-to-SE converter + WDB. An example is shown in Figure 6.11 for 16 drift cells.

For this purpose we exploited the WaveDREAM Server (WDS), a web interface which

allows to use a WDB in oscilloscope mode. The peak-to-peak distribution ranged from

9The HV channels with the highest current values.
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≈ 8 mV to ≈ 16.5 mV and the FFT on the 16-channel sum with Pole-Zero Cancellation

(PZC) did not show particular high frequency structures.

6.2.3 HV con�guration for 2018 run

Above 1000 V several channels presented electrostatic instabilities. These showed up as

fast oscillating high currents, much above the values quoted in the previous Section, at

a level of 50 ÷ 150 µA. These instabilities were caused by anodes and cathodes in drift

cells getting closer and closer until they mechanically touched each other. Mechanical

tension for those particular wires was evidently not adequate to balance the cell. This

phenomenon gave rise to discharges, giving high currents. After the discharges anodes

and cathodes detached and the cycle started again. This was a reproducible threshold

process, triggered above a certain HV value. The only way to dump instabilities was to

lower HV at a level of 600 ÷ 800 V or turn HV o�. Sometimes the two involved wires

remained mechanically attached, producing a permanent short. We implemented a safety

feedback in the HV control software to protect CDCH: an over-current exceeding a preset

threshold (tipically 100÷ 150 µA) for a preset amount of time (tipically 500÷ 1500 ms),

produced a HV trip in the involved HV channel. HV in the whole chamber was switched

o� with a fast ramp down (tipically 50÷ 100 V/s) to avoid a non-balanced distribution

of HV.

The �nal result at +3.8 mm of wires elongation (Section 4.8) is shown in Figure 6.12

where the vertical scale ranges from 800 V to 1500 V. Each bin of the 2D histogram

represents one drift cell (as for all the successive plots of the same type). Reaching the

�nal HV values was very di�cult for the 4 innermost layers (L9, L8, L7, L6), due to

smaller drift cells (Table 4.1) which are more prone to instabilities. We reached 1250 V

for L9, L8, L7 and 1300 V for L6. The outermost layers (L4, L3, L2, L1) could instead

easily reach 1600 V (Section 6.3) without issues, but they were set at 1450 V to avoid

asymmetries. The intermediate L5 was left at 1400 V for a smooth transition from inner

to outer layers. Guard wires were set at 550 V and 750 V for the inner and outer layers

respectively.

The white cells in the histogram represent permanent shorts: 20 on L9, 12 on L8, 7

on L7, 14 on L6, 1 on L5, 4 on L4. The blue cells represent drift cells that are unstable

at the set HV values: 17 on L9, 1 on L7, 2 on L6, 1 on L5. Almost all of them are cells at

the border between two adjacent sectors. The reason is in the wire-PCBs geometry. The

two wire-PCBs belonging to two consecutive sectors do not follow the correct circular

shape in the border region, but take a tangent direction.
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Figure 6.12: Final HV map for 2018 run at +3.8 mm of wires elongation.

Figure 6.13: Deformation of wire-PCBs in the border region between two adjacent sectors
which caused the electrostatic instabilities of the involved drift cells.
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In Figure 6.13 an exaggerated example with the last guard layer just mounted on

CDCH is shown: exaggerated since when the PEEK spacers are mounted, the circular

shape is expected to be recovered. But some deformations O(a few hundred µm) still

remain and seem to be su�cient to cause the experienced weaknesses in smaller cells.

Figure 6.14: FE cards re-working to deal with permanent shorts (isolation) and weak
lateral cells (voltage divider).

Figure 6.15: CDCH ready for insertion into the COBRA magnet and integration in the
MEG II experimental apparatus.

We decided to deal with this issue by lowering HV only for the involved border drift

cells. In fact, every time we found an instability or a permanent short we proceeded to
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a re-working of the US FE cards, as shown in Figure 6.14. In case of a permanent short

we isolated that cell by lifting the pin and using a heat-shrink tube and kapton tape. In

case of an unstable lateral cell, we applied a voltage divider10 to ground to lower HV.

We also modi�ed the DS FE cards in a complementary con�guration. All the mounting

positions and connections were recorded in a dedicated database. Finally we closed the

endcaps with the CF outer extensions (Section 4.7). At this point CDCH was ready for

the insertion into the COBRA magnet (Figure 6.15).

As shown in Table 6.1, the HV point reached for the inner layers was below the

required working point for a gas mixture He:iC4H10 90:10.

6.3 First signals with cosmic rays

During HV tests CDCH signals with cosmic rays were observed. An external trigger

consisting in a timing coincidence of two plastic scintillators tiles (almost squared with

≈ 20 cm side) placed above and below the chamber was used. FE cards of L1 and L5 of

sectors covered by scintillators were connected to the data acquisition system.

Figure 6.16: First signals from cosmics with di�erent con�gurations: He:iC4H10 85:15
with L1 operated at 1500 V, 1550 V and 1600 V; He:iC4H10 90:10 with L5 at 1400 V.

We used two di�erent gas mixtures: He:iC4H10 85:15 with L1 operated at 1500/1550/1600
10In the picture we can see a 2/3 voltage divider: 1 GΩ resistor to ground and 500 MΩ resistor to

wire. Sometimes we put 1/3 dividers.
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V; He:iC4H10 90:10 with L5 at 1400 V11. Some examples of the �rst signals from cosmics

are shown in Figure 6.16. Amplitudes range from ≈ 20 mV to ≈ 50 mV in L5 and from

≈ 25 mV (1500 V) to ≈ 120 mV (1600 V) in L1.

During this test we also took pictures with a thermal camera of the sectors where the

active electronics was ON, as shown in Figure 6.17. Endcaps were opened at that moment

and the cooling system was OFF. The maximum temperatures were: TL1
MAX ≈ 40.5◦C

(outermost) and TL5
MAX ≈ 47◦C (middle of FE stack).

Figure 6.17: Thermal camera photos for L5 and L1 sectors where preampli�ers were ON.

6.4 Integration into the MEG II experimental apparatus

CDCH was ready for the insertion on October 1st 2018 (Figure 6.15). This operation

took place the day after, as scheduled. The CDCH sensitive volume was sealed, while the

inner target volume was protected with proper caps on both ends. By means of the main
11At this time the HV con�guration of Table 6.1 was not yet ready, thus we tried di�erent HV values

to check the signal amplitudes.
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Figure 6.18: CDCH insertion system: the rail through the inner volume (left) and the
trolley to slide CDCH inside COBRA (right).

crane of the Experimental Hall, the trolley with CDCH was transported inside the πE5

area and placed in front of COBRA on the DS side. The inner volume was opened and

a big rail was passed through both the magnet and the chamber (Figure 6.18). The rail

supports can be adjusted for centering. Another special trolley, supporting the chamber

from the inner volume, was used to move CDCH inside COBRA, sliding on the rail.

Once inside, the chamber was hanged to the COBRA structure and locked in the �nal

position through three big screws per side (Figure 6.19).

The chamber was then connected to the main gas system and the He �ux was im-

mediately restored. Some time was spent to �nd leakages and optimize the gas system

operation. Figure 6.20 shows the gas system stable with the nominal in�ow of 600 sccm

and a good out�ow around 550 sccm. The plot time scale is ≈ 5 days. We also connected

the patch panels to the HV crate and turned on HV up to 500 V (only He inside). No

broken wires were found.

The geometry survey with laser tracker inside the πE5 area was then performed

(Figure 6.21 left). The target system and the two monitoring cameras (Section 3.1)

were installed later on. The support for these devices is directly screwed to CDCH US

inner extension (Figure 6.21 right). A hydraulic piston can move the target from the

parking position (o� µ+ beam) to the nominal position at the center of the experimental
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apparatus. Feedthroughs for compressed He and cameras read out are placed in an

adapter �ange.

Figure 6.19: CDCH locked in the �nal position inside the COBRA magnet.

Figure 6.20: Gas system stable after optimization and leakages �xing with the nominal
in�ow of 600 ccm.

The DS pTC module was safely inserted below CDCH with no mechanical con�icts.

In 2019 also the US pTC module was inserted. RDC was then installed and successfully

connected to the DS CDCH �ange (Figure 6.22 left). On the DS side, the beam line
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is completed by the insertion system of the CW beam line (Section 2.2.1). On the US

side, the BTS magnet installation in the πE5 area was later completed, as shown in

Figure 6.22 (right). BTS is connected to the US CDCH �ange through a bellow system.

This operation completed the MEG II beam line (Figure 6.23): a Mylar foil separates

the target volume �lled with He from the BTS volume in vacuum.

Figure 6.21: Left: geometry survey with laser tracker on DS side. Right: target system
with the 2 monitoring cameras installed inside CDCH inner volume.

Figure 6.22: Left: RDC support structure connected to DS CDCH �ange. The RDC
detector is visible along the beam line. Right: BTS installed on US side.
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Figure 6.23: The MEG II beam line.

6.4.1 Cosmic Ray Counters (CRC) installation

Figure 6.24: Left: charge distribution after the HV tuning. Right: e�ect of HV tuning
on the relative hit rate as a function of the bar ID.

In order to have an external time-coincidence trigger for data taking with cosmic rays,

we refurbished 8 of the 4× 4× 80 cm3 scintillating bars of the MEG TC (Section 2.2.1):

PMTs coupling to scintillators, wrapping, HV and signal cables soldering. We found the

coarse HV working point for each individual bar with a 90Sr source and cosmic rays.
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We then re�ned the HV value to equilize the charge collected by each bar. The charge

distribution after the HV tuning is shown in Figure 6.24 (left). The e�ect of HV tuning

on the relative hit rate as a function of the bar ID is shown in Figure 6.24 (right). The

HV con�guration was the same for COBRA magnet ON and OFF since the TC PMTs

are rather insensitive to the magnetic �eld.

Figure 6.25: CRC bars mounted on support platforms above (left) and below (right) the
COBRA magnet.

Finally we prepared support platforms to install four bars above COBRA and 4

bars below, exploiting the available space on the opposite side of LXe calorimeter (Fig-

ure 6.25). The coverage is about [-40 cm, +40 cm] in z.

6.4.2 CDCH cabling and cooling system

Before starting the data taking, the last activities accomplished were: signal cabling

from CDCH endplates to WDB crates; routing of the pipes of the cooling system from

endplates to the chiller system; auxiliary cabling for T and RH sensors and piping for

the dry air distribution.

Signal cables were connected to FE boards; a total of 216 cables × 2 endplates were

mounted, which represents a full 2π cabling, despite upper sectors (≈ 1/3) are out of

the LXe γ acceptance (Chapter 7). All connections details were inserted in the MEG

database. A total of 3456 channels are needed for a 2π double-sided read out.
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Figure 6.26: Routing of DS (left) and US (right) signal cables.

Figure 6.27: Left: 3D-printed endcovers with grooves for cables and tubes �xation at the
endcaps level. Right: one of the WDB crates placed in the �nal position of the DAQ
racks inside πE5 area.

We decided to have a full cables coverage to test possible mechanical con�icts during

the pTC and RDC installations. This con�guration leaves also the possiblity of perform-
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ing, in the future, other physics studies, which require a coverage of the whole azimuthal

angle for e+ and e−, without the γ trigger of LXe, for example: the possible 8Be* de-

cay to an intermediate boson X(16.7 MeV) → e+e− (Atomki anomaly [14]) or µ → eX

decay, where X is an invisible particle.

Figure 6.26 shows the DS (left) and US (right) cables routing, which exploits dedi-

cated vertical rails. We used 3D-printed endcovers to close the endcap compartments.

They feature proper grooves for cables and tubes �xing (Figure 6.27 left). Figure 6.27

(right) shows one of the WDB crates placed in the �nal position of the DAQ racks inside

the πE5 area.

Figure 6.28: Control panel for the water cooling system.

The cooling system consists in a chiller12 with a heat removal power of 1200 W and

the water distribution panel with pipes up to CDCH endplates. Both devices were placed

inside the πE5 area on the DS side, as shown in Figure 6.28. Since the maximum pressure

guaranteed by the integrated pump is only 1 bar and the distance to reach CDCH is ≈ 10

m for the far US side, we added a volumetric pump. This ensures a constant �ow up to

10 bar. The control panel presents one �lter, three pressure gauges, two �owmeters, four
12JULABO FL1201: https://www.julabo.com/sites/default/�les/downloads/manuals/english/19514822-

V2.pdf
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isolation and two proportional manual valves to check and control the water �ux. A safety

bypass valve was added. Once adjusted, the system demonstrated to be quite stable, but

an upgrade to remotely-controlled sensors and valves is foreseen. We routed four 12 mm

pipes with thermal insulation to connect the chiller system to CDCH endplates: two cold

inlets and two warm outlets for DS and US sides. The circuit is �lled with demineralized

water with a little addition of glycol. Since a limited (192 cells) number of DAQ channels

was available, only a partial cooling test was done. Figure 6.29 shows the temperature

stability of the DS FE cards holders for 5 days with the preampli�ers and cooling system

switched on.

Figure 6.29: T stability of the DS FE cards holders for 5 days with the preampli�ers and
cooling system ON.

The whole MEG II experimental apparatus is placed inside a dedicated hut. Once

ready for data taking, the doors of the detector hut are closed and an air conditioning

system keeps the temperature around 20◦C.
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Chapter 7

First data taking with µ+ beam: the

engineering runs in 2018 and 2019

This Chapter is divided in three main parts:

1. Section 7.1 describes the 2018 engineering run with CDCH fully integrated in the

MEG II experimental apparatus for the �rst time, starting from the data taking

con�gurations. Both cosmic ray and Michel e+ data at varying µ+ beam intensities

are shown, for di�erent HV values and gas mixtures. The last part is dedicated to

the �rst gain studies.

2. Section 7.2 describes the CDCH re-opening operations during the �rst half of 2019.

Subsequently, the systematic HV tests at di�erent wires elongations to �nd the �nal

stable working point con�guration are presented. Finally, the new CDCH sealing

and integration in the experimental apparatus are described.

3. Section 7.3 describes the start of the 2019 engineering run, still ongoing at the

time of writing this Chapter. The structure of this Section is similar to that of

Section 7.1. Starting from a description of the read out con�gurations, HV scans

with cosmics and Michel positrons and µ+ beam intensity scans are presented. The

Chapter ends with preliminary gain comparisons between 2018 and 2019 data.

191
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7.1 2018 data taking

Figure 7.1: CDCH occupancy for signal (top left and middle) and Michel (top right and
bottom) e+. The acceptance region covered by LXe and projected in CDCH volume is
highlighted in the top left histogram.

The �rst CDCH data taking lasted two months, from November to December 2018. The

goal was to:

� perform a HV conditioning inside COBRA with/without the µ+ beam;
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� study the noise level in πE5 area;

� check the single or double-sided read out;

� acquire cosmic ray data with CRC trigger;

� perform the �rst Michel e+ DAQ with pTC trigger;

� perform the �rst gain studies.

The number of DAQ channels available for the 2018 run was limited to 192: six layers

in one sector with double side read out, as already said in Section 6.2.2.

When all the DAQ electronics will be available (∼ June 2020), the MEG II read

out will involve the 1152 drift cells belonging to the 2/3 lower sectors within the LXe

γ acceptance (Section 6.4.2). The expected CDCH occupancy for e+ signal is shown in

Figure 7.1 for the azimuthal (xy) and lateral (yz) views. The two black lines in the top

left histogram delimit the acceptance region covered by LXe and projected to the CDCH

volume, while the two red circles depict the trajectory of a signal e+ emitted from the

center of the µ+ stopping target, tangent to the acceptance edge lines.

The solid black circle de�nes the CDCH sensitive volume at the endplates, while the

2 dashed black circles de�ne the drift chamber sensitive volume at z = 0. The radial

dimensions of the CDCH volume at z = 0 and at z = endplates are highlighted by solid

black lines in the bottom pictures for signal and Michel positrons.

7.1.1 Read out con�gurations and gas mixtures

Figure 7.2: Azimuthal (US view) and unfolded planar views of the sectors from L9 to L4
with anomalous currents at low voltage. The possible entanglement zones caused by the
two segments of one broken wire are highlighted with the red circles.

Unfortunately in November 2018, at the �rst HV ramp up of the chamber for data

taking, several sectors from L9 to L4 gave currents of ≈ 1 µA at 10 V, as for a short
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circuit. Figure 7.2 shows the azimuthal (US view) and unfolded planar views of the sec-

tors and layers involved. The topology suggested one broken cathode wire. The possible

entanglement zones caused by the two segments of the broken wire are highlighted with

the red circles. Another of these events happened at the beginning of December, suggest-

ing another broken cathode wire. These breakages were con�rmed in 2019 re-opening,

as reported in Section 7.2. Anyway data taking went on with HV conditioning of the

external layers: L1, L2, L3.

Figure 7.3: E�ect of dry air �ushing inside the endcaps for L1: the residual leakage
currents on FE cards went down to a few nA level.

The high currents (≈ 20 µA) experienced while �ushing CDCH with He only (as

shown for example in Figure 6.7 for L3) rapidly disappeared just after the Isobutane �ux

started. The residual leakage currents on FE cards went further down to a few nA level

(as shown for example in Figure 7.3 for L1) when �ushing dry air inside the endcaps.

The nominal HV values set for the 2018 with a gas mixture He:iC4H10 90:10 were

(Figure 7.4 left) 800 V on outer guards, 1480 V on L1, L2, L3 (except the damaged parts)

and 920 V on L4, used as a guard layer. This con�guration, if compared to Table 6.1

which was instead reached in 2019, was certainly not optimal. A gas mixture He:iC4H10

93:7 was also used with the L1/L2/L3 read out, by lowering the nominal HV down to
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Figure 7.4: HV con�gurations for 2018 run due to wires breakages in November and
December for outer (left, He:iC4H10 90:10) and inner (right, He:iC4H10 93:7) layers.

1380 V for gain compensation due to the lighter gas mixture.

In order to maximize the acceptance for both cosmics and Michel e+, it was decided to

read out the 96 cells at the two ends of the three outermost layers of sectors 4 and 3 (US

view at z = 0). For analysis convention, from now on, CDCH plots will be shown with

the scheme shown in Figure 7.5: view from DS side (LXe on the left) and sectors de�ned

at z = 01. The rough positions of CRC and read out layers are visible. Considering the

stereo wires geometry for two sectors, the overlapping region between cells belonging to

consecutive layers is [-40 cm, +40 cm] in z. Anyway, since only three layers were read

out, a tracking test was not possible.

For a limited amount of time, in order to check the behaviour of the inner part of the

chamber, L8 and L6 were also powered up. Due to the problem experienced, we could

turn on only the sectors with the electric �eld balanced over the entire wires length, as

shown in Figure 7.4 (right). In this case the HV was set around 1250÷ 1300 V and the

gas mixture was �xed to He:iC4H10 93:7, to compensate for the lower gain due to the

decreased HV values.

Pedestal runs to check the noise level in the experimental environment opened the

data taking period. Subsequently cosmic ray data with CRC trigger were taken at

di�erent HV values and gas mixtures. Finally, Michel e+ data with pTC trigger were

taken at di�erent µ+ beam intensities, HV values and gas mixtures.

1In the MEG software the sector numbering starts from the �rst sector which is within the γ accep-
tance of LXe.
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Figure 7.5: Analysis convention for sectors numbering with DS view at z = 0.

7.1.2 Noise level

Figure 7.6: WF for 2 consecutive wires at both ends from a pedestal run with ≈ few
MHz noise.

Several pedestal runs with single-/double-sided read out, di�erent WDB gains and Pole

Zero Cancellation (PZC) levels were recorded. The aim was to check the noise level in

the experimental environment with a complete signal cabling and the COBRA magnet

ON. An example of waveform (WF) from a pedestal run is shown in Figure 7.6. The time

window is 800 ns with DAQ speed of 1.2 GSPS and the y axis is in [mV]. We noticed

a baseline oscillation at low frequency. This ≈ few MHz noise a�ected all runs taken in

2018. The pedestal amplitude at di�erent gains and PZC levels is shown in Figure 7.7.

The residual peak-to-peak noise amounts to ≈ 8 mV with RMS of ≈ 2 mV. The noise

amplitude and RMS became ≈ 19 mV and ≈ 5 mV at gain 5 (PZC 3 and 7).
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Figure 7.7: Pedestal amplitude at di�erent gains and PZC levels.

Figure 7.8: RMS of the baseline in a 200 ns interval for single- (left) and double- (right)
sided read out.

The RMS distribution of the baseline in a 200 ns interval is shown in Figure 7.8

for single- (left) and double- (right) sided read out. The noise is the same in both

con�gurations. The red histograms correspond to US signals (arbitrarily downscaled on
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the left plot), while the blue histograms to DS signals. We identi�ed the source of the

low frequency noise in a possible ground loop involving the intermediate DIFF-to-SE

stage. These additional converters will not be used in the �nal con�guration with WDBs

featuring the di�erential inputs.

7.1.3 HV scan with Cosmic Rays (CR)

The CRC installation, HV tuning and hit rate are presented in Section 6.4.1. By com-

bining the charge information collected by PMTs at both ends of the scintillating bars,

the hit position along the bar (L ≈ 80 cm) can be reconstructed.

Figure 7.9: E�ect of HV tuning (left) and the negligible e�ect of the COBRA magnet
(right) on hit position reconstruction along the CRC bars.

Figure 7.10: Linear correlation between the logarithmic charge ratio and hit position
along the CRC bars.
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Figure 7.9 shows the e�ect of HV tuning (left) and the negligible e�ect of the COBRA

magnet (right) on hit position along the CRC bars. Figure 7.10 shows the correlation

between the logarithmic charge ratio and the hit position. Under the assumption of a

single exponential attenuation of the scintillation light along the bars, the log of the ratio

of the charge amplitude at the two bars ends is expected to depend linearly on the z

position of the hit along the bar:

ln
A1

A2
= ln

e−z/λeff

e−(L−z)/λeff
=

L

λeff
− 2z

λeff
(7.1)

Figure 7.11: Examples from the online event display (top) of two CR events at 1480 V
(left) and 1500 V (right), together with CDCH occupancy (bottom) for the corresponding
runs (1000 events).
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By a linear �t to the distribution of Figure 7.10 one can extract the e�ective attenua-

tion length (a function of re�ection losses and bulk attenuation, assumed constant along

the bar) as: λeff ≈ −2/p1. The mean value for the 8 bars is λeff ≈ 0.717.

Figure 7.12: Example of plane and wires occupancy (L1, L2, L3) for a cosmics run.

Figure 7.13: Examples of signal WFs at 1450 V (left) and 1540 V (right) and a gas
mixture He:iC4H10 90:10, for both ends of three wires belonging to L2 with the high-pass
�lter OFF (top, blue box) and ON (bottom, green box).

Examples from the online event display (top) of two CR events at 1480 V (left) and
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1500 V (right) with a gas mixture He:iC4H10 90:10, together with CDCH occupancy

(bottom) for the corresponding runs (1000 events) are shown in Figure 7.11.

One drift cell has a hit if the WF exceeds a prede�ned threshold, typically ×5 the

RMS of the noise baseline. As further condition, the signal has to be over the threshold

for the consecutive three bins after the triggering one. An example of plane and wires

occupancy (L1, L2, L3) is shown in Figure 7.12 for a cosmic ray run.

Examples of signal WFs at 1450 V (left) and 1540 V (right) collected at both ends of

three wires belonging to L2 are shown in Figure 7.13 (top, blue box). As a quick solution

to cope with the low frequency noise, a high-pass �lter was aplied to WFs. The result is

shown in Figure 7.13 (bottom, green box). The signal amplitude at low gain is ≈ 20 mV

and at high gain is ≈ 200 mV.

The distributions of the signal amplitude for the read-out layers from the HV scan,

with the noise �lter, is shown in Figure 7.14 in logarithmic scale. The x axis is in [Volts].

In order to compare the pedestal and signal, amplitudes were evaluated for all WFs, with

and without hits. Red and blue histograms show the amplitudes from signals collected

from the US and DS wire ends respectively.

Figure 7.14: Distributions of the signal amplitude for the read-out layers from the HV
scan, with the noise �lter. In order to compare the pedestal and signal, amplitudes were
evaluated for all WFs, with and without hits. Red and blue histograms (overlap) show
the amplitudes from signals collected from the US and DS wire ends respectively.
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Figure 7.15: Same of Figure 7.14 with the US + DS summed WFs.

Figure 7.16: Signal amplitude (left, with high-pass �lter) and charge (right, with baseline
substraction) of summed WFs for L1, L2 and L3 at 1540 V.

Figure 7.15 shows the same with the US + DS summed WFs. Signal amplitude of

summed WFs for L1, L2 and L3 at 1540 V (high gain run) are shown in Figure 7.16

(left). As expected, the mean amplitude and thus the separation from pedestal increase

as the HV is set to higher values. Similarly, at �xed HV, the mean amplitude is higher

for L3 than L1, given the higher gain for inner layers (smaller cell dimension). These
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plots are used in Section 7.1.6 to extract a �rst gain estimate.

Figure 7.17: Hit time distribution for L1 at 1540 V (left). The CRC time is not sub-
tracted. The baseline �t (left) is performed out of the time window of good hits, [-650,-
350] ns for cosmics.

The high pass �lter works well for hit detection, but it worsens the evaluation of the

charge from the signal integral, since it can change the WF shape. In order to improve

this evaluation, a baseline substraction algorithm was implemented and applied to all

WFs. This algorithm, in presence of pile-up hits can create fakes, therefore it is not

suited for hit detection, but it is useful on clean CR data. The distribution of the hit

time with L1 at 1540 V is shown in Figure 7.17. The CRC time is not subtracted. The

baseline �t is performed out of the time window of good hits, [-650,-350] ns for cosmics,

using the following function:

b(t) = A0 +

2∑
i=1

[Ai cos(ωit) +Bi sin(ωit)] ; ωi =
iπ

T
(7.2)

The charge distributions for L1, L2 and L3 at 1540 V with the baseline subtraction

are shown in Figure 7.16 (right). The signal distribution for L3 (higher gain) is better

separated from the baseline.

By focusing on L3, a collection of charge distributions from the HV scan is shown

in Figure 7.18 with linear y axis. As expected, the separation from the baseline is more

marked as the HV increases. The same applies for the distributions of signal amplitudes at

di�erent HV values, shown in Figure 7.19 for L1, L2 and L3. For these plots the baseline

subtraction was applied. The gain curves obtained from a �t to these distributions with

a Pólya distribution (Appendix B) are shown in Section 7.1.6.
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Figure 7.18: Charge distributions for L3 from the HV scan with baseline subtraction.

Figure 7.19: Distributions of signal amplitudes for L1, L2 and L3 from the HV scan with
baseline subtraction.

7.1.4 µ+ beam intensity scan

Cosmic ray data were useful to perform the �rst CDCH gain studies at di�erent HV

points in a particularly clean environment. However, during the 2018 data taking period
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we performed scans by varying the µ+ beam intensity at �xed HV and also HV scan with

µ+ beam (Section 7.1.5). The aim was to check the behaviour of the drift chamber with

Michel e+ from µ+ decay on target. In particular we monitored the currents drawn by

the HV channels with the beam on. Three beam con�gurations were tested: low beam

intensity (1.34 × 107 µ+ stops/s), medium beam intensity (MEG beam, 3.14 × 107 µ+

stops/s), high beam intensity (MEG II beam, 7 × 107 µ+ stops/s). Figure 7.20 shows

the currents as a function of time for L1 (top), L2 (bottom left) and L3 (bottom right).

Figure 7.20: Gain curves at 1460 V for L1 (top), L2 and L3 (bottom left and right) as a
function of µ+ beam intensity.
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Di�erent colors belong to di�erent CDCH sectors. The HV was set to 1460 V and

the gas mixture was He:iC4H10 90:10. The time scale is ≈ 24 hours and the y axis is in

[µA]. From the nA baseline level without beam (�rst hours on the left), the three jumps

as the beam intensity changed are clearly visible.

Currents change proportionally to the beam intensity starting from ≈ 5 µA, with

multiplicative factors gBEAM of ≈ 2.3 and ≈ 2.2 respectively, in agreement with the µ+

�ux increase. The dispersion in the current values among sectors increases as the beam

�ux increases, but currents are stable when the beam is stable. The instantaneous drops

visible in the graph correspond to the beam spills to feed the UCN2 facility from HIPA.

The current drops to zero are exactly synchronized with the regular beam spills for UCN.

Currents return to the same values as the full beam is recovered. After about 4 hours

at low intensity, the HV channel connected to L1S3 (cyan curve in the top plot) showed

a rise in the drawn current up to ≈ 60 µA at high beam intensity, with an oscillating

behaviour and not proportional to particles �ux.

Figure 7.21: Left: Michel e+ signals at low intensity beam and a gas mixture He:iC4H10

90:10, collected on both ends of two adjacent wires belonging to L3 at 1460 V. Right:
wires occupancy for L1, L2 and L3 at 1460 V from Michel runs at MEG II intensity.

This unstable current did not stop as the beam was turned o�, while all the others

went to zero. The same behaviour was observed also in the HV channel connected to L2S5

(orange curve in the bottom left plot), while no anomalous current values were observed

in L3. Further considerations concerning this issue will be given in the Section 7.1.5.

2Ultra Cold Neutrons facility at PSI: https://www.psi.ch/en/ucn.
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The greater dispersion values for L3 currents can be due to the lower voltage applied to

L4 which is used as guard layer at 920 V, due to the wires breakages.

Some Michel e+ signals at low intensity beam, collected on both ends of two adjacent

wires belonging to L3 at 1460 V, are shown in Figure 7.21 (left). The amplitudes range

from ≈ 20 mV (below) to ≈ 40 mV (above). The wires occupancy for L1, L2 and L3

at 1460 V from Michel runs at MEG II intensity is shown in Figure 7.21 (right). As

expected, L3 has the higher occupancy.

Figure 7.22: µ+ beam scan for L1 at di�erent HV with a gas mixture He:iC4H10 93:7.

Figure 7.23: Michel e+ signals at MEG II beam intensity and a gas mixture He:iC4H10

93:7 (1380 V), collected on both ends of two adjacent wires belonging to L3.
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The µ+ beam scan was performed also with a gas mixture He:iC4H10 93:7. The gain

curves for L1 are shown in Figure 7.22. The time scale is ≈ 20 minutes and the y axis is

in [µA]. After an initial phase at 1340 V and high particles �ux, the HV was increased

to 1380 V. The transition from MEG II (7× 107 Hz) to the minimum (6× 106 Hz) beam

intensity leads to currents drop of a factor ≈ 10 starting around 25 µA, in agreement

with the µ+ �ux reduction. Again, the dispersion in the current values among sectors

decreases as the beam �ux is reduced. As intermediate step, the Beam Blocker (BB)

was closed and currents went to zero, with the exception of the anomalous current in

S3, which drops only by ≈ 10% down to ≈ 120 µA. Conversely, raising the HV by 40 V

leads to a doubling of the drawn currents (from ≈ 13 µA to ≈ 26 µA), as expected from

simulations (Section 7.1.6). This introduces the topic of the next Section, the HV scan

with µ+ beam.

Some Michel e+ signals at MEG II beam intensity and a gas mixture He:iC4H10 93:7

(1380 V), collected on both ends of two adjacent wires belonging to L3, are shown in

Figure 7.23. The amplitudes range from ≈ 20 mV (left) to ≈ 40 mV (right).

7.1.5 HV scan with µ+ beam

The gain curves at di�erent HV values with a beam rate of 7×107 µ+/s (MEG II) and a

gas mixture He:iC4H10 90:10 are displayed in Figure 7.24 for L1 (top), L2 (bottom left)

and L3 (bottom right). The time scale is ≈ 24 hours and the y axis is in [µA]. The HV

scan ranged from 1460 V to 1540 V. Each 20 V step was followed by an increase of the

drawn currents by a multiplicative factor gHV of ≈ 1.25, as expected from simulations

(Section 7.1.6). The current values start from ≈ 26 µA for L1, ≈ 32 µA for L2 and ≈ 46

µA for L3 respectively. The currents are stable at �xed beam/HV. The agreement with

simulations is better at lower gain, while at higher values the increase of the currents

for each HV step tends to saturate, deviating from the exponential behaviour. This may

be an indication of space charge e�ect at very high gain and particle �ux (Section A.3).

The regular UCN spills are clearly visible, together with the increasing dispersion in the

current values at higher HV.

The big oscillating current in L1S3 (cyan curve in the top plot) starts from ≈ 60

µA at lower voltage and exceeds 100 µA at higher voltage. The current level at 1460 V

and MEG II beam intensity is exactly around 60 µA, the same value found during the

µ+ beam intensity scan with the same conditions (Figure 7.20). With the beam o� all

the HV channels return to the nA level, with the exception of the anomalous one, which

drops only by lowering the HV to 1200 V.
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Figure 7.24: Gain curves at MEG II beam rate for L1 (top), L2 and L3 (bottom left and
right) as a function of HV with a gas mixture He:iC4H10 90:10.

Even S3 and S5 in L2 (orange and yellow curves in the bottom left plot) present

anomalous current levels. Instead there are no anomalous currents in L3. The complete

power down of the chamber was necessary to drive the big currents to zero, leading to a

Malter e�ect suspicion (Section 3.3.1 and [72]), despite CDCH was just turned on. This

needs more investigations.
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Figure 7.25: Gain curves at MEG II beam rate for L1 (top), L2 and L3 (bottom left and
right) as a function of HV with a gas mixture He:iC4H10 93:7.

The same measurements were repeated with a gas mixture He:iC4H10 93:7 at MEG

II beam intensity. This time the HV scan ranged from 1320 V to 1400 V, with steps

of 20 V. The results for L1 (top), L2 (bottom left) and L3 (bottom right) are shown in

Figure 7.25. The multiplicative factor gHV is around 1.3. Currents start around 10 µA,

13 µA and 20 µA for L1, L2 and L3 respectively. The time scale is ≈ 3 hours. Again,

the increasing dispersion in the current values at higher HV is visible. Coming back from

1400 V to 1380 V leads exactly to the same current level as before. The currents are

stable at �xed beam/HV.
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Figure 7.26: Simulated gain curves for L1 as a function of HV and 3 di�erent Isobutane
fractions (7%, 10% and 15%).

Figure 7.27: Gain curves at MEG II beam rate for L8 as a function of HV with a gas
mixture He:iC4H10 93:7.

Again, L1S3 presents an anomalous current. At the maximum HV value (1400 V)

S3 current has the same level (≈ 100 µA) it had for a gas mixture He:iC4H10 90:10

(Figure 7.24) at HV = 1540 V (the maximum). The simulated gain curves for L1 are
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shown in Figure 7.26. According to these curves, in order to get the same gain and thus

the same current level (for example 26 µA) for the two gas mixtures tested, the HV

applied should be around 1390 V for Isubutane fraction of 7% and around 1450 V for

Isubutane fraction of 10%. This is in good agreement with the experimental data. The

same currents behaviours described for L1 apply for the curves of Figure 7.25 (bottom)

for L2 (left) and L3 (right). S3 and S5 in L2 present anomalous current levels, while

there are no anomalous currents in L3.

The HV scan with the lighter gas mixture at high beam intensity was also repeated

for the inner layers. Figure 7.27 shows the current level in the 2 sectors of L8 read out

for 2018 run. HV was lowered from 1280 V down to 1260 V, with gHV ≈ 1.25 for each 10

V step, before the power shutdown of the chamber. The time scale is ≈ 24 hours. Again,

the stability at �xed beam/HV is con�rmed. Two typical WFs for L8 at 1280 V and L6

at 1300 V are shown in Figure 7.28. The signal amplitude at low gain is ≈ 15 mV.

Figure 7.28: Example of Michel e+ signal WFs for L8 at 1280 V (left) and L6 at 1300 V
(right) and a gas mixture He:iC4H10 93:7.

7.1.6 Gain studies

Figure 7.29: Simulated gain curves for an average cell dimension as a function of HV. A
change in the gas mixture by 3%, from 90:10 to 93:7, leads to a HV lowering of ≈ 55 V
at �xed gas gain. A factor of 2 in the gas gain also results in ≈ −55 V.
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The simulated single-electron gain curves for the innermost (L9) and outermost (L1)

CDCH layers are shown in Figure 6.3 for a gas mixture He:iC4H10 90:10. The same plots

were obtained for the other 7 layers. A change in the gas mixture of 3%, from 90:10 to

93:7, leads to a HV lowering of ≈ 55 V at �xed gas gain GMAX = 5×105 (Section 6.2.1),

as also shown in Figure 7.29 for average cell dimensions. A factor of two in the gas gain

also results in ≈ −55 V. A comparison between gain curves at three di�erent Isobutane

fractions (7%, 10% and 15%) is shown in Figure 7.26 for L1. The HV values scale by

≈ +10 V/layer going from the inner to the outer layer, as reported in Table 6.1.

The �rst experimental gain curve for a gas mixture He:iC4H10 90:10 was obtained

from the distributions of the signal amplitude As of all the summed (US + DS) WFs

from CR data, shown in Figure 7.15 for several HV values for L1, L2 and L3. Here

the high pass �lter was applied. By cutting As > 10 mV to eliminate the pedestal,

the resulting mean signal amplitude As as a function of HV is reported in Figure 7.30

(left). The exponential trend is visible up to 1520 V, with a more linear behaviour at

very high gain. The same plot was done for the distributions shown in Figure 7.19 for

the same gas mixture, where the baseline was subtracted. The exponential trend of the

mean amplitudes As as a function of HV, as extracted from a Pólya �t (Appendix B)

+ a gaussian pedestal, is shown in Figure 7.30 (right) for L1 (red), L2 (green) and L3

(blue) separately.

Figure 7.30: Gain curves with the mean amplitude as a function of HV from CR data.
Left: from distributions of all the summed (US + DS) WFs with the high-pass �lter.
Right: from Pólya �t of the (US + DS) WFs with the baseline subtraction for L1 (red),
L2 (green) and L3 (blue).
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Figure 7.31: Gain curve with the mean charge (Pólya �t) for L3 as a function of HV from
CR data. Here the baseline subtraction was applied. The point at 1480 V is excluded
since we can not separate the signal from the pedestal.

By applying the Pólya �t to the distributions of the signal charge Qs reported in

Figure 7.18 for L3 (with baseline subtraction), one can obtain the mean charge Qs as a

function of the HV applied. The resulting gain curve is shown in Figure 7.31. The point

at 1480 V is excluded since at this HV the signal can not be separated from the pedestal.

In order to convert As into the e�ective gas gain G and thus obtain a �rst calibrated

gain curve, the following strategy was used on CR data. The measured signal amplitude

is multiplied by the amplitude-to-charge conversion factor, which is obtained assuming

that the signal amplitude is a single cluster amplitude and estimating the response of

the FE ampli�cation stage from a simulation:{
As = GE Q

c

Qc = G N c
e e

→ G =
As

GE N c
e e

(7.3)

where GE is the FE electronics gain and Qc is the single cluster charge. From simu-

lation, the mean number of electrons per cluster N
c
e is 1.36, independent from the cosmic

ray energy. The electronics simulation includes all the stages starting from the theoreti-

cal hyperbolic signal shape (Section A.3), propagation in the drift cell, FE preampli�ers,

signal cable and DIFF-to-SE converters. Figure 7.32 shows the attenuation (red) of the

signal of 5 × 105 e− (green) due to propagation along a wire (≈ 3.5 ns), before the FE

ampli�cation stages. In blue, the pulse shaping due a bandwidth limited to 700 MHz is
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also shown. The measured total bandwidth due to the DIFF-to-SE converters is ≈ 422

MHz (Section 6.2.2) and the further attenuation is taken into account. The vertical axis

is in [mV] and the horizontal axis in in [ns]. The red curve is then given as input to the

preampli�cation stage simulation to extract an estimate of the conversion factor: 0.545

mV/fC. Anyway, a direct measurement of the full DAQ chain with a calibrated charge

pulse is presently going on for a check of the conversion factor.

Figure 7.32: Attenuation (red) of the signal of 5 × 105 e− (green) due to propagation
along a wire (≈ 3.5 ns), before the FE ampli�cation stages. In blue, the pulse shaping
of a 700 MHz bandwidth.

Figure 7.33: Gain vs. HV from CR data. Left: from amplitude conversion (Figure 7.30
right) for L1 (red), L2 (green) and L3 (blue). Right: from charge conversion (Figure 7.31)
for L3.
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The gain curves obtained from amplitude measurements (Figure 7.30 right) by using

this factor are shown in Figure 7.33 (left). These curves show that the desired (5× 105)

gain is reached around 1480 V for L1, in good agreement with Table 6.1. A similar HV

value is needed for L2, while lower ones are necessary for inner layers.

A similar strategy was used to convert Qs into gas gain. The measured signal integral

is multiplied by the integral-to-charge conversion factor, which is computed by estimating

the average number of electrons per hit, the primary charge N
hit
e , whose calculation

is described in the following. The number of ionization clusters per cm, the speci�c

ionization N , for cosmics as a function of energy, shown in Figure 7.34 (left) for the gas

mixture He:iC4H10 90:10, was obtained with a Gar�eld++3 simulation. The number of

clusters per cm is parametrized as: N = fHeNHe + fIsoNIso, a function of the speci�c

ionization per fraction of He and Isobutane (as already reported in Section 3.3.1). The

distribution of the number of clusters per cosmics hit is shown in Figure 7.34 (right).

The mean value is N
hit
c = 21, thus the expected number of electrons per hit is N

hit
e =

N
c
e × N

hit
c = 28.6, where N

c
e = 1.36 is de�ned in the Equation 7.3. The gain curve

obtained from charge measurements (Figure 7.31) by using the resulting conversion factor

is shown in Figure 7.33 (right). The starting gain point at 1500 V is similar to that

obtained from As for L3, just above 106. Then the charge curve tends to saturate at

higher HV values, more than the amplitude curves. The gap factor becomes ≈ 1.38 at

1540 V. Anyway, the gain is too high within the range just presented. By extrapolating

this gain curve to lower HV, one can expect a good agreement with the values presented

in Table 6.1.

Figure 7.34: Left: number of ionization clusters per cm (speci�c ionizationN) vs. cosmics
energy. Right: distribution of the number of clusters per cosmics hit.

3Interfaced with Heed program to simulate ionisation of gas molecules by particles traversing the
chamber.
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7.2 CDCH re-opening

The experienced electrostatic instabilities at +3.8 mm of wires elongation and the possible

two wires breakages in November and December 2018 convinced the CDCH group to

extract the chamber from COBRA and re-open it in February 2019 to remove the broken

wires and to perform several systematic HV tests at di�erent lengths/wires elongations

in order to experimentally �nd the �nal stable working point con�guration. The 2019

activities described below can be considered as a second CDCH commissioning before

the new integration into the experimental apparatus.

In January 2019, after the pTC and RDC removal, we re-opened the endcaps and

disconnected all the signal cables and services: cooling, dry air, sensors. The extraction

from COBRA was safely completed on February 1st 2019, following the inverse procedure

described in Section 6.4. CDCH was immediately transported outside the πE5 area and

temporarily housed inside the barrack used for 2018 commissioning activities. The wires

volume was sealed with He inside during the extraction. Once in the barrack the He

�ux was restored and we completed the endcaps disassembling. We disconnected the CF

outer extensions, uplugged the 432 FE boards and removed the holders with the cooling

and dry air pipes. Finally, the Al inner extensions were removed. In view of CDCH

re-opening, we prepared a cleanroom at PSI, made available by the PSI detector group.

All the tools used for CDCH assembly (Section 4.5) and broken wires extraction

(Section 5.1), including dehumidi�ers, were transported to PSI. In Figure 7.35 one can

see the support structure to reinsert the central structural shaft inside the chamber, the

rails to slide the chamber and the reference base for CDCH assembly.

Figure 7.35: Auxiliary tools for CDCH assembly inside the PSI cleanroom in view of
CDCH re-opening.
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Figure 7.36: The special trailer with adjustable loading level exploited to transport
CDCH from the Experimental Hall to the cleanroom.

A 90 mm Bosch pro�les structure with concrete pillars was used to replace the granite

table used at Pisa. Each pillar has an adjustable height thanks to a big screw with �ne

thread. A spherical joint between the head of the screw and the table ensured centering.

We used a centesimal bubble level to �ne tune the pillars and have a very good table

leveling. As scheduled, the transport arrived at PSI on 12 February 2019. Then we

completed the preparation of the PSI cleanroom, which has a class 1000 certi�cation4.

The CDCH transport from the Experimental Hall (west side of PSI) to the cleanroom

was safely carried out on 27 February 2019. We exploited a special trailer available at

PSI featuring an adjustable loading level (Figure 7.36). CDCH was on the special trolley

(Figure 6.15 in Section 6.2.3) and locked with belts. Pillows below the wheels were

used to dump possible shocks. The wires volume was sealed with He inside during the

transport.

4Max ≈ 1000 particles/ft3 with dimension ≥ 0.5 µm. We con�rmed the performances through
particulate counting measurements with all the material inside.
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Figure 7.37: RH and T monitoring inside the cleanroom for about 2 months.

We continuously monitored the Relative Humidity level (RH, left) and Temperature

(T, right) inside the cleanroom, as shown in Figure 7.37: the plots have the same time

scale which lasts about 2 months. The air treatment system of the cleanroom has a

feedback control based only on T, set to 21◦C. RH ranged from ≈ 20% (cold temperature

outside) to ≈ 60% (warm temperature outside). CDCH was sealed most of the time in the

last period. Three dehumidi�ers were put close to the chamber as safety devices in view

of re-opening. After the transport, the procedure to reinsert the shaft (the inverse of that

described in Section 4.6) started. After connecting the coupling �anges to endplates we

put the chamber on the assembly table (Figure 7.38 left) and connected the turnbuckes

to the external endplates, without pre-loading.

Figure 7.38: Left: CDCH on the assembly table after reinserting the shaft and connecting
the turnbuckles to the external endplates. Right: after re-opening.
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Figure 7.39: Top: spherical corner cube used as touching device to de�ne the endplates
circles and planes and so the CDCH cylindrical shape (axis, length). Bottom: example
of supports for spherical corner cubes all around the cleanroom to connect di�erent
measuring stations during the survey campaign with laser tracker.

We in fact decided to exploit the PSI survey group to measure the CDCH geometry

before re-opening. The aim was to verify the mechanical stabilty of the chamber during

the 2018 run. For this purpose we placed several supports for spherical corner cubes

on the chamber and around it to connect di�erent measuring stations during the survey

campaign with a laser tracker. A small spherical corner cube was used as touching

device to de�ne the endplates circles and planes and so the CDCH cylindrical shape

(axis, length), as shown in Figure 7.39 and described in Section 4.8. In order to have a

good optical access to all the spokes, four measuring stations were used. We also glued

a little magnet with spherical seat to each spoke. This con�guration enabled us to get a

live measurement of the changing length of the chamber during the successive stretching

procedures. Table 4.9 (Section 4.8) summarizes the �nal CDCH geometry measured

in Pisa. The new measurement performed at PSI on 7 March 2019 with a di�erent

measuring tool and after many handling operations (transport to PSI, extensions, shaft,

insertion/extraction from COBRA) returned a length of 1992.855 mm and an angle

between the two endplates planes of 0.006◦. Projecting this value to the outer endplate

ring (diameter of about 60 cm) a parallelism of ≈ 60 µm, compatible with that obtained

at Pisa, is derived.
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This was a very important achievement: the �rst proof that CDCH mechanics is

adequate and can sustain all the handling operations during a MEG II run.

CDCH was safely re-opened on 12 March 2019, following the inverse procedure de-

scribed in Section 4.6. We loaded the turnbuckles, cut away the ThreeBond glue sealing

and removed the CF shells. Figure 7.38 (right) shows the chamber just re-opened. The

longitudinal wires tension is now beared by turnbuckles and external endplates. We saw

two broken wires inside the chamber, as expected by the topology of the two shorts

events experienced (Section 7.1.1). By using the extraction tool described in Section 5.1,

we removed the four wire pieces and controlled them with an optical microscope. The

breaking points showed the presence of the same contamination residuals of Figure 5.6.

7.2.1 The �nal working point search

The experimental setup for the working point search is shown in Figure 7.40. A temporary

sealing with the CF shells allowed us to �ux Nitrogen inside the wires volume through

a PC-controlled �owmeter. An Aluminum tape was applied all around the CF-endplate

perimeter and on the longitudinal CF junctions. Then 216 FE cards were mounted in

the US side for the following HV tests. HV was supplied by the HV crate through the

patch panels, as described in Section 6.2.2.

Figure 7.40: Experimental setup for the working point search: CDCH temporarily sealed
with CF + Al tape and N �ux (left); US endplate with the 216 FE boards plugged for
the HV tests at di�erent lengths.

Before starting each test, we modi�ed the chamber length to the desired value with the
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laser tracker survey, as described above in Section 7.2. We also tuned each turnbuckle

to recover a good endplates alignment. The accuracy in these measurements is ≈ 20

µm. As already mentioned in Section 5.5, two wires elongations were tested: +4.8 mm

and +5.6 mm. These values correspond to +1 mm and +1.8 mm beyond the 2018

run con�guration. Furthermore we extra-stretched the chamber to +6 mm (75% of the

elastic limit) to �nd other weak wires, before returning to the �nal length. After every

stretching procedure we experienced the breakage of some wires. Before performing HV

tests we extracted all the wire pieces (Section 5.1) to avoid any shorts to ground. Under

the optical microscope they always looked like in Figure 5.6, showing that breakages are

always due to chemical corrosion.

The systematic broken wires extraction took most of the time in April and May 2019.

We tried to perform this operation in the fastest possible way, compatibly with a safe

wires extraction, in order to keep the chamber the shortest possible time in direct contact

with the humid atmosphere (Section 5.5 for details).

E�ect Fluctuation HV change

atmospheric pressure 5% (970÷ 1020 mbar) 50 V

Isobutane fraction 1% 20 V

cell deformation 20 V

ageing (3 years) 30 V

Table 7.1: Possible variations/e�ects taken into account to de�ne the safety HV values
reported in Table 7.2.

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9

1580 V 1570 V 1560 V 1550 V 1540 V 1530 V 1520 V 1510 V 1500 V

Table 7.2: Safety HV con�guration: the CDCH goal with the new �nal length.

As aforementioned in Section 6.2.1, according to simulations and measurements, our

best estimate of HV giving an average gain GMAX = 5 × 105, with a gas mixture

He:iC4H10 90:10, is summarized in Table 6.1 (Section 6.2.1). HV values scale by ≈ +10 V

going from the inner (≈ 1390 V) to the outer layer (≈ 1465 V). Given the CDCH design,

these HV values should already be attainable, as shown in Figure 4.22 (Section 4.3.3)

for L9. However, due to the radial placement uncertainties of wire-PCBs mounted in the

chamber, shown in Figure 4.41 (Section 4.5.3), a wire elongation of +3.8 mm was not

su�cient to guarantee the CDCH electrostatic stability for the inner layers, as described
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in Section 6.2.3. Furthermore, in order to compensate for possible e�ects/�uctuations

summarized in Table 7.1, the safety HV values shown in Table 7.2 were set as the goal

to be reached by CDCH layers. They constitute a safety margin of more than +100 V

above the working point of Table 6.1.

HV test at L0 + 4.8 mm (+1 mm with respect to 2018 run)

Figure 7.41: Comparison between the HV map at L0 + 3.8 mm (left) and at L0 + 4.8
mm (right). FE cards were mounted in the same position of 2018 run, i.e. with the same
modi�cations to isolate drift cells with permanent shorts (≈ 60) or to lower HV in the
unstable drift cells at the border between two adjacent sectors (≈ 20).

The HV point reached during the �rst commissioning in 2018 at L0 + 3.8 mm is shown

in Figure 6.12 and described in Section 6.2.3. The result of the new HV test at L0 + 4.8

mm is displayed in Figure 7.41.

To speed up the test we mounted the FE cards in the same position of 2018 run, i.e.

with the same modi�cations to isolate drift cells with permanent shorts (≈ 60) or to lower

HV in the unstable drift cells at the border between two adjacent sectors (≈ 20). After

the stretchings, the number of permanent shorts dropped to 11; we therefore recovered

most of the unstable drift cells (see below). The result of the HV test was much better

than 2018, but still the inner layers could not reach the safety HV point.

Figure 7.42 helps to undertand the HV values reached in each sector/layer before

instabilities. Green color means that the safety goal (shown in the �rst column) is

reached without problems for those cells. Each sector in one layer (corresponding to
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one cell in the table) was connected to one HV channel, with the exception of those

highlighted with black boxes, which instead were connected to the same HV channel for

2018 run (see Section 6.2.2 for further details). The lowest HV value, highlighted in red,

corresponds to the row of green cells in L9S5 of Figure 7.41 (right). Since HV supply is

common for one layer in one sector, even only one weak cell forces us to keep HV lower

in this position.

Figure 7.42: HV values reached at +4.8 mm in each sector/layer before instabilities.

HV test at L0 + 5.6 mm (+1.8 mm with respect to 2018 run)

Figure 7.43 summarizes the result of the HV test at L0 + 5.6 mm. Almost all the layers

could reach the safety HV point, but L9S5 still was the weakest. A more accurate cell-by-

cell HV test was performed to try and reduce the cell ine�ciency for the two innermost

layers (Table 4.1), trying to recover cells that were masked in 2018 run.

We modi�ed two FE boards to drive di�erent HV values to each 8 × 2 anode wires

in one sector. These boards were used to scan all the 192 × 2 cells in L9 and L8 by

substituting in sequence for each sector the modi�ed board with those usually present

in that sector. The result is shown in Figure 7.44 (not to scale). The two weak cells

responsible for the black values in Figure 7.43 are highlighted with blue circles. The cell

ine�ciency at the safety HV point was εL9−L8
S = 7%: 27/384 (20 for L9 and 7 for L8)

did not reach it; 8/27 had a discrepancy within 5÷ 20 V below the safety point.
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Figure 7.43: HV values reached at +5.6 mm in each sector/layer before instabilities.

Figure 7.44: Result of the cell-by-cell HV test at +4.8 mm for L9 and L8.

We repeated the measurement also at the working HV point (Table 6.1). The cell

ine�ciency bacame εL9−L8
W = 3%: 12/384 (8 for L9 and 4 for L8) did not reach it; 11/12

had a permanent short.

The cell-by-cell HV test was extended also to L7 and L6 to cover and characterize the
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inner part of the chamber, the critical one for 2018 run. By considering the four inner

layers, the cell ine�ciencies became: εL9−L6
S = 4%: 31/768 (20 for L9; 7 for L8; 3 for L7;

1 for L6); εL9−L6
W = 1.8%: 14/768 (8 for L9; 4 for L8; 1 for L7; 1 for L6).

The e�ect of cell ine�ciency in L9 and L8 on e+ reconstruction with respect to results

shown in Table 3.3 (Section 3.4) is summarized in Table 7.3. Since the e�ect is negligible,

it was decided to use a wires elongation of +5.6 mm as the �nal CDCH length.

εacceptance εCDCH εe σp/RMSp
(%) (%) ± 0.2% (%) ± 0.2% (keV) ± 0.4

91.3 75.8 63.4 87.5

(+0.3%)

σθ/RMSθ σφ/RMSφ σz/RMSz σy/RMSy
(mrad) ± 0.03 (mrad) ± 0.03 (mm) ± 0.01 (mm) ± 0.01

6.22/6.88 5.77/6.51 1.38/1.59 0.73/0.83

(≈ +0%) (+1%) (+0.7%) (+1%)

Table 7.3: E�ect of cell ine�ciency in L9 and L8 on e+ reconstruction with respect to
results shown in Table 3.3.

Over-stretching at +6 mm and �nal HV map

In order to �nd other weak wires and have a safety margin against other possible break-

ages, we kept CDCH over-stretched at +6 mm (75% of the elastic limit, +2.2 mm beyond

the 2018 run con�guration) for about three weeks. After removing the weak broken wires,

we closed the chamber with the CF shells and started the Nitrogen �ux. No more wire

broke later on. We shortened the chamber to the �nal length and recovered the good

endplates alignment with the laser tracker survey.

Before the new sealing, a cell-by-cell test of the whole chamber at the safety HV point

was performed. The �nal HV map with CDCH at +5.6 mm is displayed in Figure 7.45.

This histogram con�rmed that we reached a good stable working point. On the left, the

+10 V scaling (Table 7.2) from L9 (1500 V) to L1 (1580 V) is visible. The plot on the

right shows the (HV reached − safety HV) vs. layers. The 13 white cells are due to the

permanent shorts. The weak cells are highlighted with colors di�erent than red.

The total cell ine�ciencies are mainly due to L9 and L8 and marginally to L7 and

L6: εCDCHS = 1.8%: 31/1728 (20 for L9; 7 for L8; 3 for L7; 1 for L6); εCDCHW = 0.8%:

14/1728 (8 for L9; 4 for L8; 1 for L7; 1 for L6).
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Figure 7.45: Result of the cell-by-cell HV test for the whole chamber once returned at
+5.6 mm from the over-stretching at +6 mm. The +10 V scaling (Table 7.2) from L9
(1500 V) to L1 (1580 V) is visible on the left. The plot on the right shows the (HV
reached − safety HV) vs. layers. The 13 white cells are due to the permanent shorts.
The weak cells are highlighted with colors di�erent than red.

Figure 7.46: FE board re-working to drive one weak cell with a lower HV from the DS
side with a dedicated HV channel.

The complete map allowed us to recover the FE cards modi�ed for 2018 run (Sec-

tion 6.2.3). In order to deal with the 13 weak cells (9 on L9; 2 on L8; 2 on L7), we

decided to modify the corresponding boards to drive a lower HV from the DS side with

dedicated HV channels, exploiting the �nal con�guration with three patch panels. Fig-

ure 7.46 shows an example of the re-working done to supply a weak lateral cell. The DS
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board (right) has all the powering resistors removed except one. The US board (left) is

modi�ed in a complementary way.

With the proper wires stretching the time needed to reach the HV working con�gu-

ration is ≈ a few minutes, against ≈ 1 month in 2018.

7.2.2 New sealing and integration into the experimental apparatus

Figure 7.47: Left: shaft just extracted. Right: CDCH sealed with the inner extensions
mounted, ready for the new transport to the Experimental Hall.

The new CDCH sealing started immediately after the conclusion of the HV tests just

described. We followed the same series of operations reported in Section 4.6. The wires

volume was continuously �ushed with Nitrogen. After the CF shells mounting, applica-

tion of the ThreeBond glue, turnbuckles and external endplates removal, we proceeded

with the delicate shaft extraction and inner extensions connection (Figure 7.47). Before

the new transport to the Experimental Hall, a �nal geometry survey was performed (see

also Figure 4.62). The result is summarized in Table 7.4 (second row), together with

the previous result with turnbuckles still loaded (�rst row). The shortening due to the

adjustment of the CF structure was found to be −30 µm per side and the azimuthal tilt

angle between the endplates was determined to be 0.049◦.

The chamber was temporarily stored again inside the barrack used for 2018 commis-

sioning. With He �uxed inside the chamber, we performed a complete leak test with

a sni�er, con�rming good sealing. We then performed the installation of the endcaps

services, as described in detail in Section 4.7.
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Wires US endplate DS endplate Endplates Maximum radial

elongation planarity planarity parallelism deformation

+5.598 mm ±35 µm ±45 µm 179.997◦ −150 µm (US + DS)

+5.536 mm ±60 µm ±85 µm 179.994◦ −250 µm (US + DS)

Table 7.4: Final CDCH geometry measured at PSI (second row) and the previous mea-
surement with turnbuckles still loaded (�rst row).

Figure 7.48: Last check of the 11 remaining permanent shorts. The resistance values
measured (the range is indicated in [Ω] by the vertical color axis) suggest that the involved
wires remained attached at CDCH center where drift cells sizes are smaller.

We also checked the 11 (6 on L9, 3 on L8, 1 on L7, 1 on L6) remaining permanent

shorts (Figure 7.48): by measuring the anode resistance to ground one can obtain the

z coordinate of the wire contact. The resistance is indicated in [Ω] by the vertical color

axis. The resistance values measured (≈ 1/2 of the total wire resistance) suggest that the

involved wires remained attached at CDCH center, where drift cells sizes are smaller. All

the 432 FE cards for 2019 data taking were then mounted and HV cables connected. All

the mounting positions and connections were recorded in a dedicated database. Before

closing the endcaps with the CF extensions, a last check at the HV working point was

performed. The result is shown in Figure 7.49. Cell ine�ciency became εCDCHW = 1.3%:

22/1728 (16 for L9 + 4 for L8 + 1 for L7 + 1 for L6). The worsening with respect to

Figure 7.45 is due to CDCH shortening after turnbuckles removal. The HV setting for
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the guards is 700 V. This was the starting HV con�guration for 2019 run.

Figure 7.49: Last check of the HV working point before the new CDCH integration into
the MEG II experimental apparatus and the 2019 data taking run.

The details of the procedure for CDCH insertion into COBRA and the integration

into the experimental apparatus are reported in Section 6.4. The �rst step was safely

accomplished (no wires breakages occurred) on 7 August 2019 and the chamber was

immediately connected to the gas system. Then the signal cabling and cooling piping

was carried out. The last step before the completion of the MEG II beam line was the

geometry survey in πE5 area on September 3rd 2019. Before starting the data taking

we mounted again the CRC bars below and above COBRA for cosmic ray triggering

purposes.

7.3 2019 data taking

7.3.1 Read out con�gurations and noise level

At the time of writing this Section the 2019 engineering run is ongoing. The planned

duration is from October to December. Anyway we report some preliminary plots, start-

ing from the data taking con�gurations. Unfortunately, due to the lack of WDBs with

di�erential input (Section 6.2.2), even this year the number DAQ channels is limited to

192 (at least in the �rst part of the run). Thus, in order to maximize the acceptance for

both cosmics and Michel e+, we decided to prepare two read out con�gurations of 96 cells

each (double-sided read out), both in S4 considered at z = 0. As shown in Figure 7.50
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(US view), the outer con�guration covers from L1 (outermost) to L6 and the inner one

from L4 to L9 (innermost). Three layers are in common between the two read outs.

The gas mixture is He:iC4H10 90:10. Since we experienced some FE issues on L7S4, we

shifted to S5 the coverage of L7. In this con�guration the signal read out of all the nine

layers is ensured.

Figure 7.50: The two read out con�gurations for 2019 data taking.

Figure 7.51: Raw amplitude spectrum of all the summed WFs for the outer (left) and
inner (right) read outs from CR data.

The main aim is to perform more complete gain studies on all the cells layers with

respect to the 2018 run (Section 7.1.1). The nominal starting con�guration for HV

(Working Point, WP from now on) is that of Table 6.1. HV scans around the WP in

steps of 10 V for each layer, at (WP + 10V), (WP - 10 V) and (WP - 20 V) were performed
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with cosmic rays (CR) and also together with µ+ beam intensity scans. During the beam

scans the con�guration (WP - 30 V) was added. For analysis convention, from now on,

CDCH plots will be shown with the scheme depicted in Figure 7.5: view from DS side

(LXe on the left) and sectors de�ned at z = 0. Considering the stereo wires geometry for

one sector, the overlapping region between cells belonging to consecutive layers is [-20

cm, +20 cm] in z.

Figure 7.52: Baseline level for all the layers of the outer (left) and inner (right) con�gu-
rations, centered around zero after subtraction of the low frequency noise.

Figure 7.53: Residual ≈ 2 mV noise for all the layers of the outer (left) and inner (right)
con�gurations, after the baseline subtraction.

Since we are still using the intermediate DIFF-to-SE converters, all the waveforms

(WFs) are a�ected by the ≈ few MHz low frequency noise experienced in 2018 (Sec-

tion 7.1.2) and reported in Figure 7.6. In order to deal with this oscillating baseline we
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use the high-pass �ltering and baseline subtraction algorithm, described in Section 7.1.3.

Figure 7.51 shows the raw amplitude spectrum of all the summed WFs for the outer (left)

and inner (right) read outs from CR data.

Work is needed to improve the noise level, in order to have a better pedestal-signal

separation. Figure 7.52 shows the distribution of the baseline level for all the layers of

the outer (left) and inner (right) con�gurations, centered around zero after subtraction

of the low frequency noise. The residual ≈ 2 mV noise distribution after the baseline

subtraction is shown in Figure 7.53 for all the layers of the outer (left) and inner (right)

con�gurations.

7.3.2 Cosmic Rays (CR)

Examples from the online event display (left) of two CR events at WP, together with

some of the corresponding signal WFs (right) collected at both ends of two consecutive

wires of L4 and L5, are shown in Figure 7.54 and Figure 7.55 for the outer and inner

read outs respectively. The time window is 800 ns and the y axis is in [mV]. The peaks

level is indicated with the blue arrows and boxes.

Figure 7.54: Online event display (left) of one CR event at WP for the outer read out,
together with some of the corresponding signal WFs (right) collected at both ends of two
consecutive wires of L4.
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Figure 7.55: Online event display (left) of one CR event at WP for the inner read out,
together with some of the corresponding signal WFs (right) collected at both ends of two
consecutive wires of L5.

Figure 7.56: Currently accumulated statistics for CR at WP for the outer (left) and inner
(right) con�gurations.

The currently accumulated statistics for CR at WP is shown in Figure 7.56 for the

outer (left) and inner (right) con�gurations. We noticed that only one half of L2 presents

hits. After investigations we found that the problem is in the bad connection between

the HV cable and the corresponding FE board which is not therefore properly powered.
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This problem will be �xed in January 2020, when we can have access to the endcaps

and �x the bad connection. Translating the histograms of Figure 7.56 in plane and wire

occupancy, we obtain the plots of Figure 7.57 and Figure 7.58 for the outer and inner

read outs respectively.

Figure 7.57: Plane and wire occupancy from Figure 7.56 (left).

Figure 7.58: Plane and wire occupancy from Figure 7.56 (right).

One can compare Figure 7.57 with Figure 7.12 obtained in 2018. Even if the com-

parison involves just three layers and the presence of the HV issue in L2 this year, the
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histograms are in agreement after hit scaling. Looking at the inner con�guration, L5 and

L6 result more e�cient than the adjacent L4. This behaviour is not seen with the outer

read out, where the e�ciency seems correct and the expected scaling from outer to inner

layers is visible. Similar considerations hold for the two plots of Figure 7.59, where the

normalized plane occupancy is reported for the outer (left) and inner (right) read outs.

Here all the 4 HV con�gurations are considered, highlighted with di�erent colors: WP

in black, (WP + 10 V) in blue, (WP - 10 V) in red, (WP - 20 V) in green. From the HV

scan it seems evident that we still have to tune the HV for each layer to compensate for

possible ine�ciencies.

Figure 7.59: Normalized plane occupancy from the HV scan (di�erent colors) with CR
for the outer (left) and inner (right) read outs.

A preliminary plot with the mean signal amplitude as a function of the nine drift cells

layers is shown in Figure 7.60. Each color means a di�erent HV con�guration: WP in

green, (WP + 10 V) in red, (WP - 10 V) in blue, (WP - 20 V) in black. All the currently

collected runs with CR data are considered. This is the �rst comparison among signals

belonging to every layer. These experimental points can help us to better tune the HV in

the future to equalize the gain, especially for the three inner layers where the WP seems

worse than other HV con�gurations. Another important planned test is to take data at

di�erent HV for the guard layers, to improve gain balancing, especially for the extreme

L9 and L1.

Other interesting plots are the time distributions of hits for di�erent layers. Fig-

ure 7.61 shows the raw hit time distributions for L1 (left) and L6 (right) from CR data

at WP. Figure 7.62 shows the same for L7 (left) and L9 (right). The x axis is in [µs] and

the range is 800 ns. The CRC time is not subtracted. This is a preliminary analysis since

some fake hits have to be �ltered away, but still we can appreciate the di�erent width of
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the time distributions, directly correlated to the cell dimensions, highlighted on each plot

at z = 0. The cell width at CDCH center is considered since the CRC trigger bars cover

a longitudinal portion of about [-40 cm, +40 cm]. Furthermore, as already mentioned in

Section 7.3.1, considering the stereo wires geometry for 1 sector, the overlapping region

between cells belonging to consecutive layers is [-20 cm, +20 cm] in z.

Figure 7.60: Preliminary plot with the mean signal amplitude as a function of the nine
drift cells layers. Each color means a di�erent HV con�guration. All the currently
collected runs with CR data are considered.

Figure 7.61: Raw hit time for L1 (left) and L6 (right) from CR data at WP. The ≈ 18%
scaling of the distribution width from L1 to L6 (outer read out) is visible. This is due to
the di�erent cell dimensions, highlighted in the plots at z = 0.
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Figure 7.62: Same as Figure 7.61 for L7 (left) and L9 (right). Here the cell width scaling
is ≈ 7% and the statistics is lower.

In particular the ≈ 18% scaling from L1 to L6 (outer read out) and the remaining

≈ 7% scaling from L7 to L9 is visible. Here the statistics is lower. The total cell width

scaling from L1 to L9 is ≈ 30%.

7.3.3 µ+ beam

As already mentioned, we performed also a µ+ beam intensity scan, also changing the

HV con�guration, from (WP - 30 V) to (WP + 10 V) in steps of 10 V. The beam rate

con�gurations tested are: low intensity (8 × 106 Hz), MEG intensity (3 × 107 Hz) and

MEG II intensity (7× 107 Hz).

Like in 2018 run, we recorded, for each beam condition, the currents drawn by the

HV channels. The resulting curves are shown in Figure 7.63 for L2S4. For L2 the HV

WP is 1470 V. The time scale is 57 hours and the vertical axis is in [µA]. The small steps

within each beam con�guration (green boxes) correspond to one HV scan (black open

arrows, described below). The inner/outer read out con�gurations are separated by the

vertical red line and highlighted by the red arrows. The blue boxes and arrows indicate

the current levels, which are in agreement with those of run 2018 (Figures 7.20 and 7.22)

and the linear trend with the beam rate is con�rmed for both con�gurations. At �xed

beam intensity the current level is similar for the inner/outer con�gurations, especially

at low and MEG rates. The di�erence is more marked at MEG II beam rate, even if

the blue curve refers always to the same HV channel powering L2S4. This may be an

indication that an e�ect of the FE con�guration on the current induced in drift cells by

the beam is possible.
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Figure 7.63: Gain curves for L2S4 as a function of the µ+ beam intensity. The inner/outer
read out con�gurations are highlighted on the left/right of the red vertical line.

Figure 7.64: Gain curves for L2S4 at MEG II (top left), MEG (top right) and low
(bottom) beam intensities as a function of HV.
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This behaviour must be investigated more, since could be related to the anoma-

lous currents experienced in some sectors and layers during the 2018 data taking (Sec-

tions 7.1.4 and 7.1.5). High currents occurred even this year for some sectors/layers and

dedicated tests are planned to understand these e�ects.

A zoom on HV scans is reported in Figure 7.64 for L2S4 at MEG II (top left, time

scale of 9 hours), MEG (top right, time scale of 4.5 hours) and low (bottom, time scale

of 9 hours) beam intensities respectively. Each 10 V step is indicated with a red arrow,

apart from the HV WP, marked with a green arrow. The blue boxes and arrows indicate

the current levels, which are in agreement with those of run 2018 (Figures 7.24 and 7.25).

Here the currents increase is not linear and follows a ∼ exponential trend as a function

of the HV applied.

Figure 7.65: Michel e+ signals (right) at low beam intensity, collected on both ends of
two adjacent wires belonging to L9 at (WP + 10 V). The corresponding event display
with the inner read out is shown on the left.

Before moving on a preliminary gain comparison betweeen 2018 and 2019 data, a

typical example of Michel e+ WFs collected at both ends of two adjacent wires belonging

to L9 is shown in Figure 7.65 (right), together with the corresponding event display with

the inner read out con�guration (left). The amplitudes of the signal peaks are indicated

in [mV]. The con�guration is (WP + 10 V) and low beam intensity. The Michel e+ data

taking is presently ongoing.
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7.3.4 Preliminary gain comparison with 2018 data

A comparison between gains obtained by the analysis of 2018 CR data and those obtained

by a preliminary analysis of 2019 CR data can be done, exploiting the amplitude method

described in Section 7.1.6, which includes the WF baseline subtraction. The 2018 HV

con�guration is described in Section 7.1.1 and it was caused by the two wire breakage

events. The 2019 HV con�guration is described in Section 7.3.1 and it is based on the

more complete gain simulation studies reported in Section 6.2.1.

Figure 7.66: Amplitude spectrum for L1 from 2018 (left) and 2019 (right) CR data.
The �t with a gaussian pedestal plus a Pólya distribution returns mean amplitudes
A

2018
L1 = 51.8 mV and A

2019
L1 = 48.9 mV, corresponding to gain values of G2018

L1 = 4.4×105

and G2019
L1 = 4.1× 105 respectively.

Figure 7.67: Amplitude spectrum for L2 from 2018 (left) and 2019 (right) CR data.
The �t with a gaussian pedestal plus a Pólya distribution returns mean amplitudes
A

2018
L1 = 70.8 mV and A

2019
L1 = 61 mV, corresponding to gain values of G2018

L1 = 6 × 105

and G2019
L1 = 5.1× 105 respectively.

The drift cells layers considered are L1 and L2 with a gas mixture He:iC4H10 90:10.
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Figure 7.66 shows the amplitude spectrum for L1 from 2018 (left) and 2019 (right) CR

data. The same applies for L2 in Figure 7.67. The �t with a gaussian pedestal plus a

Pólya distribution (Appendix B) returns mean amplitudes A
2018
L1 = 51.8 mV, A

2019
L1 = 48.9

mV for L1 and A
2018
L2 = 70.8 mV, A

2019
L2 = 61 mV for L2. By applying the conversion

factor used in Section 7.1.6 (0.545 mV/fC), one obtains gain values of G2018
L1 = 4.4× 105,

G2019
L1 = 4.1× 105 and G2018

L2 = 6× 105, G2019
L2 = 5.1× 105 respectively.

The result for L1 is similar for both years, while the gain for L2 is lower (≈ 15%) in

2019. One has also to consider the 10 V scaling of HV for the adjacent layers in 2019,

while L1, L2 and L3 were all kept at 1480 V in 2018, with L4 at 920 V as an emergency

guard layer. With this con�guration the gain was too high. By considering L2 at WPL2

= 1470 V, as in 2019, one can expect a gain similar to that of L1 at WPL1 = 1480

V, around 4 × 105. This is a good step in terms of gain equalization among di�erent

layers, which was the reason of the �rst HV tuning by 10 V/layer used in 2019. Several

improvements can still be applied by re�ning the data analysis and also a dedicated HV

tuning of the guards is necessary. The gas contaminants in the wires volume have to be

continuously monitored, as in 2019, especially the O2 level (Figure 4.12 in Section 4.1)

which can a�ect the e− attachment (Section A.2 and Appendix B) and thus the charge

collection. Anyway, the anomalous high currents experienced in some sectors and layers

(suspicion of Malter e�ect [72]: see Section 3.3.1) have to be carefully investigated. In

addition, a more re�ned calibration of the whole DAQ chain (CDCH + FE board + signal

cable + DIFF-to-SE converter + WDB) with a direct benchtop measurement is ongoing

which will help to get a more reliable gain factor and a more accurate HV tuning.
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Conclusions

The MEG experiment, with its �rst phase of operations at the Paul Scherrer Institut

(PSI), set the most stringent constraint on the Charged Lepton Flavour Violating (CLFV)

µ+ → e+γ decay process. The analysis of the full data set, corresponding to ≈ 7.5×1014

muons stopped in the target, collected from 2009 to 2013 at a stopping rate of 3 × 107

µ+/s, resulted in the new best upper limit on the BR(µ+ → e+γ) ≤ 4.2× 10−13 at 90%

Con�dence Level (C.L.) [4], imposing one of the tightest constraints on models predicting

LFV-enhancements through New Physics Beyond the Standard Model (Section 1.3).

While the Liquid Xenon (LXe) and the Timing Counter (TC) detectors almost met

their requirements, on the positron side the performances of the MEG Drift CHambers

(DCH) were signi�cantly worse than the design values (Table 3.2 in Section 3.4) and

further, they deteriorated with time. An upgrade of the current setup (MEG II) aiming

at reaching a sensitivity enhancement on the µ+ → e+γ decay process of about one order

of magnitude, compared to the present MEG results, was proposed and accepted by the

PSI research committee in 2013.

The MEG II experiment relies on a series of upgrades, which include an improvement

of the LXe detector �gures of merit, brand new detectors with better acceptance, e�-

ciencies and performances to operate with a larger intensity muon beam and new and

optimized trigger and DAQ electronics.

The new MEG II Cylindrical Drift CHamber (CDCH) is crucial in order to improve

the angular and momentum resolutions of the �nal state e+ kinematic variables, thus

minimizing the background sources.

A big e�ort, which is justi�ed by the just goal of the experiment, was put in pro-

jecting and building this very sophisticated detector, whose characteristics are severely

constrained by the needs of the MEG II experiment.
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Great attention was put in the CDCH design to overcome DCH limitations (Sec-

tion 3.3) and ensure the proper operation at high rate with a long-term detector stability.

The new drift chamber is a low-mass unique volume detector with high granularity and

a cylindrical symmetry around the beam axis. Nine layers of 192 drift cells are de�ned

by ≈ 12000 wires arranged in a stereo con�guration for longitudinal hit localization. The

cells width is ∼ few mm to ensure a sustainable occupancy at a stopping rate on target

of 7 × 107 µ+/s, especially for the inner layers which are placed at ≈ 15 cm from the

beam axis.

Several R&D studies were carried out to �nd the best choice for CDCH wires: 40

µm and 50 µm Ag-plated Al wires for cathodes and guards and 20 µm Au-plated W

wires for anodes. The choice of Aluminum allowed to use a light support frame. The

longitudinal wires tension is in fact beared by an external 2 mm-thick Carbon Fiber (CF)

support structure which ensure also the gas (He:Isobutane 90:10) tightness. The total

radiation length is 1.5× 10−3 X0, which is smaller than that of MEG DCH, despite the

full azimuthal coverage of CDCH.

The lower radiation length, in addition to reducing background γ enhancements due

to bremsstrahlung and e+ Annihilation-In-Flight in the CDCH materials, also minimizes

the MCS contribution for low-energy positrons, allowing for a single-hit resolution be-

low 120 µm, as measured by several prototypes. Further improvements are expected

by the use of the Cluster Timing technique. The increased spatial resolution and an

improved tracking procedure, capable to exploit ×4 hits more than MEG, lead to sub-

stantial improvements in the e�ciency, momentum and angular resolutions and conse-

quentely a determination of the e+ kinematic variables with a higher accuracy. The

expected improvements in momentum and angular resolutions are of about a factor four

(σMEG
p ≈ 380 keV → σMEGII

p ≈ 90 keV) and a factor two (σMEG
θ ≈ σMEG

φ ≈ 10 mrad

→ σMEGII
θ ≈ σMEGII

φ ≈ 6 mrad) respectively (Table 3.3 in Section 3.4). Optimizations

in the reconstruction may enable to reach the required e+ reconstruction e�ciency (70%).

CDCH construction (Section 4.5), involved the common e�ort of several working

groups within the MEG II collaboration. It is the �rst drift chamber built in a modular

way: given the high wires density (12 wires/cm2), the classical technique with wires

anchored to endplates with feedthroughs is in fact really very hard to be implemented.

Wires are not strung directly on the �nal chamber, but are soldered at both ends on

the pads of two PCBs (Section 4.1.2) which are then mounted in the twelve sectors

in which CDCH endplates are subdivided, which are de�ned by twelve spokes. CDCH

geometry was continuously monitored during assembly with a Coordinate Measuring

Machine during all the operations (Sections 4.5.3 and 4.8). A �ne geometry tuning was
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performed adjusting the positions of each individual spoke to guarantee the best possible

endplates alignment (distance, planarity and parallelism), at a level better than 100 µm.

Problems related to ambient humidity arose during CDCH assembly, leading to the

breakage of some Al wires in the chamber, despite the fact that the construction at Pisa

was performed inside a cleanroom with a strict monitoring of the environmental condi-

tions (Section 4.5.4). Further breakages happened also at PSI later on, when the �nal

lengthening of the chamber was set. The problem was deeply investigated (Chapter 5)

performing optical inspections with microscopes, chromatography, practical tests and

SEM/EDS analyses. We developed a safe procedure to extract the broken wire pieces

from the chamber (Section 5.1). Chemical and mechanical analyses showed that the

origin of the breaking phenomenon is the chemical corrosion of the Aluminum core in

presence of water condensation on wires. The only way to stop the development of corro-

sion is to keep the wires volume in an absolutely dry atmosphere with a continuous �ow

of inert gas (Nitrogen or He) to avoid the presence of water. A simple model of corrosion

reproduces quite well the number of broken wires as a function of the lengthening of the

chamber. The e�ect of a missing cathode on e+ reconstruction was found to be totally

negligible (Section 5.6).

After the assembly the chamber was transported at PSI for the commissioning phase

(Chapter 6). The �nal stable lengthening was set and the HV working point was reached

(Section 7.2.1). CDCH was integrated in the MEG II experimental apparatus (Sec-

tions 6.4 and 7.2.2) in view of the engineering runs in 2018 and 2019 (presently ongoing).

The CDCH mechanical stability was proved to be adequate and can sustain all the han-

dling operations during a MEG II run (Section 7.2). First data with cosmic rays and µ+

beam at varying intensities were collected at di�erent HV values (Sections 7.1 and 7.3)

to perform gain studies. Gain curves are in agreement with dedicated gas gain simula-

tions: the expected linear proportionality with the beam intensity and the ∼ exponential

behaviour as a function of the HV applied (Sections 7.1.6 and 7.3.4). Anomalous high

currents were observed in some sectors and layers, which need still to be understood.

At present the commissioning phase at PSI with CDCH integrated in the MEG II

experimental apparatus is still ongoing. This thesis can be considered as a reference

point for the mechanical construction and commissioning of the MEG II chamber.

The 3 years physics data taking with all the upgraded detectors and the complete

DAQ electronics is expected to start in 2020.
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Appendix A

Drift chambers working principle

Figure A.1: Qualitative plot illustrating the working regimes of gaseous detectors.

The working principle of gaseous detectors, in particular wire drift chambers, is brie�y

described below: gas ionization, e− drift and ampli�cation. The modes of operation

depend on the strength of the electric �eld between the electrodes. Figure A.1 shows a

qualitative plot illustrating the di�erent working regimes, displaying the charge collected
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as a function of the applied voltage. Drift chambers work in the proportional region

where a multiplication of ionization with signals proportional to ionization is present.

A.1 Ionization

A charged particle traversing the gas of a drift chamber leaves a track of ionization along

its trajectory. We distinguish between primary and secondary ionization (Figure A.2).

In primary ionization, 1 or sometimes 2 or 3 e−1 are ejected from an atom A encountered

by the fast particle (e+ in case of CDCH):

e+A→ e+A+e−1 , e
+A++e−1 e

−
1 , ... (A.1)

Figure A.2: Pictorial view of primary and secondary ionizations left by a fast charged
particle in gaseous detectors.

The atom A becomes a positive ion A+. Primary e−1 are emitted almost perpendicular

to the track as their momentum is very small compared to the one of the track. Their

kinetic energy EK is lost by collisions with the gas molecules, scattering almost randomly

and producing secondary e−2 . An empirical relation for the range R, de�ned as the

material thickness crossed before being stopped and valid for all materials with low and

intermediate atomic number Z is: R(EK) = c1EK [1 − c2/(1 + c3EK)], where c1 =

5.37 × 10−4 gcm−2keV−1, c2 = 0.9815 and c3 = 3.1230 × 10−3 keV−1. Below 1 keV the

practical relation becomes: R(EK) = 9.93 EK [µg/(cm2keV)].

Most of the charge along a track is from secondary ionization where e−2 are ejected
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from atoms through collisions of e−1 with A or intermediate excited states A∗ (Penning

e�ect): {
e−1 A→ e−1 A

+e−2 , ...

e−1 A→ e−1 A
∗ ⇒ A∗B → AB+e−2

(A.2)

The second reaction chain involves the collision of A∗ with a second species B1 (atom

or molecule) present in the gas. The last passage occurs if the excitation energy of A∗ is

above the ionization potential of B. Secondary e−2 are usually created in the immediate

vicinity of the primary ones and, together with e−1 , form clusters of one or several e−.

Above a certain energy, an e− knocked out of a gas atom will form a secondary track (δ

ray) and will not contribute to the �rst track any more.

The encounters with the gas atoms are purely random and are characterized by a

mean free �ight path λI given by the ionization cross section per electron σI and the

density n of e−:

λI =
1

nσI
(A.3)

The number of interactions along a track length L has a mean of N = L/λI and

follows the Poisson distribution. The probability of having zero interactions in L is:

P (N, 0) = e−N (A.4)

This equation provides a method for measuring λI . If a gas counter with sensitive

length L is set up so that the presence of even a single electron in L will always give a

signal (ideal detector), then its ine�ciency may be identi�ed with Equation A.4.

Only a certain fraction of all the energy lost by the fast particle is spent in ionization.

The energy required for ionization is very small, typically a few keV per cm of gas in

normal conditions. Only 0.05% of the collisions between the impinging particle and

the gas molecules produce primary e−1 with EK > 10 keV. The energy loss distribution

for signal positrons crossing the CDCH gas mixture (He:Isobutane 90:10) with helical

trajectories in the COBRA magnetic �eld is shown in Figure A.3. The total amount of

ionization from all processes is characterized by the energy W spent on average for the

creation of one free e−-ion pair:

1A∗ is often the metastable state of a noble gas and B is one of the molecular additives that are
required for chamber stability (quenchers). A∗ may also be an optical excitation with a long lifetime
due to resonace trapping (Jesse e�ect).
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W 〈NI〉 = L

〈
dE

dx

〉
(A.5)

Figure A.3: Energy loss distribution for signal e+ crossing the CDCH gas mixture
(He:Isobutane 90:10) with helical trajectories in the COBRA magnetic �eld.

where 〈NI〉 is the average number of ionization e− created in L and 〈dE/dx〉 is the
average total energy loss per unit path length of the fast particle. W depends on the

gas (composition and density) and on the impinging particle and it is independent of

the initial energy above a few keV for e− and a few MeV for α particles. For pure noble

gases, W varies between 46 eV for He and 22 eV for Xe. For pure organic vapours W

ranges from 23 to 30 eV. Ionization potentials are smaller by factors typically between

1.5 and 3.

A.2 Drift

In a drift cell the ionization e− of every track segment drift through the gas and are

ampli�ed near the sense wires in avalanches due to the HV applied. Electrical signals

that contain information about the original location and ionization density of the track

segment are then collected. Ions drift toward the opposite electrode. In addition to

the electric drift �eld ~E, a magnetic �eld ~B is needed to measure the momentum of

the impinging particle. The equation of motion of a particle of charge q and mass m

subjected to ~E and ~B under the in�uence of a frictional force proportional to its velocity

~v, as a stochastic average over the random collisions of the drifting particle, was �rst

introduced by P. Langevin [23]:
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m~̇v = q
(
~E + ~v × ~B

)
−K~v (A.6)

The drifting particles are scattered on the gas molecules such that their direction of

motion is ramdomized in each collisions, with a characteristic time τ = m/K. In the

simple case with B = 0, they assume on average a constant drift velocity:

~vD = µD ~E with µD =
qτ

m
(A.7)

much smaller than the instantaneous velocity c between collisions2. The characteristic

time τ can be interpreted as the mean time between collisions with cross section σC :

τ = 1/(nσCc). Equation A.7 de�nes the scalar mobility µD as the ratio of drift velocity

to electric �eld. Typical e− mobilities are of the order of 104 (cm/s)/(V/cm). In the

general case with B:

vD =
E

B

(
1− 1

ω2τ2

)
(A.8)

where ω = qB/m. With strong magnetic �eld vD → E/B, a universal value which is

the same for all gases. The direction is given by −Ê × B̂. A balance between the energy

gained from the external �eld and collision losses is obtained. The equilibrium energy is:

εE = (qEl)/(Nε), where N = l/(vDτ) is the number of encounters in the drift distance

l and ε is the fractional energy loss per collision.

Ions behaviour is di�erent due to their much larger mass and chemical reactions.

Electrons are accelerated more rapidly in electric �eld than ions and lose very little energy

in elastic collisions with gas atoms, where the momentum is randomized and hence lost

on average. Ions in the same electric �eld acquire in a mean free path an energy similar

to that acquired by e−, but a good fraction is lost in collisions and their momentum

is not randomized as much. As a result, the di�usion of ions is orders of magnitude

smaller than e−. Typical ion mobilities µion are of the order of 1 (cm/s)/(V/cm). If

some electronegative impurities (halogen-containing chemicals and oxygen) are present

in the counting gas, e− during the drift may be absorbed forming negative ions. This

is the so-called e− attachment, whose rate depends on e− velocity c, impurity density n

and cross section σA: RA = nσAc. For more details see Appendix B.

As the drifting e− and ions are scattered on the gas molecules, their drift velocity

deviates from the average value given by random collisions. Assuming that the deviation

2The drift gas is considered to be su�ciently rare�ed that the distances travelled by e− between
collisions are much larger than their Compton wavelength: classical treatment.
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is the same in all directions, a point-like e− cloud di�uses according to a gaussian spread,

after a time t = l/vD, with σ =
√

2Dt, where D is the di�usion coe�cient3.

A.3 Ampli�cation

In the case of a cylindrical cell of radius b, with a central sense wire of radius a, as the

distance r from the sense wire of the drifting e− decreases, the electric �eld E increases:

E =
λQ

2πε0r
;

λQ
2πε0

=
V0

ln(b/a)
(A.9)

where λQ is the linear charge density on the wire4. The factor λQ is related to

the applied voltage V0. Near the sense wire E is strong enough such that an e− gains

su�cient energy between collisions to further ionize the gas: another e− is emitted and

the avalanche starts. The number of e− multiplies in successive generations and the

avalanche grows until all the e− are collected on the wire (Figure A.4 left).

Figure A.4: Drop-like avalanche with outgoing photons (left) and its extension (right)
near the sense wire.

The signal is proportional to the number of e− collected, as long as the avalanche-

3D is related by the Nernst-Townsend formula to the thermal energy ET = (3/2)kT of the di�using
body: D/µD = (kT )/q.

4The e− path is radial only if B = 0. When B 6= 0 the path is modi�ed, but in case of strong E the
trajectory ends on the wire.
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induced changes of E remain negligible compared to the �eld of the wire, i.e. λQ is

big compared to the charge density in the avalanche. This is given by the product of

the number of the avalanche-initiating e− and the gain factor, divided by the avalanche

width. This process ends in a fraction of ns. The avalanche does not surround the

wire but develops preferentially on the approach side of the initial ionization (Figure A.4

right). Electrons created by a fast particle undergo a longitudinal development ranging

from 50 µm to a few hundred µm along the sense wire, due to a series of factors: the

original extension in space of the ionization track, the di�usion in the gas during the

drift, the electrostatic repulsion of charges and the propagation of ionizing photons.

In the avalanche, photons are as abundant as e− since the relevant cross sections

are of the same order of magnitude. Some of them can travel enough and ionize the gas

further than the typical avalanche size (Figure A.5). Electrons produced in this way start

other full avalanches and the counter may break down. Given the number of e− in the

avalanche ne, the number of ionizing photons nγ and the ionization probability p outside

the primary avalanche, the stability criterion is: nγp < 1; xnep < 1, where x = nγ/ne.

The radial point where E is just su�cient to start the avalanche is rmin. The same

applies to γ from avalanches reaching the cathode wires. They can extract free e−

from the conducting surfaces through the photoelectric e�ect. Therefore the role of the

quenching gas is decisive. In fact, due to their complex chemical structure with many

degrees of freedom, organic molecules have larger photoabsorption cross sections than

noble gases. The quencher reduces p allowing larger values of ne and so higher gain.

If multiplication of ionization occurs, the increase of the number of e− per unit path

dl is:

dN = Nαdl (A.10)

where α is the �rst Townsend coe�cient. A fundamental expression for α does not

exist and it must be measured for every gas mixture. In fact, α depends on various

factors: the energy transfer mechanisms discussed above, excitation and ionization cross

sections, the electric �eld E. Summarizing, α is a function of the collision energy ε ∝ E/ρ,
where ρ is the gas density. Keeping ε constant, α also changes proportionally with ρ,

directly correlated with gas pressure P , since all the linear dimensions in the gas scale

with the mean free collision length: α(ε, ρ) ∼ α(E/ρ, ρ) = f(E/ρ)ρ. By integrating

Equation A.10 between rmin and a, one obtains the ampli�cation factor, also called gain

G:
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Figure A.5: Photoionization breakdown mechanism without the quencher.

G =
N

N0
= exp

[∫ a

rmin

α(r)dr

]
= exp

[∫ E(a)

Emin

α(E)

dE/dr
dE

]
(A.11)

where N0 and N are the initial and �nal number of e− in the avalanche, E(r) is given

by Equation A.9, Emin ∝ ρ and dE/dr is the electric �eld gradient. A useful derivation

for G is obtained by assuming α = kE [24], with k constant (Diethorn formula):

lnG =
ln 2

∆V

λQ
2πε0

ln
λQ

2πε0aEmin
(A.12)

where e∆V is the average energy required to produce one more e− (∆V ≈ 20 V).

As already mentioned, excited gas atoms generate UV photons which can induce

photoelectric e�ect in gas and wires. These e− contribute to the avalanche. The ratio of

the number of photo-induced electrons nph and the number of avalanche electrons nav is

called second Townsend coe�cient: γ = nph/nav. A modi�ed formula for the gain which

includes the photoelectric e�ect is: Gγ = G/(1− γG). The limit γG = 1 corresponds to

the continuous discharge regime, independent from primary ionization. This is avoided

by the quencher. The avalanche statistics is described in Appendix B.

Drift chambers (included CDCH) are often operated at atmospheric pressure and
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the gas density changes proportionally to P . Therefore the variation of G with ρ is

of particular interest: ∆G/G = −K ∆ρ/ρ. Practically K = 5 ÷ 8, thus even a small

change in the gas pressure can cause a signi�cant global variation of the gain. The gas

pressure has therefore to be monitored to correct for these variations. Local variations

of G may also be due to local changes of λQ on the sense wire caused by imperfections

in the wire geometry, �uctuations of the supply voltage, space charge near the wire:

∆G/G = (lnG+K) ∆λQ/λQ [23]. The new factor in parentheses is practically 10÷ 20.

When the avalanche comes to an end, all e− are collected on the anode and the space

near the wire is �lled with the remaining positive ions. These, since the avalanche charge

is small compared to λQ, moves away toward the cathodes (a few mm far in CDCH) at

relatively slow speed: vion = µionE(a). In presence of a continuous particle �ux per unit

detector area Φ, with a much higher frequency than that corresponding to the ion travel

time, we have a stationary situation. The travelling ions build up a stationary space

charge density ρion in the drift cell volume. This reduces E close to the sense wire and

therefore the gas gain G, which poses a fundamental limitation on the rate capability

of any wire chamber. This is the so-called space charge e�ect. The charge density

ρion creates an electric �eld Eion and the resulting potential is ∆Vion =
∫
Eion(s)ds =

[b3QΦ ln(b/a)]/[4πε0µIV0], where Q is the total avalanche charge. The integration path

is from the sense wire surface to the cathode. Consequently, the contribution of the wire

potential is reduced to V0 −∆Vion.

The moving charges in the drift cell produce electrical signals on the electrodes that

can be read out by ampli�ers. Electrons created in the avalanche near the anode move

to the wire surface within a time much less than a ns, resulting in a short signal pulse

of charge Qinde . Positive ions move away from the wire at a velocity about a factor 1000

smaller, resulting in a signal with a long tail, typically a few hundred µs. The center

of gravity of the e− avalanche is typically only a few µm above the wire surface. As a

consequence of such a small distance to travel, the fraction of charge induced by the e−

movement is Qinde /Qindtot ≈ ∆V/(V0 ln 2) ≈ 1 ÷ 2% [23] of the total induced charge. All

the rest of the signal is created by the movement of positive ions. The induced charge as

a function of time is Qindion(t) = −q/[2 ln(b/a)] ln[1 + (t/t0)] [23], where the characteristic

time constant t0 is a few ns. The polarity of the wire signal is negative. CDCH FE

includes an inverting stage and the signal is positive.
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Appendix B

Avalanche statistics

The �rst Townsend coe�cient α (Sections A.1 and A.3) can be related to the ionization

probability per unit path length: λI = 1/α. One can assume that λI depends only

on the local electric �eld E and thus it is identical for all e− in the avalanche, whose

spatial extent is neglected. The probability of a primary electron to produce a secondary

electron while traveling a distance dx � λI along E is given by αdx. The probability

that the avalanche has grown to n electrons at a distance x+ dx is given by [23]:

d

dx
Pn(x) = α(x)(n− 1)Pn−1(x)− α(x)nPn(x) (B.1)

The solution of the di�erential Equation B.1 is given by the geometric distribution:

Pn(x) = p(1− p)n−1 with mean n = exp

[∫ x

0
α(s)ds

]
(B.2)

where p = 1/n and the variance is σ2
n = n(n − 1). At low reduced �eld E/P 1, Pn

is well approximated by an exponential distribution: nPn ≈ e−n/n and the standard

deviation is equal to the mean n. This is the so-called Yule-Furry law [23] for weak

�elds.

A small fraction of the avalanche electrons might be lost during the drift due to

recombination with positive ions. A more relevant loss mechanism is the so-called e−

attachment. If the counting gas contains electronegative components, they attach e−

during the development of the avalanche and this phenomenon may produce gain �uc-

tuations. The attachment coe�cient ηA is introduced, such that ηAdx is the probability

that an e− is lost by attachment in a spatial interval dx, forming a negative ion. The

average number of electrons becomes:

1P is the gas pressure.
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n = exp

[∫ x

0
(α(s)− ηA(s)) ds

]
(B.3)

where α−ηA is called e�ective Townsend coe�cient. The coe�cients α(x) and ηA(x)

have a di�erent functional dependence2 on E and thus x. A simpli�ed solution may be

found, assuming α and ηA to be constant (for constant E). For large values of n, the result

is again an exponential dristribution, but slightly modi�ed as: nPn ≈ (1−k)2e−(1−k)n/n,

where k = ηA/α is the probability to end up with zero electrons. The variance written

above σ2
n is corrected by the factor (1+k)/(1−k). The e�ect of attachment is to increase

the avalanche �uctuations.

In order to explain deviations of the avalanche size distribution from the exponen-

tial shape at large E, a correction of the �eld-dependent Townsend coe�cient was pro-

posed [35] [36]:

α(x)

(
1 +

θ

n

)
(B.4)

The factor θ is a shape parameter whose e�ect will be shown below. The correction

factor depends on the instantaneous avalanche size n. The interpretation is that α

is reduced at high gain because of the space charge. By inserting Equation B.4 in

Equation B.1 and solving the relative di�erential equation, one obtains the negative

Binomial distribution, or Pascal distribution, or Pólya distribution:

Pn =

(
n− 1 + θ

n− 1

)(
n− 1

n+ θ

)n−1( θ + 1

n+ θ

)θ+1

(B.5)

where θ is the Pólya parameter, which enters the mean and variance of the avalanche

size:

n = (1 + θ) exp

[∫ x

0
α(s)ds

]
− θ ; σ2

n =
(n+ θ)(n− 1)

1 + θ
(B.6)

The Pólya distribution is a model for the shape of avalanche size at high gain (Fig-

ure B.1). For large values of n, the avalanche size can be treated as a quasi-continuous

variable and Equation B.5 can be approximated by:

nPn =
(1 + θ)(1+θ)

Γ(1 + θ)

(n
n

)θ
e−(1+θ)n/n (B.7)

where Γ is the gamma function. The most probable avalanche size nmp and the

2The attachment coe�cient ηA is stronlgy energy dependent: Ramsauer e�ect [23].
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Figure B.1: Models for the avalanche size shape: exponential (left) vs. Pólya (right) with
θ = 1 (solid curve) and θ = 2 (dashed curve).

relative gain variance f become:

nmp =
nθ

1 + θ
; f =

(σn
n

)2
=

1

1 + θ
(B.8)
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Appendix C

Wiring parameters

The wiring procedure is based on several parameters which are schematically indicated

in Figure C.1 for a positive stereo angle and listed below. The case of negative stereo

angle is similar.

� Wire-PCBs geometry parameters:

◦ P : distance between wire pads on PCB;

◦ θ: stereo angle (the sign convention is shown);

◦ L: wire length (stretched).

� Wiring machine parameters:

◦ R: drums radius;

◦ ω: angular velocity;
◦ vz: linear velocity along the drum axis z.

� Intermediate parameters:

◦ α: angle between wire and drum axis;

◦ ∆z: helix increment;

◦ ∆: distance between wires;

◦ λ: helix spire length;

◦ WP : wire length between pads.

� Placing parameters:
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◦ β: angle between PCB and drum axis;

◦ ∆X: distance between the soldering pads of the 2 wire-PCBs connected to

the PCB template;

◦ ∆Y : relative shift between the soldering pads of the 2 wire-PCBs connected

to the PCB template.

The sliding velocity of the soldering arm along the wiring drum axis z is a wire-PCB

dependent variable. In fact, if θ > 0, vz and ω have the same sign (vz < 0), while, if

θ < 0, vz and ω have the opposite sign (vz > 0). The following equalities de�ne vz:
∆z = 2π vz

|ω|
P cos θ = |∆z| sinα = ∆

tanα = |ω|R
vz

; sinα = 2πRλ =

√
1−

(
P cos θ
2πR

)2 (C.1)

where:

λ = 2π

√
R2 +

(vz
ω

)2
(C.2)

leading to:

vz = ±
√

(P cos θ)2

(2πR)2 − (P cos θ)2
R|ω| (C.3)

The vz sign follows the sign of the stereo angle θ. The angle β = π/2−α+θ. If θ > 0,

then α > π/2 and β > 0, while, if θ < 0, then α < π/2 and β < 0. The segments in

Figure C.1 are de�ned as follows: AD = λ, AB = P , BC = P | sinβ|, BD = BC/ sinα,

AE = λ− L+BD = WP .{
∆X = WP cos θ =

(
λ− L+ P | sinβ|sinα

)
cos θ

∆Y = ±(P −WP | sin θ|)
(C.4)

The ∆Y sign follows the sign of the stereo angle θ.
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Figure C.1: Schematic view of the wiring parameters.
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Appendix D

Extra

D.1 Measuring the characteristic oscillation frequency of a

wire

The measurement of the characteristic oscillation frequency of a wire of length L ten-

sioned with a longitudinal force T can provide important information about the wire

mechanical properties:

� Section D.1.1: the maximum wire displacement with respect to a straight line under

the weigth of the wire itself, the so-called wire sagitta s;

� Section D.1.2: the wire elongation ∆L with respect to the rest length L0.

After the development of dedicated electronic boards and some preliminary tests to

tune the system, a direct measurement on CDCH is foreseen.

D.1.1 Wire sagitta

A practical way of obtaining the sag size (Section 4.3) for one wire consists in measuring

the characteristic oscillation frequency of a wire. The frequency fn of the nth mode of

the elastic string and the perturbation velocity v on the wire are:

fn =
v

λn
; v =

√
T

ρgσ
; λn =

2L

n
(D.1)

where ρgσ is the weight of the wire per unit length (assumed uniform along the wire)

and λn is the nth-mode wavelength. One can express the frequency f1 as a function of s

for the lowest mode (n = 1) as:
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f1 =
v

λ1
=

√
T/(ρgσ)

2L
→ f2

1 =
g

32s
(D.2)

Frequencies of 60, 55 and 45 Hz leads to s ≈ 85, 100 and 150 µm respectively.

D.1.2 Wire elongation

The linear dependence between f2
1 and the elastic deformation ∆L can be obtained from

Equation D.2 squared:

f2
1 ∝

T

(L0 ±∆L)2
=

T[
L0

(
1± ∆L

L0

)]2 ∝
(

1± ∆L

L0

)−2

≈ 1± 2
∆L

L0
(D.3)

since ∆L� L0. The elastic constant k and the Young modulus Y are obtained from

the Hooke's Law since the pulling force is T = k∆L = f2
1 [ρgσ(4L2)] (Section 4.2.1).

D.2 Multiple Coulomb Scattering (MCS) de�ection angle

MCS minimization is crucial to achieve optimal momentum and angular resolutions for

50 MeV positrons. When a charged particle traverses a medium, it is de�ected by many

small-angle scatters. Most of this de�ections is due to Coulomb scattering from nuclei.

The scattering distribution is well described by the theory of Molière [70] and, for small

de�ection angles, it is roughly Gaussian with a σ given by [69]:

θ0 =
13.6 MeV
βcp

z

√
x

X0

[
1 + 0.038 ln

(
x

X0

)]
(D.4)

where p, βc and z are the momentum, velocity and charge number of the incident

particle respectively, x is the thickness of the scattering medium and X0 is its radiation

length. This value is a projected angular distribution on a plane, while the expected

width of the angular distribution in space is θspace =
√

2θ0. This value of θ0 is derived

from a �t to the Molière distribution for singly charged particles with β = 1 for all Z and

it is accurate to ≈ 10% or better for 10−3 < x/X0 < 100. For de�ection angles greater

than a few θ0 the MCS distribution behaves like a Rutherford scattering (∼ 1/ sin4(θ/2)),

resulting in larger tails compared to a pure Gaussian distribution. For many applications

it is su�cient to use the Gaussian approximation for the central 98% of the projected

angular distribution.
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